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dancing the buckles off their shoes
in pioneer utah

endorsed by mormon leaders as a healthy and uplifting activity
dancing served the importantimportantfunctionsfunctions of revitalizing the
pioneersspiritspioneers spirits and nurturing their sense of community

larry V shumway

in 1997 we paused to pay tribute to the pioneer settlers who
came to the desolate great basin area and laid the groundwork for
the life that utahnsutahna now enjoy in our modern american society
we are surrounded by trappings that by comparison with the lives
of those early settlers make our lives seem luxurious and opulent
in our more appreciative moments we wonder at the magnificence
of human spirit that the pioneers exhibited in their struggles
against all odds to carve a meaningful and civilized lifeiffeilfe out of a for-
bidding wilderness

of the many factors contributing to the pioneer successes
I1 will consider here but two dance and its associated music the
records left by the pioneers make it clear that dance and dance
music played a more significant role in the successful pioneering
of utah and outlying areas than is generally acknowledged

from the viewpoint of our present society we might not
accord dancing and music a very high status on our list of sub-
stantial factors contributing to the development of utah music
permeates our modern environment through radio recordings
live music and the background music in television movies and
other ubiquitous forms of entertainment being surrounded by so
much music in so many forms makes it hard for us to imagine the
musical void of pioneer times when wresting a living from the land
consumed so much time and energy that there was scant time and
little opportunity for music we have difficulty understanding the

BBYUYU studies 37 no 3 19919971997987987 98 7
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hunger the pioneers felt for music or seeing the role music and
dancing played in relieving the harshness of their living condi-
tions and in developing the sense of community common to mor-
mon settlements

what music there was was highly prized and in pioneer
journals and other accounts we find people speaking of music
with great warmth and expressing delight at finding someone
who could play an instrument or sing in the developing period of
pioneer utah music and dance in a very real sense were essen-
tial elements of the grease that helped the rough wheels of pio-
neer lifefifeilfefivehive turn more smoothly

from the pioneer era well into this century most community
musical activity centered around dancing sometimes done in the
open air but more often in homes or public buildings in urban
areas such as salt lake city and ogden public halls dedicated to
dancing and theatricals were built quite early and were heavily
patronized out in the rural settlements people danced first in
homes then churches and schools and later in public halls dances
were held regularly usually on friday evening but were also given
in connection with any number of national and local celebrations
and events the fourth of july twenty fourth of july thanksgiv-
ing christmas easter election eve harvesttime barn raisings and
even ball games or school plays I1 in addition to the dancing and con-
vivial atmosphere many people were interested in the music itself
and would attend a dance simply to listen

to be sure musical entertainments other than dancing were
to be found as wellweliweil in private or informal evenings at home with
family and friends or in the more formal settings of socialssociasociatsls picnics
and holiday programs the fiddle was the most commonly used
instrument providing music both for dancing and for listening 2

the following three diary entries tell of a fiddler cheering
folks in the evening and describe typical situations in his autobi-
ographyography warren foote remembers there was an old bachelor
boarding with the family I1 boarded with and he was a fiddler
and we used to have considerable fun during the long winter
evenings 3 hosea stout reports 1 I then came to A J stout and
took supper and then came to brjbaj P harmons and after some talk
he and br L W hancock came home with me br hancock
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having his fiddle played on it for about one hour and a half to our
satisfaction we had an agreeable evening I1 4 toward the end of the
pioneer period from snowflake arizona we have the following
As good a cowhand as he frank pruitt was his true image was

that of a fiddler sitting on a wagon tongue at days end cheering
the souls of music hungry riders of the range 5

in addition to the fiddle growing numbers of pianos and reed
organs could be found in the homes of more settled areas evening
get togethers around the piano or organ with friends or the ex-
tended family were common more formal occasions such as a

twenty fourth ofjulyofjuly program might feature brass band music and
speeches interspersed with other musical numbers by choirs
soloists a string band or perhaps other instruments typical of the
frontier fiddles guitars banjos and harmonicasharmonicalharmonicas

social dance in nineteenth century america

in mid nineteenth century america dancing had a spotted
reputation at best given the strict christian underpinnings of
utah pioneer society many may find it remarkable that dancing
was a widespread church sanctioned activity however in this
penchant for dancing the pioneers shared much with the larger
society where since the late eighteenth century dancing had
become a popular form of entertainment

prior to the revolutionary war country dances whose ori-
gins go back to the peasant dancing of medieval europe were popu-
lar among the lower classes in the new colonies the upper classes
danced the minuet and gavotte imitating the courtly balls popular
in europe but also enjoyed genteel versions of traditional country
dances after the revolutionary war courtly dancing declined
because of its strong association with monarchy and privilege
while the various forms of country dancing both genteel and
popular continued 6 the popular forms of country dancing how-
ever were not accepted by the upper classes who did not con-
sider them to be refined nor were they usually done in reputable
places indeed as charles hamm points out in almost every men-
tion of country dancing there is a link to some sort of impropriety
drinking gambling intimacy between the sexes 7
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thus dancing in public places came in for heavy criticism by
numerous moralistsmoralists and the clergy a response that in one form or
another has continued to the present time in new england in par-
ticularti dancing was severely frowned on the belief being that
people should be continuously occupied with work so as not to be
drawn into vain amusements of the world that would surely entice
them to greater temptations and lead finally to the loss of their
souls to sin the clergy condemned not only dancing but almost
any other pastime that appeared to give worldly pleasure

an interesting exchange in the philadelphia minerva high-
lights the extremes people would go to in their arguments for and
against dancing one writer states that dancing was calculated to
eradicate solid thought in fact versatility of mind hatred for
study or sober reflection are the inseparable companions of danc-
ing schools and the miseries resulting from them are virtually
incalculable in reply another writer countered

dancing is incontestably an elegant and anamiableliable accomplishment
it confers grace and dignity of carriage upon the female sex it
invigorates the constitution enlivens the role of the cheek and in its
results operates as silent eloquence upon the hearts of men nature
gives us limbs and art teaches us to use them 8

the dance forms of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
were basically figure or pattern dances most commonly called
cotillionscot illions or quadrilles some of the step patterns could be quite
complicated and as these dance forms gradually became more
acceptable dancing masters began to appear in many eastern cities
and towns to give the necessary instruction since many of the step
patterns were hard to remember the practice of one of the musi-
cians calling out the figures arose in the early nineteenth century
this custom helped the dancers considerably probably making
dancing more fun and more accessible to the general population

the dance music included many traditional scottish and irish
tunes with the appearance of dancing masters came collections
of music to be used a number of which are stillstiffstinn extant many of
them contain tunes transcribed for the piano and show a simpli-
fied melody line with a rudimentary harmony line in the bass clef
this description does not mean the music of the pioneers was
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simple traditional fiddle tunes that survive today show a singular
musical sophistication often featuring interesting tunes as wellwenweliweil as

rhythmic and ornamental nuances that almost defy notation
although censure against dancing was particularly strong in

puritan new england dance was tolerated there by high society
sometimes even with a grudging approval on the grounds that it
could be something of an art form that would give a certain ele-
gance and polish to the young lady or gentleman proponents
argued that dancing would teach the youth genteel manners and
give them a graceful carriage and bearing as well as a sense of
social self confidence curiously the ministers accepted men danc-
ing in their own company and women in theirs but still forbade
mixed dancing in spite of this condemnation however the people
of new england continued the practice of mixed dancing and
people of quality began to give balls 9

in the south where religion traditionally had exercised less
of a normative influence the belief in the salutary effect of danc-
ing in the development of character and good breeding was car-
ried even further in this region the migration to america had
been more for economic than religious reasons and the resulting
wealth and sense of class required of its people a social polish that
included fashionable and graceful dancing thus dancing became
an educational must for the gentleman or gentlewoman grand
balls became gracious affairs to showcase the graceful gentility of
upper class breeding and mixed dancing was very much ac-
cepted dances encompassed all the trappings of high society the
new country could muster 10

about this time in england dancing had become very popu-
lar among the middle class and as large numbers of immigrants
came to the united states from the british isles those tastes ac-
companiedcompanied them to the new world for them dancing was seen as
a good form of recreation

during the nineteenth century despite the persistent climate
of religious censure mixed social dancing became acceptable
throughout most of american society in many areas the popula-
tion was sparse and spread out and an occasion for dancing was
something looked forward to and savored for as long as possible
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very often dancing went far into the night sometimes right up
until morning in 1824 in franklin ohio luman shurtliff records

in november there was a quilting in the neighborhood to
which the ladies were invited to quilt in the afternoon and the men
to chop wood at evening we had a good supper and then a dance
I1 was one of the guests there were more ladies than gents and I1

danced most of the night

the sociality of such occasions nurtured something of a sense
of community and the people returned home much refreshed
both physically and psychologically on the other hand dancing
sometimes led to overly exuberant celebration and disruptive
behavior fueled by consumption of liquor which seemed to bear
out the contention of the persistent critics of dancing that it was
an activity surely leading to sin and all its consequences 12

dancing among the early mormonscormons

because many early members of the church came from the
strict religious traditions that looked with disfavor on dancing
the widespread practice of dancing among the mormon pioneers is

very surprising equally surprising is that the person who more
than any other shaped the mormon view of dancing and gave it its
peculiar stamp of approval was brigham young president young
was a new englander raised in a strict household where to listen
to the sound of a violin was an unforgivable sin 13 yet as elizabeth
haven barlow notes later president young became a wonderful
dancer and loved all sorts of art and music 1143144

the issues surrounding social dance among the early mor
mons were complex A journal entry made by gilbert belnap who
moved to kirtland and was eventually baptized in 1842 illustrates
the negative attitude toward dancing that existed among many
christians in the 1840s

prior to my arrival in kirtland the forces of my education had taught
me to detest the slightest variation from morality in a religion of any
kind the minister that would participate in the dance or in many
other amusements was discarded by his fellows and looked upon by
the unbelieving world as a hypocrite and deserved to be cast with-
out the kingdom 155
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A similar attitude is apparent from the following incident in
which official church action was threatened against benjamin FE

johnson for supposedly participating in dancing

in the early spring of 18581838 an effort was made by the local authorities
to draw the line of fellowship on practices which then seemed tend-
ing to demoralize among which was dancing and late night associa-
tions to which little heed was paid and soon a long list of names
was left with the high council to be dealt with and notice was given
to each by its clerk I1 had never danced and rarely attended a party
but from some cause my name was in the list and I1 received notice
to appear and answer I1 answered by letter in a spirit of meek-
ness and this spirit was conveyed to the hearts of the council
and they said brother benjamins letter was satisfactory and carried
with it a purpose to be a true latter day saint 16

quite the opposite attitude however is seen in the writings
of elizabeth whitney wife of a prominent early church leader who
says the following about her childhood

I1 was the eldest child and grew up in an atmosphere of love
and tenderness I1 received all the advantages of education such as
young ladies usually enjoyed at that time and was taught dancing
among other things which in the religious world in that day was
not considered orthodox my parents were not members of any
church and they wished me to enjoy life and thought dancing
added grace and easiness to ones manner 17

dancing parties were common among the mormonscormons during
the nauvoo period 1839 46 which given the varying background
and expectations of its citizens raised some real questions in the
minds of many about the propriety of the practice in an 1844 letter
to the editor of the times and seasons a father and elder in israel
requests a clarification of the church stance on dancing

DEAR SIR As you are placed as a watchman in zion and your opin-
ion is respected by the members of the church I1 should be very
much gratified by your informing me and not only me but the pub-
lic through the medium of your valuable paper the times and sea-
sons what your views are in regard to balls and dancing as it has
lately existed in our city I1 make the request as I1 am the father
of a family having both sons and daughters over whom the great
god has placed me as a father and a watchman and to whom I1 feel
responsible for the conduct of my children I1 feel desirous to
know what to teach my children there are many others who
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possess the same feelings as myself and who would feel highly grat-
ified by an expression from you relative to this subject 118I

the reply from the editor probably written by elder john
taylor was included in the same issue and began with the fol-

lowing observation

we have always considered that there existed on the minds of
the religious community a great deal of unnecessary superstition in
relation to dancing but perhaps this feeling is engendered more
through other associations and evils connected with it than from the
thing itself there certainly can be no harm in dancing in and of
itself as an abstract principle but like all other athletic exercises it
has a tendency to invigorate the system and to promote health
therefore looking at dancing merely as an athletic exercise or as
something having a tendency to add to the grace and dignity of man
by enabling him to have a more easy and graceful attitude certainly
no one could object to it so much then for dancing as a science 19

the editor traces the record of dancing in the scriptures quoting
from 2 samuel 613 15 where david dances before the lord with
all his might he then observes that while dancing was adopted
for the purpose of celebrating the praise of god the dancing of
the day was not that kind for we never heard gods name praised
nor his glory exalted in any of them nor do we think that there is

the least desire to glorify god in the dancing of the present day
and that it has not a tendency to glorify god or to benefit
mankind in conclusion he reiterates the neutrality of dancing
and focuses rather on the contexts of time and place

As an abstract principle we have no objections to dancing but
when it leads people into bad company and causes them to keep
untimely hours it has a tendency to enervate and weaken the sys-
tem and lead to profligate and intemperate habits and so far as it
does this so far it is injurious to society and corrupting to the morals
of youth solomon says that there is a time to dance but that time
is not at eleven or twelve oclock at night nor at one two three or
four oclock in the morning 20

three ideas emerge from the editors reply which formed the
basis for later policies governing dancing in mormon utah pioneer
communities first dancing as an exercise tends to invigorate
the body and promote health and wellbeingwell being if done in moderation
second dancing has a tendency to add to the grace and dignity of
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man by enabling him to have a more easy and graceful attitude
and third dancing illustrated in the scriptural record as a part of
the service to god should be conducted in a proper atmosphere
of piety and loving sociality without which the evils stemming
from dance as per its critics could become a real possibility

that such a proper atmosphere was lacking in some of the
dances at that time is apparent from a reminiscence of a young girl
denied the opportunity of attending a dancing party because of a
warning to her father from joseph smith about dubious company
in attendance

during the winter of 1843 there were plenty of parties and
balls and many were held at the nauvoo mansion the last one that
I1 attended there that winter was on christmas eve some of the
young gentlemen got up a series of dancing parties to be held at
the mansion once a week I1 had to stay at home as my father had
been warned by the prophet to keep his daughter away from there
because of the blacklegs and certain ones of questionable character
who attended there but I1 felt quite sore over it for no girl
loved dancing better than I1 did and I1 really felt that it was too much
to bear 21

after the assassination ofofjosephjoseph smith church leaders felt the
need to discourage worldliness and excess of frivolity believing
that dancing and other amusements had the tendency to distract
people from the real and pressing needs of the hour these grim
and somber times prompted a sternly worded epistle from the coun-
cil of the twelve over the signature of brigham young the letter
was published in the times and seasons and pointed the saints
attention to what was required of them

in order to do this build the kingdom we must not only be
industrious and honest but we must abstain from allahaliail intemper-
ance immorality and vice of whatever name or nature we must set
an example of virtue modesty temperance continency cleanli-
ness and charity and be careful not to mingle in the vain amuse-
ments and sins of the world among the most conspicuous and
fashionable of these we might mention ballsbahsbalisbailsbans dances corrupt and im-
modest theatrical exhibitions magical performances etc all of
which are apt not only to have an evil tendency in themselves but to
mingle the virtuous and vicious in each others society nor for the
improvement of the vicious but rather to corrupt the virtuous
and so far at least as the members of the church are concerned
we would advise that balls dances and other vain and useless
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amusements be neither countenancedcountenancer nor patronized they have
been bomeborne with in some instances heretofore for the sake of peace
and good will but it is not now a time for dancing or frolics but a

time of mourning and of humiliation and prayer 22

this statement may appear to be a general indictment of
dancing and it certainly is a warning of the ill effects of worldly
and unfettered revelry in the public dances yet subsequent
events as well as statements by brigham young indicate that this
deep concern was more for the time place and especially the
environment in which dancing was done president young had to
sort through a number of pros and cons about the practice of
dancing As previously noted there was always the potential for
worldliness and excess of frivolity that might distract people
from important issues on the other hand within certain bounds
and constraints dancing was a commendable practice because of
the exercise it gave the sociality it promoted and the social graces
it engendered

after weighing the one side against the other brigham young
concluded that in appropriate circumstances and atmosphere
dancing had a strong potential to be uplifting to the people using
this rationale he gave the practice of dancing a spiritual and intel-
lectual coherence that enabled the pioneers to enjoy all of its ben-
efits while limiting any ill effects that it might be perceived to have
on their piety

brighamsBrighams ideas about dance developed while the saints were
still in nauvoo and ultimately shaped the ideals and forms of danc-
ing among the utah pioneers from the time of crossing the plains
to the founding of salt lake city and on to the establishment of set-
tlementstlements extending to the far reaches of the great basin saints
were encouraged to conduct and attend their own dances 23

rather than to go to the places where public dances were held in
this way they could control the atmosphere and thereby let the act
or art of dancing be unhindered in filling its role as a wonderful

means of recreation and wholesome social interaction to be sure
controversy about dancing continued even down into this cen-
tury but usually centered on whether the conditions of brighamsBrighams
pronouncements were being met in actual practice
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under brigham youngs approval dancing resumed in nau
voo24voo 24 and continued around evening campfirescampfires after a hard day on
the pioneer trail at winter quarters a particularly discouraging
time brigham young is reported to have called his people to-
gether and told them 1 I want you to sing and dance and forget
your troubles we must think of the future that liestiesllesiles ahead and the
work which is ours 1121112525 rachel simmons who had moved from
nauvoo to winter quarters in 1846 as a young girl mentions that
the first dancing party she attended was on one of the few boats
that ventured that far up the missouri river

I1 remember one came up and the officers gave a ball on landing and
invited some of the young folks myself among the number
mother consented and I1 had a delightful time previous to this I1 had
been to dancing school and was considered by my teacher to be the
best dancer in his school of one hundred scholars I1 know that I1 like
to dance today as well as ever I1 did in my young days that was my
first dancing party but I1 have been to hundreds since for the saints
are a dancing people and believe in engaging themselves in all legiti-
mate pleasures 26

A large farewell party and dance were given at winter quar-
ters in honor of the mormon battalion prior to their departure for
california william draper notes that within twenty four hours
the required no 500 was more than made up and there was imme-
diately a large bowery was erected at a little place known as trad-
ing point settled only by indians and their traders on the bank of
the missouri there we had a jolly parting dancedance27112727 colonel
thomas kane gives a fullerfiffler description of the event

there was no sentimental affectation at their leave taking the after-
noon before was appropriated to a farewell ball and a more merry
dancing rout I1 have never seen though the company went without
refreshments and their ballroom was of the most primitive
with the rest attended the elders of the church within callcancailcali includ-
ing nearly all the chiefs of the high council with their wives and
children they the gravest and most trouble worn seemed the
most anxious of any to be first to throw off the burden of heavy
thoughts their leading off the dancing in a great double coticotillionnionHion
was the signal bade the festivity commence none of your min
uetsbets or other mortuary processionsprofessionsprocessions of gentles in etiquette tight
shoes and pinching gloves but the spirited and scientific displays
of our venerated and merry grandparents who were not above fol-
lowing the fiddle to the foxchaseforchaseFoxchase inn or gardens of grays ferry
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french fours copenhagen jigs virginia reels and the like forgot-
ten figures executed with the spirit of people too happy to be slow
or bashful or constrained light hearts lithe figures and lightfight feet
had it their own way from an early hour till after the sun had dipped
behind the sharp sky line of the omaha hills 28

zadoc judd a member of the battalion notes in his autobi-
ography that even while on the march dancing was one of the
recreational activities among the predominantly male personnel
and that it seemed to lift everyones spirits in spite of the lack of
female company

we travelled down the missouri river for fort leavenworth happy
and cheerful singing and dancing there were several good fid
diers among us and some one had managed to get his fiddle stowed
away in a captains wagon and after a hard days march the fiddle
was brought out and a lively dance would commence and would
continue for the entire evening there were no girls but many of the
boys would take the girls side and do the dance allAailali right the boys
did say it was the best way to rest and they felt better than they
would to set down and sit still 2919

the main migration of pioneers including leaders likewise
engaged in musical and dancing activities after supper as a relief
from the tedium and fatigue of the days journey this activity took
their minds off the cares and worries of the day and in a convivial
atmosphere they were rejuvenated both mentally and physically
and able to face the arduous requirements of the next days journey
eliza R snow who crossed the plains later in the summer of 1847
notes in her diary how singing hymns around a blazing campfire
lifted the peoples hearts to a contemplation of the sublime

had it not been for the rich seasons of refreshing from above
which we experienced from time to time with renewing influ-
ence it really seemed as though many must have yielded beneath
the weight of fatigue and exposure who were thus enabled to
struggle through 30

since the pioneers had many a dance while on the plains 3031113131

numerous diaries and reminiscent accounts give us something of
the flavor of those recreational activities sometimes on week
nights harriett pulsipher recalls they would clear away the brush
and engage in dancing 11317131113232 we enjoyed ourselves very much at the
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last two places we camped sophia goodridge hardy writes had
two violins in our ten had some music and dancing 33 jessie belle
stirling pack describes a typical evening on the trail

we left council bluffs aug 15 1862 and arrived in salt lake
october 20 1862 when we would camp we gathered buffalo
chips and wood where we could and built our fire and cooked a little
bacon then the boys would get their fiddles and we would clear off
the brush and dance and sing scotch songs then we would sing
hymns and have prayers and go to bed 31

another memory according to mary culmer simmons is

of moonlight nights when the camp was all settled and made safe
the people would gather around the campfire and after some
singing and prayer there would be dancing 35 mary mole smith
chose to write about the positive aspects of the trek

it is not my purpose to write of our wanderings in the wilderness of
the desert sands the brackish waters the hot sun by day and chill
skies by night illuminated by sagebrush fires but rather to recall the
evenings of song of conversation dancing and revels which closed
each day 3631

from an anonymous author we read no matter how diffi-
cult had been the journey during the day when dusk came and the
camp had been pitched the evening meal eaten the weariness of
the day was forgotten in a dance 31311333337I1 aroet hale recalls that the 1848
companies of brigham young and heber C kimball traveled close
together and that they frequently stop within a mile or so apart
the young yould sic visetbiset from one camp to the other and fre-
quently would get musick and have a good dance on the ground
some times the older folks would join with us 113838

for some pioneer immigrants dancing on the plains was an
extension of activities they had participated in on the ships bring-
ing them to america caroline hopkins clark sailing on the ship
john bright from liverpool england april 30 1866 with 747
latterday saints aboard notes we have plenty of music and danc-
ing on board we had a concert and dancing on deck and later
while on the plains near the platte river she continues yesterday
was the anniversary of our people who first entered the valley we
traveled about half the day then we had singing and dancing and
all enjoyed ourselves 39
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wherever the immigrants camped prayers and devotions cus-
tomarilytomarto fly preceded or followed dancing and the people were con-
tinually reminded of the noble purposes of their mmigration and the
need to guard against frivolous or negative attitudes nevertheless
the frailties of human nature occasionally led to disturbances at the
dances in her diary eliza R snow notes that last eve the young
people met for a dance & bro bakers boys & others intruded with
much insolence they are tried this eve before the bishops court 40

brigham youngs views on dancing

after the pioneers arrived in the great salt lake valley and
began spreading out into numerous settlements dancing contin-
ued as a favored activity mary isabella homehorne who arrived in the
valley in october 1847 three months after the first pioneers notes
that the first year was hard but during the second year we had
more time for amusements having our social parties dancing
parties etc 114141

dancing always had the church leaders blessing but with it
also came their admonishment to preserve a proper atmosphere
and attitude every occasion was to be opened and closed with
prayer and the people were to be unrelentingly vigilant in keeping
out worldly influences particularly liquor rowdy behavior and
suspicious strangers who might bring harm to the community
this type of setting is what brigham young envisioned as neces-
sary for dancing to fulfill its raison ddetreatreotreorre providing the whole-
some recreation requisite for physical mental and social growth
in a speech entitled recreation and the proper use of it deliv-
ered at the legislative festival on march 4 1852 brigham young
once again articulated his view toward the practice of dancing

I1 want it distinctly understood that fiddling and dancing are no part of
our worship the question may be asked what are they for then
I1 answer that my body may keep pace with my mind my mind labors
like a man logging all the time and this is the reason why I1 am fond of
these pastimes they give me a privilege to throw every thing off and
shake myself that my body may exercise and my mind rest what for
to get strength and be renewed and quickened and enlivened and
animated so that my mind may not wear out I1 do not wrestle or
play the ball all the exercise I1 do get is to dance a little 42
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speaking on another occasion president young emphasized
that dancing under the right auspices was not only good for the
people but was also as wholesome an activity as any sport
the only requirement for purity being a proper attitude

if you want to dance run a footracefootracerfoo trace pitch quoits or play at
ball do it and exercise your bodies and let your minds rest if
you wish to dance dance and you are just as much prepared for a
prayer meeting after dancing as ever you were if you are saints if
you desire to ask god for anything you are as well prepared to do so
in the dance as in any other place if you are saints are your eyes
open to know that everything in the earth in hell or in heaven is
ordained for the use of intelligent beings those who cannot
serve god with a pure heart in the dance should not dance 4313

in the matter of the training and education of his own chil-
dren president young said the following

I1 had not a chance to dance when I1 was young and never heard the
enchanting tones of the violin until I1 was eleven years of age and
then I1 thought I1 was on the high way to hell if I1 suffered myself to
linger and listen to it I1 shall not subject my little children to such a
course of unnatural training but they shallshalshailshalishai go to the dance study
music read novels and do anything else that will tend to expand
their frames add fire to their spirits improve their minds and make
them feel free and untrammeled in body and mind 44

A number of times president young chastenedchasteneychastened the critics of
dancing by offering the following opinions on the prevalent reli-
gious censure of fiddling and dancing tight laced religious pro-
fessors of the present generation have a horror at the sound of a
fiddle there is no music in hell for all good music belongs to
heaven45heaven41heaven 4541 every decent fiddler will go into a decent kingdom46kingdom16kingdom 4616

and 1 I have heard many a minister say that there were no fiddles in
heaven at that time I1 did not understand as I1 do now for I1 now
know that there are no fiddles in hell there may be many fiddleryfiddlersfiddlers
there but no fiddles they are all burned that go there 1147111747

the fruits of youngs policies in encouraging dancing are sum-
marized nicely by his daughter susa young gates

people would have had in those grinding years of toil too few
holidays and far too little of the spirit of holidaymakingholiday making which is the
spirit of fellowship and socialisedsocialized spiritual communion but for
brigham youngs wise policy he manifested even more godly
inspiration in his carefully regulated social activities and associated
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pleasure than in his pulpit exercises he kept the people busy gave
legitimate amusements full sway and encouraged the cultivation of
every power every gift and emotion of the human soulSOUI 48148411

in an article that appeared in the utah musical times not
long after brigham youngs death the authors list once again the
positive aspects of dancing that were envisioned by president young
and that more or less reflect the popular attitudes toward dancing
at the time

A social dance is certainly one of the best things to drive away dull
care disperse sour and sombre feelings dispel melancholy thoughts
banish hypochondriacal ideas and infuse in a company a spirit of
cheerfulness geniality affability and kindly courtesy it willwiliwiil also do
much to abolish bashfulness awkwardness and boorishness in social
intercourse and to impart a more satisfying self possession and
ease and repose of deportment and a very desirable self collectedness
of manner when in company further than this dancing is physi-
cally a most beneficial exercise and if people generally were accus-
tomed to dance frequently but in moderation there would not be so
much heard of terrible suffering from indigestion biliousness would
be banished and dyspepsia would measurable be destroyed 4919

dancing in utah territory

the celebration dance on the twenty fourth of july 1868 in
coalvilleCoalville was typical of celebrations in territorial utah

at daybreak the citizens were serenaded by the brass and martial
bands at nine oclock everyone was at the church where speeches
singing and oration finished the forenoon program at 2 pm danc-
ing commenced and continued until the grey morning light dawned
allAHailali was peace and joy 5051

in keeping with brigham youngs stated views about proper
atmosphere the pioneers strove to make their celebrations and
their dances harmonious well ordered and conducted with de-
corum and propriety dances were opened and closed with prayer
A floor manager was employed to make things go smoothly limit-
ing the number of dancers to the space available and making sure
that everyone who wanted to had a chance to dance he was also
arbitrator arbiter and occasionally bouncer as he sought to keep
civility at a proper level sometimes dances were stopped because
of unruly or untoward behavior 51
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cello belonging to george wardle wardle entertained the first 1847 pio-
neer company with his music as they traveled across the plains on assign-
ment from brigham young wardle taught dance classes in communities
throughout pioneer utah courtesy museum of church history and art
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the sociality and community spirit engendered by dancing
made the activity even more desirable in a letter to his sister in
england john barker writes we have been to several dancing par-
ties and expect to go to more this winter for all in the town mix
together and enjoy each others company & friendship 15211231252

dances were for the whole family so that no one need stay at
home even babes in arms were brought and put to sleep in bed-
rooms on benches or even in beds made on the floorboards of a
carriage or wagon often a lady was compelled to leave the
floor her baby was crying no mother remained at home on
account of children except in cases of sickness babies were
brought along and beds were arranged on seats with coats and
shawls for coverings 53531151535553 in this setting there was no generation
gap children learned about being part of the community and the
adult world and its expectations for them in the future they also
picked up a sense of dancing its forms and steps

important elements of dancing included knowing the proper
steps and the etiquette associated with dancing such as properly
asking a partner to dance and giving a correct thank you As early
as 1850 brigham young asked george wardle to conduct a danc-
ing school so people would get proper training in the art of dancing
A wheelwright by trade wardle had been an ardent student of
music in his native england and thus equipped he began instruc-
tion first in marcy thompsonsThompsons log cabin54cabin and later in a dance hall
he constructed in 1851 on second west between north and south
temple the hall was a social center for a number of years 55 and
president young and other leading church authorities were among
wardles students 56 eventually president young asked wardle to
go to provo to start a dancing school and later to go to midway for
the same reason

knowing the proper dance steps was important and in
order to enable everyone to participate officiators commonly took
time at a dance to teach the steps As a resident of early kanabcanab
reports edwin ford who after 1873 played his violin at all
dances also called for the cotillionscotillions it is said he expected the par-
ticipants to dance the figures correctly and if anyone made a mis-
take he would stop the music give instructions and then begin
the music again 57
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though whole families attended community dances on spe-
cial holidays such as the fourth or twenty fourth of july christ-
mas or new year an afternoon dance was often held just for
children during the 1876 fourth of july celebration in cedar city
there was dancing by the children in the afternoon and by the
adults in the evening peace and good order did everywhere
abound throughout the whole day 5851 of the same day in parago
nah an observer writes we had a very pleasant celebration of the
fourth dancing commenced at I11 oclock for the children and
in the evening adults indulged in the same way which was kept up
until a late hour the whole affair went off very pleasantly 115959 an-
other diarist in mt carmel in kane county wrote

at two pm the little folks assembled and occupied a few hours in
dancing then they gave way for the more elderly ones who occu-
pied the time to good advantage until midnight when the dance was
dismissed and all went home in peace feeling well satisfied 60

while childrens dances were for the young ones amuse-
ment they were also viewed by church authorities as an opportu-
nity to teach the steps as well as proper dancing manners and
etiquette to the children in a letter to the officers of the childrens
primary association in farmington aurelia spencer rogers then
the president of the association requests such instruction 1 I re-
gret very much not being able to attend the childrens party know-
ing they will have a fine time especially if they observe good
order and to have order there should be some regulations in
regard to their dancing 61 she then lays out in some detail a num-
ber of such regulations which if followed would teach the chil-
dren proper dancing habits and manners

in a reminiscent account emma B lindsay remembers the
setting in which brigham young conducted dances and also men-
tions his abilities as a dancer

during the holidays I1 well remember my father taking my sister
rebecca and me to a dance at the old social hall on state street at
salt lake city I1 remember seeing president brigham young his
fine appearance and how he danced he was very light on his feet
and good at dancing I1 also remember the order maintained during
the dance 62
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emmeline B wells notes that during president youngs visits
to the large home of isaac chase there would soon be a cotillion
money musk sir roger de coverley or a schottish reel pres
brigham young was a famous dancer and certainly one of the most
graceful pictures of all those popular men of the olden time 17 11633

As a child in nephi utah in the 1860s charlotte evans
adams was thrilled when at a party given in honor of his visit to
that town president young asked her to dance with him for he
was such a graceful dancer executing the intricate figures of the
lancers quadrille and schottische so beautifully 1I64 with regard to
the benefits of dancing the famed english traveler richard burton
notes that among the mormonscormons dancing seems to be considered
an edifying exercise the prophet dances the apostles dance the
bishops dance 65165

dancing venues in pioneer utah

lack of a large enclosed space for dancing did not deter the
pioneers from dancing if nothing else was available they would
dance in the open air but as time and means became available
they built various structures either specifically for dancing or for a
variety of purposes including dancing

bowerieswoweriesBoweries of necessity dancing was an open air activity dur-
ing the trek across the plains but as dancing continued to be a
favored activity in the great salt lake valley the saints began to
find more agreeable venues for their dances the earliest pioneers
in the salt lake valley built two bowerieswoweriesboweries large temporary struc-
tures that were basically arbors the bowerieswoweriesboweries were used for pub-
lic functions including dancing the first notable event celebrated
by the saints in the valley was the harvest feast of 1848 held
at the second bowery at about fourth west and fourth south
the harvest feast was a celebration and dance to give thanks
for the fruits of the saints labors of the first year in their new home

on the loth of august we held a public feast under a bowery
in the center of our fort this was called a harvest feast we partook
freely of a rich variety of bread beef butter cheese cakes pastry
green corn melons and almost every variety of vegetable large
sheaves of wheat rye barley oats and other productions were
hoisted on poles for public exhibition and there was prayer and
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thanksgiving congratulations songs speeches music dancing smil-
ing faces and merry hearts in short it was a great day with the
people of these valleys and long to be remembered by those who
had suffered and waited anxiously for the results of a first effort to
redeem the interior deserts of america and to make her hitherto
unknown solitudes blossom as the rose 66

private homes As new pioneer settlements began to be
established farther and farther from salt lake city the settlers took
with them the same expectations for dancing and other social
occasions realizing the importance of entertainment as a means
of keeping peoples spirits high and of promoting community
social cohesion president young chose the personnel for each pio-
neer company with a careful eye to providing a full complement of
skills necessary for its success thus he selected not only a variety
of artisans but musicians as well groups of saints sent to settle an
outlying area were seldom without a fiddler

with few resources at first dances and other parties took
place in private homes in fact in both salt lake city and in the
outlying communities commodious homes of leading citizens fur-
nished most of the dancing space in salt lake city the home of
isaac chase built in liberty park ca 1853541853 54 was a very popular
site for parties and dancing especially among young people ac-
cording to emmeline B wells the chases were warm and hos-
pitable hosts and entertained many guests and visitors young and
old some of whom would just drop by

at that time there were not many houses convenient for danc-
ing but the big kitchen or living room at chases with its wide open
fireplace and big stout andironsand irons with blazing logs across in winter-
time and the great crane swung high and the pot hooks with kettles
hanging was a bright picture and when one came in cold from the
sleigh the fireplace was in itself like a great welcome sister chase
always had the spinning wheel with some soft white rolls and the
old fashioned reel with a skein of yam on it and the table put out of
the way somewhere the floors had no carpet to be removed nor any
waxing to be done and if the fiddleryfiddlersfiddlers came or even one jesse earl
was sure to be there if there was to be a gathering of young folks and
it seems to me that john gleason had a fiddle too there were no
restrictions about time and it was often in the early morning hours
when the young people wendedbended their way homeward I671

pioneer emma B lindsay of taylorsvillethylorsvilleTaylorsville records that many
dances were held at our home the only music was that of the
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violin sometimes step dances were part of our entertainment we
also held dances at wm parkers home one room was all that they
had when the dance was held beds and other furniture were
taken out she also remembers other dances when a midnightmid night
supper was served and then dancing continued a while after some
of the girls who had two dresses would change them at this point
and then finish the dance in a different attire 16868

the dances often included not only the usual ones done in
the united states but also step dancing or later toe dancing
when some of the old dances learned in scotland or ireland were
danced by those who had learned them in their childhood ygg16969 in
tooelethoele the saints danced even when a fiddler was not available

the first dancing party occurred in bishop rowberrys house on
christmas day 1849 josiah call whistled and someone had a jews
harp and that furnished the music in the summertime a bowery
was built and especially on the evenings ofjuly fourth and july 24th
they danced sometimes all night the dances were opened and
closed with prayer 70

this reference to the music for the dance being furnished by
a whistler is echoed by charles R bailey in the following note in
his diary in 1859

in wellsville we had a dance on christmas night and new years also
our meetinghouse was very smallsmail 14x1614xl6 and our music was very
scarce only one violin and there was too many for the house so we
divided up and one part went to brother john maughansbaughansMaughans house but
when we got there we had no music so I1 was called to make music
for the dance being a good whistler I1 had to do my best john
maughan and brother frank gunnell did the calling we had a good
time all the same but in those days I1 could make as good music as a
flute or piCCpiccolo010 71

dancing was such an important social event that some people
even built their homes with one especially large room to accom-
modate dancers josie patterson notes that her father built such a
home in salt lake city before being called to go to arizona 72 aaron
johnson the first bishop of springvilleSpringville utah who settled the area
with some thirty other families built a larger adobe house in the
spring of 1852 that was the only place for several years that
was large enough for meetings dances and public gatherings 73

during the winter of 1852531852 53 johnson told the boys that if
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they would furnish fuel and lights his large front rooms could be
used for dancing 74 they immediately organized some sleds to
carry the wood and after several trips to the forest had gathered a

number of cords of firewood myrtle H conover records

levi curtis secured the assembly rooms for cotillion parties
which were held weekly during the winter levi and james obanion
were the fiddleryfiddlersfidd lers old and young would gather for dancing every-
body came early and left about the midnight hour the bedrooms
opening from the hall were generagenerallygeneraflyfly filled with babies snugly
tucked away while the mothers enjoyed the dance the huge
fireplaces at either end of the hallhaflhailhalihanlhann were piled high with dry cedar
fagotsfagons the flames from which seemingly endowed with the spirit of
the dance leaped and danced up the chimneys with a roar that
laughed the winter blasts to scorn candles held in place by three
nails driven into wooden brackets were ranged high along the
wallswahswails tickets were paid for in any kind of produce that the fid

diers could be induced to accept usually a couple of two bushel
sacks could be seen near the door into which the dancers deposited
their contributions the new year of 1853 was danced in with
extra ceremony more candles were furnished and another fiddler
william smith procured 7515

the townspeople of clarkston on the bear river also con-
tributedtri to a private home to make it suitable for dancing cather-
ine H griffiths notes that in 1863 when the people first settled
clarkston they didnt have any place for public gatherings wil-
liam steward had the largest house in the settlement so the citizens
told him that they would put in a lumber floor if he would let them

this he did and the 117676use it for dances dancing began
further south in beaver john mathews built his home know-

ing that he would be called upon to offer it for such purposes
dancing he built partitions between certain rooms that could

easily be moved making a larger space for dancing and other func-
tions needless to say many parties were held here 77 when
homes were used for dancing the furniture and carpeting were all

moved out leaving room for one or two squares often the fiddler
would stand in the doorway so that people in two or more rooms
could hear the music 78

in the small community of washington near st george dance
parties were held at private homes until the large meeting house
was built in 1877 bishop covingtonsCovingtons home had two stories the
upper story which consisted of one big room with a fireplace was
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reached by an outside stairway here dances could be held without
people having to invade the privacy of bishop covingtonsCovingtons liv-
ing 1179357979quarters

public buildings As settlements became more established
churches and schoolhouses were built and they became the
places for dancing though many were small and some had dirt
floors the buildings sufficed for a people who would have their
entertainment A typical story was recorded in the community of
fillmore where they completed the new schoolhouse in late
18518511 and everyone attended the first dance

it had one big room and was made of cottonwood logs with a large
fireplace in one end rude benches made of split logs and a dirt floor
that was sprinkled and swept before each social event on the
evening of the first dance the whole town turned out to enjoy the
event the light from the fireplace and candles revealed the happi-
ness these early pioneers felt in thus being able to enjoy a sociable
time together their hardships were forgotten for the time as the
musicians tuned up their fiddles and banjos the evening began with
prayer then brother hiram mace the dance master taught some
step dancing to the younger people after which everybody old and
young joined in the square dancing 80

the occasional alternative to the dirt floor was one made of
logs sawed lengthwise and laid closely together

sometimes a dance would be given in some home whichwwchwach boasted a

puncheon floor most floors were the hard packed earth but when
the good man of the house possessed both gumption and logs he
could set sawed off logs close enough in the dirt to make quite a
respectable flooring called puncheon then came the dance it was
some job you may be sure to turn a pigeon wing on that uneven
bumped up surface but it could be done and it was done 81

Orderville offers a view of how dances took place in that
communal settlement the large dining hall where the whole com-
munity ate their meals in three shifts first the men then women
then children 13282112832 became their dance hall charles william carroll
who moved there in 1878 recalls

we had dances in the dining hall we would shove all the tables
against the walls and shave soap on the floor to make it smooth
we had good music for our weekly dances brother covington and
lon cox would trade off with the fiddle that was all the instruments
we had but we thought it was great 83
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halls built primarily for dancing in addition to the bow
eries during the first years in the valley an enclosed public space
large enough to accommodate dancing was constructed at some
hot water springs located several miles north of the temple lot
the area was known as warm springs

in the summer of 1850 a commodious bath house was built over the
springs boarding in one inner pool for women an outer one for men
and boys with several private rooms fitted with wooden bath
tubs the bath house was dedicated with prayer and religious
services on november 27 1850 the morning service was followed
by a great afternoon and evening celebration of feasting and danc-
ing in front of this bath house was an adobe cottage for the care-
taker and soon an immense dancing hall also built of substantial
adobe was added with a roomy dining room and equipped with
kitchens all fitted with benches and tables public parties and even
theatrical entertainments were given here even after the completion
of the social hallhauhadhailhali 84

the following july warm springs was the site of a state ball
and supper given in honor of the chief justice visiting the territory
from the united states 85 at least one wedding also took place
there that year as described by the bride rachel simmons

we were married on the 18th of december 1851 in what was
called the warm springs bath house it was at that time the largest
and best place for large parties it was a fashionable place I1 had as
nice a wedding as could be had in those days after the cere-
mony we had supper then danced until next morning 86

the most famous recreational facility of the early pioneers
was the social hall located on state street in the center of salt
lake city between south temple and first south it was a substan-
tial building measuring 40x40 x 80and80 and made of adobe with a shingle
roof the ground floor was used for theatricals and was built with
a sloping floor leading down to the stage the basement floor on
the other hand was designed for dancing parties and banquets
the hall was formally opened and dedicated on new years day
18551853 with heber C kimball calling the meeting to order and
amasa lyman offering the dedicatory prayer there were congratu-
latory speeches musical numbers and recitations but a ball was
the main feature of the evening 87
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streetcar at the warmwann springs bathhouse ca 1875 built in 1850 warmwarrnwarin
springs provided public facilities for bathing and soon after for dancing
as well courtesy LDS archives

on november 29 1855 a special dance was held in the social
hall to welcome back missionaries returning from foreign lands
jedediah M grant of the first presidency directed the proceed-
ings noting that

those missionaries that cannot dance and do not try we shallsharshalishailshan con-
sider have not fulfilled their missions this evening he then led off in
the dance which he executed in right good earnest the whole com-
pany caught the electric spark and good earnest characterized the
exercises of the evening when the evening was well advanced
and the party had exercised themselves much in the dance presi-
dent grant addressed the returned missionaries 88

As communities developed throughout the territory build-
ings dedicated primarily to public entertainments gradually began
to be built following the warm springs model some were built
next to water and featured trees flowers and lawns in garden set-
tings where people could enjoy the natural beauty while partaking
of good food and dancing many resorts with dancing pavilions
were built around utah lake at american fork pleasant grove
geneva and lincoln beach to name a few
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social hallhauhalihail salt lake city 1858 A ball was the highlight of
the dedication of the social hall in 1853 the basement was
designed for dancing and the ground floor was used for
theatricals courtesy BYU archives

near manti in 1873 daniel funk even created a man made
lake by diverting the water of six milemlle creek into what was known
as the arapenearalene valley though it presented a number of engineer-
ing problems in the end his lake covered seventy five acres at a
depth of twenty feet in this previously dry area he planted six
thousand fruit and shade trees as well as a variety of vegetables
notably sugarcanesugarcane and melons he built dance pavilions both on
shore and over the lake where the hard working people of south-
ern utah could come for wholesome entertainment 89

in nearby sevier county a fanfamilymulymumy enterprise do it yourself dance
hall was constructed by musician lars nelson later neilson in the
mid 1880s he had grown tired of playing for entertainments in
bowerieswoweriesboweries hay barns log cabins churches and large front parlors

the dance hall was a modest frame building about 100 feet long and
40 feet wide facing west overlooking the pasture lands the
dance floor was made of smooth planed boards on which generous
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amounts of candle wax was whittled then polished to a slick gloss
by the sliding dancing feet the place was reached by following
a narrow dirt road which hugged the curving mountainside from
glenwood to annabelleAnnabennefle

the first ballbahbalibailban was a rousing success curious people who had
watched the building proceedings with growing interest came from
surrounding towns flmmingfilling the hall to capacity the hillside was cov-
ered with wagons buggies horses and mules A strict dance man-
ager allowed no rough antics to be carried on although
sometimes the quick quadrilles whirling and jumping polkas might
be considered rough people came expecting amusement and the
neilsonsNeilsons reputation as entertainers fulfilled their expectationsexpectations9090

this dance hall was unique in that the music was provided
entirely by lars and his family their antics and sheer musicianship
contributed substantially to the hilarity and the entertaining atmos-
phere of the dances 91

one dance hall with a singularly unique building feature was
the american fork opera house built in 1883 it was modeled

al

X47

saltairsultairSaltair ca 1897 1900 the queen of all early utah entertainment facili-

ties saltairsultairSaltair located on the south shore of the great salt lake advertised
the worlds largest dance floor courtesy BYUBYLJbyli archives
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somewhat after the salt lake theater built in 1862 and was con-
structedstructed in a T shape with each part measuring 40 x 80

the unique feature of the building was the movable floor which
could be raised and lowered to accommodate the particular type of
entertainment one end of the floor swung on a mammoth hinge
secured in the front section of the foyer huge iron screw jacks
operated by hand raised the opposite end of the floor flush with the
stage area thus permitting the full expanse of the stage floor and
auditorium to be used for dancing and similar entertainments when
theatricals were to be presented the auditorium floor was lowered
on the same jacks 9291

opera houses were built in a number of other communities as
well and at least one the st george opera house shared the
same feature of a moveablemoveablymoveable floor 93

in 18931895 the queen of all pioneer entertainment facilities saltairsultairSaltair
was built on the shores of the great salt lake it was the ultimate
recreational resort for the areas citizens and in size and scope it
had no peer in the united states at that time the dancing pavilion
itself was 140x140 x 250 with a roof supported by an iron framework
that left no pillars or other obstructions on the floor A railway
brought hundreds of recreation seekers to saltairsultair daily and activi-
ties continued into the night since the structure was lighted with
1250 incandescent and forty arc lights giving the place a fairylike
appearance as they were reflected in the placid waters of the lake
on a calm summer night 9491

pioneer dance music

the music used in dancing consisted largely of traditional
tunes from scotland and ireland where they had accompanied
reels jigs and hornpipeshornpipes these were lively tunes in either duple
time cac224 or 44 or triple time 618118s and they were played primarily
on the fiddle accompanied occasionally by whatever other instru-
ments might be available including the accordion flute guitar
reed organ harmonica or banjo in the absence of any of these
instruments whistlingwl iistlingwistling or even humming through a comb covered
with paper might be employed in salt lake city were several wind
bands that often provided music for dancing

the fiddle however was undoubtedly the instrument of choice
because of its large repertoire of tunes and because as an instrument
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it offered those things most necessary for dancing a clear and car-
rying sound droning which gave a semblance of harmony and
just as importantly a driving rhythm that gave dancers the impetus
to move their feet to be sure fiddleryfiddlersfiddlers ranged tremendously in tal-
ent from those who could merely scrape out a tune to those whose
music had the touch of the artist but the sound of a fiddle worked
magic in the minds of those who loved a dance the better the fid-

dler the more profound the inspiration for dancing and its enjoy-
ment mosiah hancock tells the following story about his father
levi who was not only a fine fiddler but was also something of
a fancy dancer himself

while on a mission in indiana he stopped at a building where
400 people had gathered to dance the man who was to furnish the
music could not get his violin to work fathers shoes were gone
and his pants were holelyholaly at the knees and behind but he stepped
up to the man and asked him what was the matter with his goose
father took the thing and tuned it and made it fairly sing the people
danced until satisfied then one of the men suggested that they get
father a new suit hat and boots because he had fixed the violin and
because they had had so much enjoyment so they bought him a

new suit hat and boots95boots 95

all this for the sound of a good fiddler
K C kartchner another fine old time fiddler who lived at the

end of the pioneer period 96 recorded a similar incident that took
place in the manzano forest in new mexico he was sent to deal
with a group of people who were adamantly opposed to a new
government regulation relating to their grazing animals in the for-
est they had recently become extremely upset by ensuing rumors
that they were to be removed from their homesteads As a forest
supervisor kartchnersKartchners duty was to allay their fears and convince
them to listen to his explanation of the new regulations his
rangers uniform however was like a red flag and they would
hardly give him the time of day

people were literally up in arms carrying winchestersWinchesters at work and
threatening to use them among the belligerents was a bachelor
and world war I1 veteran from texas known as red pickens notic-
ing a flock of chickens on his place we stopped to buy some fresh
eggs since our food supplies were getting short he had been playing
a violin that lay open on the kitchen table completing the egg deal
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the ether blanchard family springvilleSpringville utah 1902 left to right achilles
blanchard ether and sylvia blanchard and margaret goff achilles holds
the homemade harp he constructed from a bicycle frame his father
holds his fiddle the instruments were important enough to the blan
chardschadds to be included in this formal family portrait photo by george
edward anderson courtesy BYU archives

I1 asked him to play a piece as we were both fond of the violin it
took some urging to get him started but when I1 called for old time
pieces that should be foreign to guvmentgurmentGuv ment men his reluctance
waned A two hundred pounder with red hair and freckles he
clomped his number twelves to the tempo on the kitchen floor we
voiced delight and he was pleased

when red pickens inquired how I1 became familiar with old
time fiddle tunes my companion laney said why dont we have
the supervisor play some himself why shore thing said red
with some astonishment his fiddle was not much and the bow was
patched up with wire but after a series of hoedownshoedowns some he did
not play we became choice guests we must stay for lunch and play
some more fiddle 97
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pickenssPickenss great surprise that the rangers could be so downtodown to
earth changed his attitude his antipathy toward these govmentgovoentGov ment
men dissolved and he became extremely interested in the new
regulations asking innumerable questions to clarify all points
since he knew everybody in the neighborhood because of hisWs
fiddling and his forcefulforcerulcerolcerui personality pickens was influential in get-
ting others to listen to the rangers message in the end kartchner
notes the hostility died down and littletittlelittie trouble was encountered
thereafter91thereafter98thereafter9891 again all because of the sound of the fiddle

the power of the fiddle to attract people is illustrated in an
anecdote by kartchnersKartchners daughter merle As a young child in
snowflake arizona she was put to bed in the buggy outside the
schoolhouse where a dance was being held merle remembers
seeing shadowy forms standing just outside the circle of light
coming through the windows apparently even though these
people may have been extremely shy or more likely they did not
want to be seen the drawing power of the fiddle music was such
that they would come to the dance anyway if only to listen from
the shadows 99

A touch of elegance on the frontier

the lively nature of the dances reels jigs two steps marches
and quadquadrillesrinnesrifles required lively music little wonder then that one
attractive aspect of dancing was the exercise it gave its partici-
pants on the horizon however was a dance that was destined to
have a great impact on the pioneers and bring to them both con-
troversytroversy and a touch of elegance that was lacking in the more
vigorous forms of dancing the dance was the waltz with its at-
tendant set of variations

the waltz arrived in the united states about the turn of the
nineteenth century and soon became popular however it was met
immediately with cries of outrage and shock at the untoward famfamil-
iarity

d

of a couple dancing in closed position closely facing each
other especially if they were not married or were married to
someone else for some including many social arbiters the dance
was simply vulgar for the moralistsmoralists and clergy its consequences
were more dire when the young gentlemen put their arms about
the ladies waists and whirled them about the room the older
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generation warned the girls that they would lose all modesty and
self respect and predicted where such intimaciesintimacies would lead loo100

this kind of controversy followed the waltz wherever it went
there was also a second type of criticism not of the dance

itself but rather of the simplistic way in which it was being taught
and danced this criticism came from numerous dancing masters
whose lifes work had been to teach not only the dance steps but
more particularly the graceful use of the body while dancing for
them dancing was not just the proper steps but rather a discipline
to develop strength of muscle and grace of carriage and bearing
which in turn would lead to the cultivation of the social graces that
attend people of culture the waltz steps themselves were not dif-
ficult to learn and upstart teachers of the waltz and the popular
dance crowd seemed satisfied to learn only the steps thus a

whole host of the other important little things that were supposed
to accompany dancing lessons the cultivation of which led to
airs and graces were never learned and this deficit was anath-
ema to the traditional dancing masters

the older utah pioneers knew about the waltz and frowned
on it as being in poor taste to their generation it was absolutely
scandalous but for the younger set it was an intriguing dance
requiring strength and grace but more to the point it allowed a
new familiarity between the sexes as they danced in his account
of dances in the town of fillmore in the 1850s dean robison
notes that in the first dances held in the newly completed school-
house everybody old and young joined in the square dancing
only dances that required the gentleman to take the hands or one
arm of his lady were allowed at this time waltzing was considered
in poor taste as it permitted too much familiarity between part-
ners 101 sometime later thanks to two young men who had spent
some time in salt lake city the waltz was introduced to fillmore

two lads wise and leigh cropper had been to salt lake city
attending school and were eager to demonstrate a new dance they
had learned the dan olson orchestra played the music blue
danube waltz and the first waltz ever danced in millard county
was expertly executed by the two cropper boys and their partners
it was the first time a boy had ever been allowed to take a girl in his
arms when dancing before the evening was over everyone in the
hall had tried the new dance 102101
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there were frequent admonitions from the pulpit against the
waltz and in many places it was censured and stopped altogether 103101105

in bear river for example

the retrenchment association was organized in january 1876
by the end of the first year there was an enrollment of sixty seven
members at their second meeting it was voted unanimously to
discontinue round dances the waltz and like dances 104

in snowflake arizona in 1881 jesse N smith president of
the eastern arizona stake name changed to snowflake stake in
1887 called the waltz the dance of death after returning from a

visit to his old hometownhome town of parowancarowanParowan utah and having seen their
dancing practices he not only gave his opinion that we had lost
more than we had gained by dancing he also took action

notwithstanding the partial permit of pres john taylor I1 felt to use
my influence against round dancing here 1 I1 asked the people
to use their influence against round dancing and against excessive
dancing musicians in the church who played for round dancing
were accessory thereto 105101

smith was undoubtedly alluding to a statement on round dancing
issued in what was known as the epistle of the apostles some
four years earlier over the signature of president john taylor we
do not wish to be too restrictive in relation to these matters but
would recommend that there be not more than one or two per-
mitted in an evening 106

typical of most areas of the great basin the pioneers in
northern arizona were divided along age lines about the waltz

the older people opposed it while the younger people favored
allowing the waltz at the dances as may be seen from the follow-
ing diary entry regarding the waltz in the st joseph ward of the
snowflake stake

in february 1893 several of the young men of the st joseph
ward petitioned the bishopric to allow waltzing in their dances
their petition circulated among the young people and children had
41 signers to counteract this the relief society got up a petition to
the bishopric not to grant the petition for waltzing their petition
contained the most signers 107

in the late 1890s in president jesse smiths own hometownhome town
of snowflake the waltz had a similar allure
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it appealed greatly to the younger set and frequently teenagers
would sneak over to a large cement slab in front of the coopco op store
ACMLACM11 and dance the waltz surreptitiously to the accompani-

ment of kartchnersKartchners fiddle 108

obscured by all the raucous contentions over the waltz was
the elegance of the music and of the dance itself when done well
waltz music differed substantially from the lively tunes used for the
reels and quadrilles it was smoother flowing sweeter sounding
and moved at a more graceful tempo calling to mind the beauty of
music rather than a driving rhythm the feeling of variety that the
waltz music brought was as welcome as the dance itself

over a period of some years resistance to the waltz and its
music gradually faded and soon after the turn of the century as

the pioneer period came to a close the dance became universally
popular its potential for showing the graceful use of the body and
the proper deportment of the ballroom109bauroom109ballroom log109 became increasingly
apparent inspiring peoples efforts to learn to waltz properly in
many areas the ability to waltz well became almost a visual index
of a persons attainment of social grace the daughter of a pioneer
family in snowflake arizona where pioneer conditions continued
into the first decades of this century merle K shumway frames the
popular thought of her generation A man was not thought to be
all he ought to be if he could not waltz well 110

shumway further states that in her small frontier community
even in her childhood the waltz and its derivatives such as the
chicago glide and rye waltz were graceful dances that gave ex-
pression to frontier desires to partake of elegance to be a part of
something more elevated than their mundane workaday world
she mentioned in particular the chicago glide as a typical example
of a graceful dance setting an elegant ambiance

the chicago glide featured couples in a circle executing
graceful promenading bowing and foot pointing figures inter-
spersed with longer sections of waltzing the first parts were done
either in a duple meter or a slow 14 meter with extensive rubato
As the music went into waltz time the couples moved across the
floor turning in keeping with the music until the last four mea-
sures when the lady began a series of twirls under the extended
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arm of the man As the musical phrase ended the couple returned
to their position side by side in the circle and began all over again

merle shumwaysShumways memory of this dance is of ladies in their
best long flowing dresses dancing in a hall lighted with coal oil
lamps she describes the dance as a thing of great beauty which
despite the homespun quality of the scene lifted the frontier spir-
its in a way very different from the more vigorous reels and quad-
rilles that gave a more natural vent to exuberance and robustness I1111ililiiI1 I1

apparently the waltz with its flowing movements and smooth
fiddle music brought a much sought after touch of grace and ele-
gance to that part of the frontier which in turn brought beauty
and meaning to the lives of the settlers

the passing of the pioneer period

As the pioneer period faded and utah society moved into
mainstream american life 112 dancing remained as a mainstay of
community activity in mormon communities though its accompa-
nying music began to change in the more remote areas the fiddle
continued to be the principal source of dance music but in more
established areas additional instruments began to appear along-
side the fiddle the lars neilson family band included at least ten
children along with their father the children played the clarinet
violin banjo guitar triangle and drums organ trombone E flat

cornet D flat cornet alto horn bass horn and bass viol all were
trained on several instruments and could substitute for each other
at times they would divide their group some playing while the
others danced 1131113 organs guitars and banjos were well suited to
accompanying the fiddle but as the piano became more widely
available it began to take a much larger role in providing dance
music because of the large tonal resources at its command

although ensembles still played many of the old tunes by ear
they began to rely more and more on new tunes learned from
sheet music that could be ordered from catalogs with the advent
of radio and recordings the once remote jazz and other types of
eastern big city popular music became accessible to utah audi-
ences resulting in the gradual replacement of the once popular
fiddle music with new tunes played by ensembles
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interestingly pioneer type dances continued well into the
mid twentieth century in a number of great basin areas stretching
from idaho to arizona and they remain in the memory of many of
the generation born before 1940 since 1985 folkloristfolldorist craig miller
of the utah arts council has been actively engaged in field re-
search in utah communities where this tradition persists he has
discovered that the early music is still played in communities at
special occasions commemorating town history and occasionally
dances are organized as well providing some transmission of pio-
neer cultural practices to the younger generation if only as arti-
facts of the past

in addition miller has also documented at least two commu-
nities where such dances still function as an integral part of com-
munity life places where the old community dance is a vital part
of the present bluffdaleBluffdale a few milesnfflesoffles south of salt lake city and
colorado city in southern utah except for a few modern touches
such as the new cars parked outside the hall and the clothing style
of the participants an outsider attending their dances might feel
transported back in time to the last century

fortunately this heritage of dance music and social dance
although somewhat neglected is not destined to be forgotten in
1996 after more than a dozen years conducting fieldwork through-
out the state the utah arts council produced a ninety minute
cassette tape entitled an old time utah dance party field
recordings of social dance musicfrommusic from the mormon west 114I1 an
edited seventy two minute version of that tape is on a compact
disc inserted in this issue of BYU studies the arts council re-
search has been conducted not only to preserve the data and to
document cultural practices of the past for folklorists and histori-
ans but also to create a resource for dancers musicians commu-
nity activists and other persons interested in reviving these dances
and the sense of community they once engendered perhaps the
mormon tradition of social dance will survive not only in the mem-
ories but also in the experience of twenty first century Utautalinsutahnsutahslins

larry V Shurnshumwayway is associate professor of humanities and music brigham young
university
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NOTES

see also ronald W walker golden memories remembering life in a
mormon village in this issue of BBYUYU studies 191218191 218

the termtermfiddlefiddleriddleriddie is generally understood as an old generic term for bowed
lutes in this case for violins there is no substantial difference between a fiddle
and a violin though occasionally the former are homemade and thus of a some-
what rougher workmanship fiddling refers specifically to a style of playing the
violin in which there are techniques particularly in the bowing which account
for the fiddle sound fiddle music is characterized by pervasive offbeat accents
and often droning which is playing the melody on one string with the bow also
touching another usually open string
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8477788477 78
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reivarelva91relva booth ross recreation utah county in carter our pioneer
heritage 8485868485 86

93mabelmabel jarvis utahs dixie manin an enduring legacy comp lesson com-
mittee 12 vols salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1977 89 4363

9greatgreat salt lake beach resorts in carter our pioneer heritage 2152 53
91mosiahmoslah hancock autobiography typescript 14 BYU archives
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9fhehe exact time of the passing of the pioneer period varied from place to
place it should be understood that in remote settlements especially those in
nevada and arizona pioneer conditions continued into this century while many
of these communities had been established for some twenty years by the turn of
the century the general outlook and the quality of life was decidedly frontier and
pioneer this was so until WWI which was also about the time when electricity
that harbinger of modernity came into general use in these areas

kartchner frontier fiddler 238 39
kartchner frontier fiddler 239 40

99shumway99shumway personal communication
10 OMarksmarks america learns to dance 76

robison10111obison utah pioneer recreation centers 8473
101robison101robison utah pioneer recreation centers 8473
103seesee davis bitton those licentious days dancing among the mormonscormonsMormons

sunstone 2 spring 1977 162716 27
organization of the stakes and the central board young ladies mutual

improvement association 1893 in carter our pioneer heritage 13166
journal10fournaltournai ofjesse nathaniel smith the life story of a mormon pioneer

1834- 190618341906 salt lake citycityjessejesse N smith family association 1953 25859258 59
106logquoted106quoted in larson I1 was called to dixie 464611 the context of this quote

was a set of rules laid down by the st george stake high council to govern danc-
ing in the stake one of which stated their opposition to round dancing and in
regard to waltz schottische or polka or any other dance embracing the features
of these dances 464611

derryfield N smith edjohn bushman utahulahufahulab arizona pioneer 184319261843 1926
provo utah john bushman family association 1975 103

kartchner frontier fiddler xviii
marks america leamslearns to dance 76
shumwayoshurnway personal communication
shumway personal communication
see note 96

113llyily113fackrellFackrellFack reU sevier county 8479
in the summer of 1998 a companion booklet will be available that dis-

cusses the role of dance as it has been lovingly handed down from generation to
generation the booklet social dancing in the mormon west includes an essay
by utah arts council folklorist craig R miller which summarizes the community
based dance traditions that evolved in utah and places these traditions in the
unique context of utah geography and culture another essay by ethnomusicolo
gist larry V Shurnshumwayway discusses how the mormon pioneers love for music and
dance laid the foundation that enriched subsequent generations the booklet is
illustrated with more than three dozen photographs from the arts council
archives of community dance musicians and dancers as well as images of the
states best loved outdoor dance halls perhaps most significant are the musical
transcriptions prepared by Shurnshumwayway that make the dance tunes accessible to
musicians who wish to revive the music for their own community dances for
further information write the utah arts council 617 east south temple salt
lake city UT 84012 or call 8015335760801 533 5760



words cannot speak
the song of the heart

clyn D barrus was chair of the department of music at
brigham young universityuniversityfromfrom 1993 until 1996 when he

became director ofbyusofBYUs newly organized school of music this
article combines two talks one to his department on novem-
ber 5 1991 and the other to the church music workshop on
august 2 1994 professor barrus died on february 27 1998

clyn D barrus

I1 feel nervous about the responsibility I1 have in speaking to
you this morning you have come deserving to hear something of
value and I1 am aware of my need for the spirit to communicate the
deepest feelings I1 have in my heart

music and the spirit

let me first express my gratitude for being at this institution
where things of the spirit can be openly discussed and accepted
I1 know of no other music school on earth where what I1 am dis-
cussing with you today would be accepted with anything more
than scorn or ridicule I1 cant possibly tell you how much joy I1 feel
in beginning orchestra rehearsals with a sincere prayer from one
of the orchestra members seeking the spirit of the lord to inspire
our efforts of the day what a contrast this is to the thousands
of rehearsals I1 have participated in over the twenty years I1 per-
formed professionally

I1 love my colleagues here they are not only marvelous musi-
cians and scholars but more importantly are deeply spiritual people
with a vision of eternal life I1 look to them for both musical and spiri-
tual inspiration and appreciate the help encouragement and ex-
ample they offer

BBYUYU studies 3 7 no 3 19919977 98 51
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I1 must also express my feelings about the music students that
come here to study nowhere have I1 observed a more gifted group
they have been touched with the most precious gifts our father in
heaven can give his children and their desires to learn and grow
are inspirational our challenge at this school of music is to offer
these students a program worthy of their abilities and sometimes I1

fear we fall short of those needs
it is not an easy challenge they give us but I1 can say without

any hesitation that what BYU offers its music students cannot be
gained anywhere else in the world I1 dont speak of only musical
training for this can be received in equal or in some cases better
measure at other institutions I1 could name rather I1 speak of the
spirit of music and its relationship to our creator our father in
heaven here we are unique through both example and experi-
ence one can understand the words of paul when he said we
have received not the spirit of the world but the spirit which is of
god 1 I1 cor 212 all of the faculty hope to be a source of artistic
and spiritual inspiration as we unitedly strive to serve the lord
through the great art of music

I1 know of nothing quite like the musicians of the church
today As important as all areas of learning are to the lord and the
church I1 am not aware of a church chenchemistrybistryfistry workshop or a church
literary workshop or even a church football workshop as impor-
tant as that sport is to many of the members of our congregations
does music serve spiritual needs in distinctive ways why do we
have a church music workshop

certainly there are many possible answers to this question
the most obvious being that as a part of our sacrament meetings
music plays a vital role in our worship services all of our general
authorities as well as church leaders and musicians throughout
the world are concerned that the volatile and at times misused
gift of music be presented appropriately music must enhance the
worship of god and not detract from the gentle and simple mes-
sage of the gospel learning ways this may be done is one of the
purposes of our workshop this week however I1 feel that there are
also other reasons why music answers our spiritual needs
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on tour british isles 1992 courtesy marilyn barrus

no tongue can speak

several years ago I1 had a lengthy discussion with an LDS

friend about the value of music in a spiritual context my friend
contended that while music may provide an aesthetical experi-
ence that is an appreciation for form beauty and nature it can-
not provide a spiritual experience unless it uses an inspired
religious text as its basis even in this case he contended the spiri-
tuality comes not from the music but rather from the scripture
that the music uses as its basis you see the scripture comes from
god music comes from man I1 felt strongly the falseness of his
claim at the time of our discussion I1 have contemplated his words
for many years and have come to the conclusion that great music
itself can express the deepest spiritual feelings we possess if we
are prepared both physically and spiritually to present them

A great philosopher wrote where words end music be-
gins in my mind this in no way diminishes the words of the
scriptures as they express the message of god or the words of a
testimony or the words of a great sonnet as the writer attempts
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to react to gods inspiration words however can be limiting as

we try to express our sincere human reactions to the lords influ-
ence As the book of mormon records

no tongue can speak neither can there be written by any man nei-
ther can the hearts of men conceive so great and marvelous things as

we both saw and heard jesus speak and no one can conceive of the
joy which medfilledred our souls at the time we heard him pray for us unto
the father 3 ne 1717

no tongue can speak neither can there be written whatat
then can express our feelings where words end music begins
consider the following example

while living for several years in vienna austria marilyn and I1

became closely acquainted with the branch president of the first
vienna branch president mieka was an unusual person he not
only served diligently in his ecclesiastical responsibilities but also
recognized the power of music

one would expect the great musical capital of vienna to pro-
duce outstanding musicians but our little branch was only sparsely
talented when it came to musical performance we did have a

small branch choir of fifteen to twenty members with no tenors
and two altos after long diligent and at times discouraging re-
hearsalshearsals we would perform periodically in sacrament meeting and
felt grateful when our performance was not outright embarrassing
you can imagine how we felt when president mieka came to us in
september and expressed his desire to have us perform all three
sections of handels messiah at christmastimechristmastideChristmastime two and a half
months later the few musicians in the group myself included
thought that president mieka must be delirious for suggesting such
an impossible task we realized his resolve however when he
showed us the choir music he had already purchased and indicated
that he had budgeted 800 schillings 32 dollars from the branch
budget to hire a small orchestra and soloists where they were not
available in the branch we were lucky to have a soprano who
could carry a tune let alone sing a solo that would be recogniz-
able there was however no way we could convince president

mieka that his request was impossible and we began the grueling
task of trying to fulfill his wishes
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through the preparation process some significant blessings
came to us dr alma dittmer who taught music at ricks college
and utah state university for many years came to vienna on a
semester sabbatical he generously helped in the preparation of
our struggling choir now increased to fifty members and offered
to sing the bass solos we were able to convince an inactive mem-
ber who was a well known alto soloist in vienna to sing with us
and a fine soprano who was a member of the church came to
vienna to study music at the vienna academy one of the mem-
bers knew a well trained tenor soloist and convinced him to com-
plete our solo quartet

by december 1 1I had lined up a string quartet from the
vienna academy to join with the organ to create our tiny orchestra
and our final rehearsals began the state of our preparation was
best described when a close friend a member of the string quartet
came to me during our finaifinalninal rehearsal and whispered in my ear
were not going to make it are we I1 put my arm around him and

said of course we will but then I1 realized he might be right we
worked hard and long trying to prepare this gigantic masterpiece
people who had only sung simple hymn melodies were now strug-
gling with the complex melismatic phrases that are so prevalent in
the messiah others simply could not read music and were singing
totally by ear they had given every ounce of their dedication and
large amounts of their time to prepare for this performance

the sunday before christmas is an important part of the reli-
gious worship in austria most austriansAust rians attended a midnight mass
even if they never visited another church service during the year
president mieka scheduled our performance of the messiah on
that sunday at 700 PM so that it would be completed in time for
nonmembersnonmembers to attend later services he then asked the entire
elders quorum of the branch to distribute flyers throughout the
area of vienna surrounding the church building

handels messiah is not sung with regularity in german
speaking countries even though handel was german by birth
translating scripture from one language to another with musical
cohesiveness is very difficult and the german translation of the
messiah is at times awkward one jewish convert to the church
who was singing in the choir was distressed about the translation
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in for unto Us a child Is born where the choir sings goodwill
several times the german translation used the words heil heil
as a replacement and ourjewishour jewish member felt it recalled too closely

the salutation given to adolf hitler just twenty years earlier he
sang in spite of his concern

the unfamiliarity but strong reputation of the messiah brought
an enormous crowd of music loving viennese to our concert As

the crowd grew in size the hearts of our poor choir shriveled and
some seriously considered heading for the nearest exit our trem-
bling was climaxed when two full rows of priests and nuns from

the neighboring catholic church entered our chapel clergy of the
catholic church do not normally enter buildings of other denomi-
nations and as we looked at them we imagined written on their
faces this had better be good

the concert began with a warm welcome and assurance of
the quality of the performance by president mieka this in spite
of the fact that he sang bass in the choir and knew well the status of
our ability he then offered a prayer most of which I1 still remem-
ber in detail he asked the lord to touch the hearts of the choir
and other performers he said we do not do this for ourselves but
desire to testify to all present of the life and mission ofjesus christ
our savior he then prayed 0 lord we are inadequate to express our
testimony through this masterwork without thy presence we ask

thee to send angels from heaven to stand at our side and sing this
message with us that we may hear not only in spirit but in actual-
ity the heavenly choirs of which the scriptures speak the sin-
cerity of his prayer was so powerful that though we may not have
seen the angels we felt and heard their presence at our side as we
sang praises to our lord at the conclusion of the performance the
audience sat in solemn silence they had been deeply moved as

the spirit of our father in heaven touched their hearts no tongue
can speak neither can there be written by any man neither can
the hearts of men conceive so great and marvelous things as we
both saw and heard it was one of the most significant musical and
spiritual experiences of my life

the vision of music and the gospel that president mieka held
was considerably more mature than my own at that time he helped
me realize that experiences of that nature never just happen but
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are created through vision hard work discernment and inspira-
tion maintaining and nurturing the great art of music will never
happen by itself if there are not champions of those things that are
beautiful and uplifting they quickly give way to those that display
passing fancies and frivolity we often forget that even the most
inexperienced people can be deeply moved by the art of music if it
is well presented in a spirit of love and humility if church musi-
cians and others do not accept from the deep wellspringswellsprings of their
hearts the responsibility of being the champions of beautiful music
in the church this unique and valuable means of communication
will quickly die away

the song of the heart

the lord revealed to the prophet joseph smith in the doc-
trine and covenants the following statement for my soul de
lightethlighteth in the song of the heart yea the song of the righteous is a
prayer unto me dacd&c 2512 this scripture poses an interesting
concept what is the lord speaking about when he says the song
of the heart Is he speaking about that marvelous instrument in
our chest that pumps life giving blood to every portion of our
body without its energy physical life immediately ends and cells
and tissues that make up our body begin to decay until they be-
come once again the dust of the earth

of course we know that in addition to a physical body there is
an eternal spirit in this frame of ours but I1 believe there is deep sig-
nificancenificance that the lord used a physical entity the heart to describe
the song that delightethdelighteth him while we can understand the role
of this magnificent organ and observe its physical properties and
functions it is still a mystery how that pulsing process begins only
in the scriptures do we gain insight into the beginning of our phys-
ical life and the lord god formed man of the dust of the ground
and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life and man became a
living soul gen 27 the heart seems to be the link between
physical and spiritual life without it our body dies but without the
touch of god the life giving heartbeats never would begin music is
both of the earth and of the heavens when it originates from the
heart the lord said man looketh on the outward appearance but
the lord looketh on the heart 1 I1 sam 167



directing the chamber orchestra ca 1995 courtesy office of perfor-
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music is one of the greatest expressions of our heartfelt
human and spiritual emotions I1 am sure we all feel that individuals
who have a testimony of the gospel of jesus christ possess more
potential for the expression of heavenly beauty than others I1 have
learned so much about music from students who have strong testi-
monies of a loving and caring father in heaven because of their
testimonies they should and do perform these masterpieces with
more feeling and emotion than most other musicians

my first experience with this song of the heart came when
I1 was only six years old A woman who had been a friend of our
family for many years was dying a slow torturous death with can-
cer her once vital and energetic body had now shriveled up her
hair was gone and in every sense she looked as if death had al-
ready taken her away the day before she died my parents took
me to visit her in her home I1 was afraid to enter the bedroom
where she lay because of the pitiful sight she presented so I1 just
stood in the doorway after some brief and for her painful con-
versation my parents gave indication that they must leave in order
to let her rest but she insisted on singing us a song before we
departed she had loved to sing all of her life and this parting ges-
ture seemed appropriate though the physical pain involved for her
to sing must have been excruciating she sang all verses of oh
how lovely was the morning and though her voice was no
longer as eloquent as it used to be the communication she flooded
us with was of both heaven and earth I1 felt her gratitude for life as
she sang she was not afraid to die and her communication to us
could not have been more noble and penetrating than it was as she
sang her song of the heart I1 will never forget the impact she left
me with as a young boy for her the veil had already opened and
she saw into eternity only the beating of her heart kept her in
mortality and we were able to participate in a sacred event the
passing from mortal life into eternal life

spiritual communication through music

As performers of great music or as composers of new music
we can open our hearts to the inspiration of our father in heaven
and express our spiritual feelings as deeply or perhaps more deeply
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than we can in our most sincere spoken testimony there are
however significant preparations we must make in order to do this
and devastating pitfalls that we must guard against songs of the
heart do not happen without deep concern humility prepara-
tion and commitment

one of the greatest challenges we face in championing beau-
tiful music is the sometime justified feeling that no one really
cares so why bother even in an institution of higher learning such
as BYU it is easy for people generally to become overpowered by
this feeling As memorable as their music is the chamber orchestra
is difficult to sell to an inexperienced sponsor or audience

A recent poll of radio stations in this country estimated that
only 5 percent of the music listened to is of the type normally
referred to as classical included in this classical description is

the music we would usually anticipate hearing in our sacrament
meetings including church hymns whether of a historic or recent
vintage Is this music an antiquated and archaic form that is no
longer valid As long as beauty sincerity and depth of expression
are still important the answer is a resounding NO

how then do we show this beauty to a seemingly disinter-
ested public certainly one way is by providing opportunities for
them to absorb this beauty in the twenty plus years that I1 per-
formed professionally before coming to BYU the orchestras in
which I1 performed played to audiences who were well educated
in music and paid high ticket prices to listen to works of the great
masters with the chamber orchestra however we usually play to
audiences that have had very little if any experience with classi-
cal music here are a few comments from some of the many letters
we have received over the past nine years writing how they felt
before the performance audience members wrote

the term chamber orchestra always makes me think of a few old
guys poured into too tight tuxedos sitting in a circle and playing
dusty cold classical music

A second stated

I1 must admit that I1 came to your concert only because my wife made
me come she came only because her sister the relief society presi-
dent said she should the relief society president came because she



As principal violist for the minnesota orchestra ca 1983 courtesy mari-
lyn barrus
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was in charge of the preconcertpre concert dinner none of us knew what to
expect when we sat to listen to your performance except that we
were nervous about being there and prepared for a boring evening

and a third remarked

I1 have always considered accordions bagpipes operas and orches-
tras to belong to the same family BORING

expressing their feelings after the performance the same
people said the following

now I1 see forty seven young people playing energetic passionate
finely grantedgraftedcrafted pieces that were not just notes on a page but music as
it is intended to be there was a joy in their eyes that I1 cant
explain a youth a commitment a spirit

and then

this was one of those rare moments where I1 was penetrated to the
very core there was a sense of urgency commitment and intensity
that stood out in both the interpretation and performance

finally

if someone were to ask me why the performance meant so much I1

dont know what I1 would tell them at first I1 was enthralled by the
energy and commitmentconunitment of the young people then by the true
beauty of a music that I1 had never heard before finally however I1

felt that this performance was trying to tell me something that
these young people were united in expressing a much greater mes-
sage than just beauty through their music there was a spiritual com-
municationmuni cation in what I1 heard and saw and I1 feel that most of the
people in attendance had that same experience somehow we were
different at the conclusion of the performance

I1 truly feel that the success of the young performers in this
orchestra deals directly with their desire to communicate a spiri-
tual message through the art of music that message has nothing
to do with personal pride showmanship or arrogance but is com-
municatedmunicated through humility and love this message will be re-
ceived by all who listen whether educated or not if it is presented
in the proper way

I1 was deeply moved by a young student who performed a

clarinet solo in a sacrament meeting some time ago she was asked
to speak before she performed and at the conclusion of her remarks
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she spoke briefly about the number she was going to play she
chose to perform a work of johann sebastian bach entitled come
sweet death she explained that this number was part of a great
religious cantata of bach describing the death and resurrection of
the savior As the savior hangs dying on the cross the choir sings
this haunting hymn come sweet death she then expressed
how this title had two meanings for her the first was a recognition
of the agony of the dying savior and a realization that with his
death the pain of crucifixion would finally end the second mean-
ing had much more significance however as she expressed that
with the saviors death life is given to all people in his death she
said life becomes eternal therefore come sweet death her ex-
pression was so sincere and filled with the spirit of god that when
she then performed everyone listening was touched beyond words
by what they heard it was a moment of deep spiritual communi-
cation coming from a student of very tender age

learn in thy youth

As my brother my sister and I1 grew up in our home we were
constantly instructed in music the other arts literature painting
sculpture theater and so on were also present I1 never remem-
ber however receiving an overt lesson in art appreciation from
my mother and father still our house was filled with inexpensive
but beautiful reproductions of some of the greatest art in the
world above my bed was a small eight by twelve inch reproduc-
tion of a work by rembrandt I1 took the picture for granted only
glancing at it sporadically as I1 passed through the room during the
seventeen years I1 lived in that home later on a gloomy day while
serving a mission in vienna my companion and I1 decided to visit
the art history museum in that magnificent city it was our prepa-
ration day and we were both homesick because of our downtrod-
den spirits we walked without meaning through the museum
only briefly glancing at the thousands of paintings that are housed
there upon entering one large room however I1 saw a painting
that filled a huge wall almost eight feet wide it was the same paint-
ing that hung in miniature above my bed As I1 looked at it a flood
of emotions coursed through me I1 felt like I1 was home again in the
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warmth of my small room in the comfort and care of my loving par-
ents strong wonderful memories of my childhood came to my

remembrance and I1 sat for two hours in front of that masterpiece
absorbing every color and emotion that painting was and is a

part of my childhood and life

how can we expect children to love beautiful art and great
music if they never experience it in their homes how can we
hope for appreciation of sacred and artistic music in our worship
services if we fail to present it it is impossible for inexperienced
and uneducated people to educate themselves we must be the cham-
pions of sacred beauty we who have felt and who love beauty
must help others in their learning process

paying the price of training

I1 was moved recently to reread the story of my grandmother
she and my grandfather as a newly married couple moved to
marysvillemarksvilleMarysville idaho in 1901 As a wedding present she had been
given a piano by her family and with great difficulty she trans-
ported the instrument first by train and then by wagon to the
wilderness south of yellowstone park the population consisted of
small farm settlements the schoolhouse where my grandfather
taught and the small church were the only public buildings the
church had a small pedal organ but grandmother had the only
piano in the settlement for several years nevertheless she was
determined to give lessons to the children in the area who would
consent to study she loaded the piano in the back of a wagon and
pulled it with horses from home to home giving lessons because
she had the only piano it was an ideal situation for the students
they only took lessons and were never able to practice

several years later the family moved to blackfoot idaho
where she was tragically left alone to raise nine children during a
four year period three of her children died of various illnesses and
sorrow filled her heart this was a time when neither church nor
state welfare was available so the family survived by making paper
flowers and temple aprons and of course by my grandmother
teaching piano lessons all of her children studied piano and were
required to practice diligently after several years however a

gifted woman who had studied at the boston conservatory came
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to blackfoot with her husband and my grandmother told her most
gifted students and her older children that they must now study
with this new teacher 1 I am just a pioneer teacher she told them
she will take you far beyond my ability to teach

my grandmother was faced with a difficult dilemma how-
ever as she had no money to pay for her own children to study
one morning she showed up on the steps of the woman from
boston and said 1 I have four children who must study with you
I1 have no money to pay for lessons but I1 will come to your home
every morning for two hours and clean house and do your laundry
if you will teach them the woman gladly accepted

today we are fortunate to have superb sensitive music teach-
ers in most communities for our children and as these well trained
students come to us at BYU they enter a unique atmosphere at the
school of music in a recent discussion my wife and I1 had with
close friends and world famous french performers nell gotkovsky
and her brother ivar they expressed their joy in being able to
relate music to spirituality and their pleasure in having students
who were not only musically sensitive but spiritually alive this is
a special place they said one that is different than any other music
school in the world

president john taylor foresaw this atmosphere discussing
the sunday schools in october 1877 the first presidency made the
following statement

the mormon church will have a music of its own of the hebraic
order and inspired with prophetic themes and hence like as in the
catholic church it will be universally cultivated as the highest
branch of art and in this in time will give birth among our people to
great singers and great composers

this vision ofjohn taylor is now being fulfilled but there are
many things we must do and guard against first we must train
ourselves to be outstanding musicians and artists there is no sub-
stitute for hard work and labor we must train our technical facili-
ties to be competitive with musicians everywhere in the world
there are teachers who will help and guide you in your endeavor
but the most significant preparation you will ever do will be in the
privacy of your own practice room and study
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there are no free gifts when it comes to preparation we can
only become true artists when we are prepared in every way to
create great works singing the song of the heart without the
ability to be artistic creates work that is sentimental trite and triv-
ial such works are around us all the time and they will fall back
into the same obscurity in which they were created mediocre art
is insignificant and will never last great art is born out of keen
preparation and hard work in the scriptures it says be not idle
but labor with your might dacd&c 753 that ye may have great joy
in the fruit of your labors alma 3625

secondly we must live close to our father in heaven keep
his commandments and serve him with our heart and soul I1 feel
that the fourth section of the doctrine and covenants applies not
only to missionary work but also to us who are striving to become
musicians listen to these words and compare them to the vision
of president john taylor

for behold the field is white already to harvest and lo10 he that
thrusteththrusteth in his sickle with his might the same layethlabeth up in store

directing the chamber orchestra ca 1990 BYU courtesy office of per-
formancefonformorhormancenance scheduling BYU
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that he perishethperisheth not but bringethbri ngeth salvation to hisWs soul and faith
hope charity and love with an eye single to the glory of god qualify
him for the work remember faith virtue knowledge temperance
patience brotherly kindness godliness charity humility diligence
ask and ye shall receive knock and it shall be opened unto you
dacd&c 44 7

finally we must learn the great songs that have gone before
us and those that are now being created we must have known and
experienced great art from many sources in order to be able to
define understand and create art ourselves we create from a life-
time of experience in which we cherish every avenue of inspira-
tion we can explore we must know the great composers and
interpreters well and learn from them for great art never was cre-
ated from a void we must learn and grow with every step we take
and have a fertile mind in which new concepts can be realized out
of the vast knowledge we gain throughout our lives

learning together

several years ago there was a program on educational TV that
was part of the nova series this program was entitled why do
birds sing it introduced us into a kind of garden of eden and
everywhere were the songs of birds an ecstasy of melody piled on
melody species of birds of every color and variety were melodists
in their own dialect in their particular guarded area each singing
his own song of life and joy the narrator a famous ornithologist
whose special study was to try to learn what makes birds sing
talked about the results of his study he took many nestlingsnestlings just
emerging from their shell of the same species and put each of
them in an isolated chamber which was perfectly soundproofed
into some chambers he piped a recording of the song of the parent
or adult bird of that species varying however the period of time it
was introduced some nestlingsnestlings heard the song for a brief period
at two weeks of age others when four weeks of age still other
were six weeks of age before they heard the adult song and some
heard the adult song much later than that then there were the
nestlingsnestlings that grew in absolute silence except for that sound which
each made in his own isolation of this last group each nestling did
finally sing the song of his species but it was a dull flattened version
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without sparkle embellishment or joy A later reunion with the
adult family of his species did not change his song it ever re-
mained a dull mediocre song of life on the other hand experi-
mentation with the first mentioned groups who were introduced
to the adult song at different periods of their isolation revealed an
ability to imitate the high and low tessiturastessi turas and joyful embellish-
ments of the parent birds in this same spirit we cannot leamlearn our
song in isolation but must hear the singing of others to create

beauty within ourselves
through our testimonies of the gospel of jesus christ we

too have learned together the songs of our father in heaven
through music we have been given an avenue of expressing these
songs that can penetrate the souls of those who will listen this is
why you are unique those who know the father and who bear
witness of his love for his children have a different song to sing
than anyone else on this earth we must not be afraid to sing it
with all the love humility and courage that we possess this is

what president taylor saw in his vision young people hundreds of
them singing together unto the lord a new song psalms 989811

the lord said to job where wast thou when the morn-
ing stars sang together and all the sons of god shouted for joy
job 384 7 this is our calling to sing the songs of the morning
stars and shout for joy embracing and clinging to life

moved by experience

music is an expression of what we are and have experienced
the more significant our experiences and the greater our under-
standing of life death and eternal life the deeper our ability will
be to speak from the heart if you will permit me I1 would like to
parallel three deeply personal experiences with the masterpiece
death and transfiguration by richard strauss this great piece of
music expresses so dramatically the gamut of human feelings

ringing silence and death the first part of strausss mas-
terpieceterpiece begins with the sorrow and pain of death it approaches
death with fear and trembling and views it as the end of life

there is nothing more for us it seems to say just ringing silence
and death suddenly the music explodes in what can only be
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described as a gigantic scream no it seems to cry no this can-
not be the end

one of the significant blessings we have on our campus at
BYU is a performing arts management that helps our performing
groups arrange concerts in all parts of the world the group that I1

have the privilege of working with is the BYU chamber orchestra
in 1990 this orchestra had the privilege of touring central europe
where we performed twenty eight concerts in thirty two days we
had many memorable experiences while touring and felt the love
of many people as we performed great music for them one par-
ticular event however brought us close to the pain and sorrow
that life can bring

during the last week of our tour we visited the small austrian
town of mauthausenMauthausen on the danube river during the second
world war the countryside surrounding the river served as a con-
centrationcentration camp for the nazi regime and most of the buildings
and walls of this place of death are still standing the camp was

the nazi concentration camp at mauthausenMauthausen germany clyn barrus and
the BYU chamber orchestra members were deeply moved by their visit
to this site on their 1990 european tour courtesy marilyn barrus
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cliffCW near mauthausenMauthausen this is the cliff at which many jews and other
prisoners met their deaths courtesy marilyn barrus
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situated above a large open granite mine and the survival of the
prisoners depended on their ability to work in the mine access
into the open quarry was only possible by using a long and very
steep open staircase that had been constructed out of granite stones
the stones had been purposely placed unevenly so that the process
of walking up the narrow stairs was difficult and painful especially
when prisoners were forced to carry large stones out of the mine
on their shoulders the stairs became known as the stairs of death
when at specific times each day as it was crowded with prisoners
carrying heavy stones two guards would push the top prison-
ers backward creating a domino effect of bodies and stones that
would crush and kill as the heavy stones plummeted downward
those that were not killed by the stones and long fall were shot
and all were buried in mass graves

many jews from holland were sent to mauthausenMauthausen when they
arrived they were chained to a wall just inside the camp to await
processing often they were left here without warmth food or

sanitary facilities for days and many of them died of exposure with
their hands chained to the walls rather than unchain them from
the walls their captors often just severed their hands and they
were thrown in mass graves for burial some of them still alive

during the last few years of the war a quicker method of
bringing death was found As the prisoners arrived at the camp
they were lined up at the top of the huge cliff that overlooked the
granite quarry below the cliff was a large pond of water five or six
feet deep that had been created from falling rain As the prisoners
approached the cliff in single file they were forced to push the
person in front of them off the cliff to his or her death below
death was certain because if the brutal fall did not kill them they
would drown in the water below being unable to swim out with
mutilated and broken bodies hundreds were killed each day in
this fashion and their dead bodies were dragged out of the mine
by other prisoners and then buried in mass graves or burned in the
newly created ovens

we saw one area of the camp where so called high priority
prisoners were held if the nazis did not get from them the an-
swers they wanted they were taken from their barracks stripped
naked and chained standing between two posts most died from
exposure to the bitter austrian winters
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the effect of learning of these atrocities and standing in the
place where they occurred was overwhelming to all members
of the chamber orchestra I1 remember seeing three girls of the
orchestra standing with their arms around each other in a desolate
corner of the camp with tears of sorrow streaming down their
faces I1 will never forget one of the young men in the orchestra
walking solemnly at the bottom of the granite pit now covered
with grass bushes and wild flowers in his face I1 saw the agony of
the thousands who had been brutally murdered in that place my
heart agonized with him and for all those who had died I1 thought
of the words of isaiah when he said in that day shall his strong
cities be as a forsaken bough and there shall be desolation
isa 179 the words recorded in 3 nephi following the crucifix-

ion of the savior rang in my mind wo wo wo unto this people
wo unto the inhabitants of the whole earth except they shall re-
pent for the devil laughethlaugheth and his angels rejoice because of the
slain of the fair sons and daughters of my people 3 ne 92

life is not intended to be without pain and sorrow lehi in
the blessing to his son jacob said for it must needs be that there
is an opposition in all things if not so righteousness could not
be brought to pass neither wickedness neither holiness nor mis-
ery neither good nor bad 2 ne 211 As does the first part of
strausss tone poem the song of the heart must be able to ex-
press pain and sorrow

that evening before our concert we met in a testimony meet-
ing to express our overwhelming feelings of the day several at-
tempted to put their thoughts into words but they couldnt
possibly express the power of what they felt at the concert we
performed the adagio for strings of the american composer
samuel barber this is a masterpiece for string orchestra with a
slow moving melody gradually building to a dramatic powerful cli-
max we had performed the work many times and it was deeply
loved by the musicians that night however after our experience
in mauthausenMauthausen the piece became a means for all of the young
people to express their feelings truly where words ended music
began as the composition was performed as I1 had never heard it
before the combined desire of these young people to express
their sorrow compassion and love for the people who died at that
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camp created a performance that none who were present will ever
forget no tongue can speak neither can there be written what
was expressed that night

let me live the second section of death and transfigu-
ration dramatically expresses the desire to live it is a passionate
portrayal of life and a desperate grasp to hold on to it let me live

it appears to cry let me live for life is too beautiful to be lost
almost twenty years ago my dear wife and I1 and our two old-

est children then one and two years old were involved in a ter-
rible car crash the two children and myself survived with only
minor injuries but my wife was severely injured in the accident
she had many internal injuries and broken bones including many
fractures of the pelvic bone though she was not pronounced
dead upon arriving at the hospital the doctors gave her little hope
of survival she was immediately taken into surgery for many hours
and then put in an intensive care unit where I1 was told we have
done all that we can do we dont know if she will recover

it was christmas day when the accident occurred and the
night was long painful and medfilled with deep emotions and fears
there were many severely injured people in this unit of the hospi-
tal and when one of them would reach a crisis stage a soft but
penetrating alarm would go off and doctors and nurses would
rush in the room to try to revive the individual no one knew who
the doctors were working with until sometime later usually when
a dead body draped with a white cloth was wheeled from the
room who is it would pound in the hearts of the waiting loved
ones in the next room Is it mine Is it mine

this happened several times through the night and each
time was filled with the terror beyond description of having lost
someone you love I1 cant possibly express my feelings through
that long and painful night I1 found myself pleading before the feet
of my father in heaven for the life of my dear marilyn dont take
her away dont take her away I1 would say over and over in my
prayers at one moment I1 felt falsely impressed that she had just
died and a cry came up from my heart that seemed to say how
could you let this happen

early in the morning as my emotions seemed to reach a crisis
my heart broke and gave a silent long scream father where are
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at the salt lake temple clyn and his wife marilyn
barrus inin 1997 courtesy marilyn barrus

you why have you left me so alone at that moment I1 heard a
voice say to me so clearly I11 I am with you my son I1 am here with
you I1 walked out of the waiting room into the cold morning just
as the sunlight began to break over the horizon and I1 was given a
firm promise that she would live at that moment I1 understood
the feelings of nephi when the savior spoke to him after his long
night of trial and prayer for the survival of his people he was told
lift up your head and be of good cheer for behold the time is at
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hand and on this night shall the sign be given and on the morrow
come I1 into the world 53 ne 111313

only through such experiences do I1 understand what it is to
love life and almost lose it only in this way do I1 understand the
passion for life that strauss describes in his wordless poem life is

beautiful and something to grasp hold of and cherish and love

death and transfiguration the last third of strausss
death and transfiguration is described in its title the music
once again returns to the silence of death which seems to hang
heavily around us then after one final scream of fear the dark-
ness suddenly disappears and a veil opens showing a pathway that
leads us beyond death at first we are hesitant to walk forward but
step by step we penetrate this sacred sanctuary with each
moment our confidence gains and our heart swells until we can
hold our joy no longer life is eternal we sing life is eternal
we fall on our knees to express our gratitude and feel the warmth
of him who brought us beyond death into life

A little over ten years ago my own mother who was a great
musician and example to me died from cancer I1 express to you
the great influence this dedicated woman had on my life until her
passing and the sincere gift she gave to music in the church
throughout her life many of the thoughts in this address are a con-
tinuation of her phphilosophydosophy love and dedication to music and
the gospel of jesus christ the doctors had given up any hope
of her living and it was just a matter of time before death overtook
her I1 had the privilege of spending three days with her shortly
before her death and during this time she would pass back and
forth between consciousness and unconsciousness many times
during her wakeful moments she would speak as if she had seen a

vision and would try to express her thoughts I1 tried to write them
down though it was difficult to do under the emotions I1 felt

these are three of her last statements to me and to her creator

I1 know that my redeemer lives I1 know from a lifetime of communi-
cation with him I1 have heard him in so many ways some in mani-
festationsfe of grandeur and some in sacred silence but always in
reverence and humility at times I1 have felt him with such depths
that words failfadbail to express the sacredness of the moment such moments
can only be felt dear child they can only be communicated through
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the spirit listen do you hear can you feel it bum in your soul I1

know that my redeemer liveth because the heavens have been
opened to me and I1 have felt his presence

pain you have been a familiar companion I1 have known you
well you have been a constant reminder of the frailty of my body
of mortality in which we live here upon the earth through you I1

have felt the reality of death and have tried to prepare for it now
that it is close I1 wonder if I1 am ready but what more can I1 do I1

must have courage

dear lord in reverence I1 come before thee I1 fall to my knees
in silence and present myself to thee I1 have felt thy kindness I1 know
thy love I1 beg thy forgiveness and seek thy grace thou has created
me and sent me forth now I1 return to report my mission I1 come to
thee as one who has been richly blest in mortality my blessings over-
whelm me as I1 kneel before thee and express appreciation too deep
for words I1 thank thee for the privilege of knowing the gospel of thy
beloved son jesus christ it has guided my life since infancy and has
permitted me to feel thy spirit continually it has given me hope and
knowledge so few have been privileged to have I1 thank thee that I1

have been able to serve in this great gospel and express my feelings
to others I1 have tried to express from the heart and I1 pray that it is

received by those who have listened my mission on earth is com-
pleted I1 now present myself for my new calling I1 pray that my life

has been worthy for that which thou hast promised the righteous
I1 present myself to thee as thy servant

sleep everything must sleep dear body you too must rest for
a time you have served me well and I1 thank you my spirit aches
for the time when you will be called forth again to blossom like new
buds in the spring in beauty and in perfection I1 pray that it willwinwiil not
be long but for now you must rest dear body you must sleep

the experiences I1 have related to you are some of the most
sacred and holy that I1 have had I1 have told them to you to help you
see that when we in the orchestra perform this great work death
and transfiguration we see it as more than an aesthetic experi-
ence it is the outpouring of our soul as we unitedly express our
testimony through our individual experiences of eternal life and of
the mission of jesus christ our savior it will be our song of the
heart as we seek to communicate the bridge between mortality
and immortality hopefully it will not just be well constructed
notes harmonies and phrases but an interpretation of a master-
piece of music by children of god who have been touched by his
spirit and who bear testimony of his reality
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with mother ruth H barrus ca 1959 courtesy marilyn
barrus

our birthright and calling

my mother expressed a thought as she gave her talk in the
first church music workshop held at brigham young university in
1979 she said

our birthrightbu thnghtthight tells us that the precious and chief things of heaven
and earth shall be our inheritance our modem prophets tell us that
all that is true good and beautiful must be gathered home to zion
isaiah looking at us inm our timetune tells us we can do this because of
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our faith in god and stoutness of heart we willwidlwidd not build our musi-
cal architecture of mud bricks that are fallen as the world is now
doing nor of sycamore that quickly becomes worm eaten and are
cut down but we will build with the cedars of lebanon and of hewn
stone we will go to the mountain of the lord for our stone and
through inspiration we will shape it with our own hands and we
willwihwib build a musical temple which resounds with the songs of eternal
fulfillment making a joyful sound unto the lord this the lord ex-
pects us to do and this we can do 2

I1 bear you my witness that this challenge is more real today
than it was in 1979 we are the builders of beauty in the gospel of
jesus christ and the champions of sacred expression in music if
we do not strengthen our resolve the efforts of president mieka of
my grandmother of the young clarinetist and of so many hundreds
of others will fade away I1 pray that we may preserve the beau-
ties of the past and strengthen our resolve to continue singing new
and joyful and righteous songs unto the lord

in conclusion let me read a poem by the argentine writer
jose hernandez it communicates beautifully what I1 have been try-
ing to say to you today that music is both of heaven and earth
and that our song the song of all of you here today and others who
are not here can be both inspired and accepted of the lord this is

our calling and charge

cantando me he de monir
cantando me han de enterraren terrar
y cantando he de negarbegar
al pie del eterno padre
dende el vientre de mi madre
vine a esta mundo a cantar 53

singing I1 will have to die
singing they will have to bury me
and singing I1 will have to arrive
at the feet of the eternal father
from the womb of my mother
I1 came to this world to sing 4

may we all be a part of that great song the song of the
heart I1 the song of the lord in the name ofjesus christ amen
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with his father lamar barrusbarms ca 1986 the men stand at the grave
of ruth H barrus wife and mother courtesy marilyn barrus

NOTES

the first presidency on music utah musical times 2 october 1 1877
105

2rutharuthuth H barrus make a joyful sound address given at the church music
workshop brigham young university august 13 1979 14

3jos6ose hemandezhernindezmandezhernandezHe los tesorosmesoros del martin fierro buenos aires libreriaubreriaLibreriaerla
del colegio 1946 55

ruth4rutharuth H barrus credits brian stanton for the english translation of hemanhernan
dezsdeas poem ruth H barrus why do birds sing honors lecture given to ricks
college faculty rexburgredburgRexburg idaho march 19 1976



riddle

the ice has vanished from the smoldering
stream weeping fingers of winter slid
from the splintered trees
the canyon I1 am learning through my feet
is secretive and dull its bluefirebluefire giffinggifting
the swelling city and lake spring is late
here and melancholy
this morning a mountain lion leapt
down the narrow road
looking for something to kill

my child is troubled with fears
of abandonment how will you find me
if I1 am lost here or here she pushes
her face into the wind
perhaps remembering another rush
of air a freefallfreefall an entry of blood water
and loss

I1 learned early the limits of love
children can be given only the residue
of a heart struggling to heal itself
the remainder of a spirit seared with passion
and ambition
and does it matter if I1 croon to this child

I1 will never leave your bright eyes your
sturdy little body
she knows a lieheile she
must turn from the hunter
run home
with lilacs in her teeth

nancy baird

80



personal essay

take eat

tessa meyer santiago

she kisses herself in the mirror at old navy wearing the
melon orange velour V neck shirt and the carpenters jeans she
leans forward and kisses herself her mind is rife with possibilities

and when its cold on the playground I1 can just roll down the
sleeves to cover my hands like this or when I1 am jumping
rope I1 can just roll them up like this she leans forward bobs
her head so that her blonde ponytailponytail flips to the beat of the imagi-
nary rope sees her reflection in the mirror once more she smiles
at herself one front tooth a quarter inch longer than the other still
growing in another kiss

I1 slump on the bench in the fitting room amused despite my
exhaustion by the pageant of one at six years old my daughter
loves herself and her milk belly body with a passionate un-
ashamed abandon but time is precious waiting at home for me is
my three week old third child he needs the milk I1 carry I1 throw
her the turquoise corduroy dress all right julia enough of the
kisses try this one on weve got to get going

oooohowooh im going to look beautiful in this its the color of
my eyes

I1 was pregnant this past summer all of every afternoon of
may june july and august so I1 bought a tangerine maternity suit
from motherhood in the mall and a pool pass from deseret tow-
ers with locralycra and spandexspandel doing their vain best I1 bobbed in the
deep end for those months of afternoons from my vantage point
I1 watched women young mothers still slimsilmsiim hipped who push
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their strollers from wymount terrace and spend afternoons in the
baby pool large women mothers of four five and six children
they wear reinforced suits cut low over the thighs and bounce a
toddler on their hip in the shallow end while providing timely
cheers for clumsy dives and handstands occasionally grandmoth-
ers their flesh wobbling appear with their grandchildren

then there are the nondescript women the neither slim nor
large the just there whose bodies make no statements about
them their position or age they wear dark suits with maybe a flo-
ral bodice modestly cut their hair is utilitarian their skin is nei-
ther tanned nor white these nondescript women of all ages
constitute the female majority at deseret towers during the sum-
mer amongst our sedate unremarkable mothers bodies flit the
blue jays and cardinals freshman residents of DT they sprawl in
careful carelessness on the lounge chairs in a universal pose head
thrown back throat exposed to the sun torso stretched like an
arrow one leg flat the other bent at the knee jewelry glints from
various body parts an ankle chain three golden studs in an ear
lobe a toe ring worn with the confidence born of innocence the
turtle doves and the rock pigeons in their mottled motherly
apparel keep a wide berth knowing they pale by comparison

strangely I1 feel exempt from the competition this summer
somehow my belly endows me with a physical confidence I1

havent felt in years and the larger I1 get the more confident I1 feel
I1 almost strut out of the changing room in my eighth month wear-
ing my girth like a medal of honor normally one does not accen-
tuate a large belly with tangerine but I1 love my swimsuit it says 1 I

am delightfully wonderfully miraculously pregnant and beautiful
because of it I1 am a peacock in all his finery a ruby red emerald
pheasant dragging his tail behind him I1 am the act of creation my

body is engaged in a holy work the work for which it was
designed on this divine errand I1 fear no earthly standard of
beauty they dont apply to me now sadly but realistically I1 will be
trembling next summer to show my motherly nonpregnant body
to the world next june I1 will perch on the edge of the pool with
all the other mottled matronsmatronamatrons like a flock of pigeons on a tele-
phone wire watching the cars go by
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1I am struck by the incongruence of what I1 saw this summer
why was it that the women who had contributed the most felt the
least confident why did they cover their bodies as if in shame
plunging themselves to the neckline barely emerging above their
breasts as they stood watching children swim why did the girls
who knew nothing of what breasts and hips and wombs are meant
to do rule queens of the roost in a better world in a kinder more
saintly world a mothers body would be kindly regarded with
respect and honor for what she has given for what she has done
I1 am learning a woman who mothers well gives all she has body
parts internal organs limbs some parts are temporarily donated
others irreparably affected most of the effects are permanent
and if she lets this mothering sink into the marrow of her bones
to wrestle with her spirit a womanscomans soul is wrought in the image
of god

I1 sit on the couch reading watching television it doesnt
really matter what the activity christian my four year old son
decides to do a somersault off the arm his little body flips through
the air As he lands his feet thud bony heel first into the soft mus-
cles of my thighs I1 yelp my displeasure his brown eyes open wide
in genuine disbelief that his mother would object to him landing
on her body julia tires in an afternoon sacrament meeting I1 am
trying to prepare for my gospel doctrine lesson the next hour
with absolute confidence and instinctual action she moves the
books from my lap and replaces them with her head after all that
is what a mothers lap is for with that same confidence born of
innocence my children use my body for their comfort and conve-
nience they sprawl across me as I1 sit they shake me awake when
they are hungry they grab my face from behind my book so that
my eyes can see what needs to be seen no matter my wishes they
appropriate me in their innocent invasion they learn there is one
who will always come sometimes very slowly in the night to save
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them and I1 learn through conquering the weakness of my flesh as
I1 allow their plundering without resentment the beginning of a
godly patience and a maternal love that will serve our family well

I1 could fight I1 suppose against such an invasion I1 know I1

used to but my body I1 am learning is a battlefield never meant to
be fought on let alone lost on lowell bennion had an acquain-
tance who said put on the level of routine everything that be-
longs there he supposes she meant we should not spend
thought and energy deciding if and when we should do the chores
that must be done 1 I1 would like to think that I1 am learning that
my physical responses to my childrens needs are not optional I1

must respond not that mothering is a chore but that their needs
are constant they will not cannot go away children must grow
eat learn question be comforted that is the nature of childhood
so when I1 made the decision to have children I1 also although I1

didnt realize it at the time made the decision to mother them
with the fibers of my being As soon as I1 gave place in my womb
for that zygote I1 placed not only my heart but my feet legs knees
hips stomach bladder intestinal tract breasts shoulders arms
hands fingers neck teeth tongue even the hair on my head at
their disposal all to be used leant on sucked clung to kicked
and prodded and generally usurped as their very own thus my
body becomes the site of my ultimate giving which giving can
teach my soul if I1 choose to learn

every hour of the day and night I1 am faced with choices in
how to mother with my body for instance I1 know that my new-
born son seth who cannot suckle and so must drink my breast
milk in a bottle feeds best when half sitting up he burps more eas-
ily and the position reduces the risk of ear infections in bottle fed
babies I1 also happen to know through sad experience that the
milk goes down just as well when he lies flat on his back at four in
the afternoon the choice is easy seth feeds sitting up but at four
in the morning when I1 have slept in ninety minute stretches the
decision is not so easy all I1 crave is sleep which I1 can almost do as
I1 feed him lying flat on his back on the bed next to me what is

more important my sleep or his indigestion if I1 master my body
subdue the exhaustion bring my physical reactions in line with the
choice I1 made ten months ago seth feeds sitting up
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he didnt for about four days until the guilt of my own self-
ishness caused me to struggle up against the pillows one 320 AM

and do for my son what he couldnt do for himself cradled in my
arms his small eyes peering myopically towards my face seth
drank sitting up I1 wont say the feeding was any different from the
others my eyes werent miraculously clear and the dark circles
gone the next morning in return for raising myself eighteen inches
I1 didnt receive as a result of my choice the divine grace of seth
sleeping until nine the next morning in fact just two hours later
he snuffled and bleatedbleared his hunger but in my insignificant bodily
suffering my spirit was tutored somewhat in that messianic char-
acteristicacteristic love thy neighbor thy son the flesh of thy flesh more
than self

having a womanscomans body seems to mean special tutoring in life

and death I1 have been pregnant four times each pregnancy ended
in a surgical procedure three times my stomach and uterus have
been cut open to retrieve in all their bloody splendor julia chris-
tian and seth each time I1 have entered the mothers valley of
death bringing my body under the knife to lie still as someone cut
into my flesh to release life from my womb what should be a joy-
ous moment is full of fear for me only two months ago I1 lay on
the operating table trying so very hard to be brave but I1 was petri-
fied and my body knew it my pulse raced I1 hyperventilatedhyperventilated and
vomited in an allergic reaction to the epidural my eyes filled with
tears I1 really just wanted to run away yet I1 had no other choice if
I1 wanted the life within me to livefive

As I1 lay on the table my mind filled with the image of annie
dillards tomcat who would jump through her window at night
covered with the blood of his kill when she awoke she found her-
self covered with paw prints in blood she looked as though
she had been painted with roses she would ask herself whatwalatvolat

blood was this and what roses it could have been the rose of
union the blood of murder or the rose of beauty bare and the
blood of some unspeakable sacrifice or birth 2 she never knew
exactly how to read that midnight canvas and I1 never know when
I1 am on that table exactly what is happening to me am I1 the site of
some unspeakable horror or some unspeakable joy paradoxically
I1 am both an open womb a uterus pulled out onto my abdomen
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an immense pressure an indignant cry and a wrinkled old mans
face that looks at me from beneath the hospital beanie like a

sharpel puppy only after I1 place my swollen reluctant body on
the table can I1 hear those first sounds of life and no the recovery
is not swift in return for my heroism my stomach is still bisected
the nerve endings are still cut and need to learn to stop screaming
my bowels are stillstihstin sluggish with epidural my head still pounds
from the allergic reaction I1 knew was coming

As I1 battle these symptoms my body begins to make milk for
the child who needs to be fed when I1 am barely coherent unable
to sit up the nurses bring him to me hes hungry they say put
him to the breast so I1 struggle upright ignoring the burning inci-
sion to cradle that little body that was so recently inside me I1 turn
his mouth to me and do for my son what he cannot do for himself
and I1 understand a little more now how the savior would take
upon him death that he may loose the bands of death which bind
his people alma 712 the demands and duties of this life of the
soul take precedence over the travails of the body

the other pregnancy ended in death it was a long november
monday morning when I1 labored for ten hours knowing that the
end would produce only a misshapen fetus that my body in its
wisdom knew to dispel while my body tried to perform the labor
that it knew was necessary my spirit keened medicine calls it a

spontaneous abortion but I1 called it actually I1 dont have
a name for that desolate feeling that covered my spirit as my body
labored I1 only knew my baby would not be born the same time my
emperor tulips were scheduled to appear I1 knew I1 could put the
baby name books back on the shelf and stop doodling nicholas
kevin santiago on sacrament meeting programs I1 knew my sister
inlawin law and I1 would not give my parents their twelfth and thirteenth
grandchildren three weeks apart but most of all I1 knew I1 wanted
with all my heart to have another child and I1 grieved for what was
not to be

but I1 did not grieve alone in that valley of desolation brought
on by physical travail I1 believe the savior sent angels to be with
me to succor me in my infirmity my sister who rubbed my back
changed the bath water and who while I1 was at the hospital
cleaned my house did my laundry and fed my children nurses
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who looked at me with compassion called me dear sweet
tess how sorry I1 am you are here women who knew who
had labored in a similar manner in vain their eyes looked at me
with a special sweetness A doctor who sensitive to my pain
chose not to make me endure a surgical procedure in the sterility
of his office rather he gave me anesthetic and a blissful ignorance
as he cleaned my womb of what had been the promise of a child
most of all god gave me a husband who held my hand and stood
by waiting and watching feeling helpless to stop my pain wishing
he could endure for me who waited for me in surgery and whom
I1 found sobbing in his office three days later he too had lost a

child in all my pain no one had noticed his we felt the healing
arms of the savior around our hearts that week our neighbors
tears hearts broken for our pain faint whisperings of another
child in time lessons of peaceful patience from him who would
gather us in his arms as a mother hen would gather her chicks

could I1 have had my heart broken to the will of the lord
another way would I1 have come so heavy laden and willingly to
the saviors yoke I1 dont know I1 do know that the death of a

small misshapen body brought light to my soul that perhaps I1

could not have seen any other way I1 cannot help but think as
I1 remember those births that this body which makes us human
also can make us most divine that the peculiar pains of a womanscomans
flesh teach her exquisitely intimately what they teach she cannot
know beforehand or even know that she needs to know but
when the pain subsides or is grown accustomed to she realizes
sometime during the darkest of nights or mundanestmunganestmundanest of mornings
knowledge has descended like the dews from heaven and enlarged
her soul

unfortunately the experience has also probably enlarged her
hips and thighs if shesashes anything like me she bears the physical
scars of that battlefield the burst blood vessel on my left cheek
appeared during labor with julia it still spreads spidery red fingers
across my face the root canal brought on by christians preg-
nancy left me with a porcelain crown A fresh seven inch maroon
scar bisects my lower abdomen just below it is another faded to
flesh stretch marks ornament my breasts and hips like silver rib-
bons my hips are two sizes wider my feet a size bigger than when
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I1 was married my very bones have expanded in response to my
mothering some of the effects are temporary just for the
moments of pregnancy the bleeding gums the weakened blad-
der the hair that falls out in clumps the intermittent back pain
the aching hips these pass in their time but the memory remains

in that memory lies the glory of this earthly body though we
may be resurrected in a perfect frame the lessons taught me by my
mother body will rise with me the sacrifice the pain the fear and
faith of my mothering will sink into the depths of my soul and re-
main to be with me in the eternities my spirit and this womanscomans
body inseparably connected constitute my fullness of joy time
writes its messages on all of us for me and for the women whom
I1 watched this summer our very bodies have become our book of
life an account of our obedience or disobedience written in our
bodies 7131133 to what have we been obedient to the purpose for
which we were made to provide a body and a safe haven for the
spirits entrusted to our care if we mother well we wear out our
lives bringing to pass the lives of others of the physical fruits
our wider hips our sagging breasts our flatter feet and rounder
buttocks we need not be so ashamed

im sitting at the computer trying to figure out just exactly
what we technically have in the checking account she comes
around the corner from the kitchen shesashes been trying on swim-
ming suits like a teenager getting ready for a date all shesashes really
going to do is swiswimtn in the apartment pool of her youngest child
alexandra

should I1 wear this one she asks holding up the black
skirted 1940s style option in her left hand or this one with the
black bottom and floral top

1 I dont know mom I1 say try the flowered one
she returns a few minutes later her sixty five year old body

clad in lycralocra and spandexspandelspandex her legs are still long but marbled by the
varicose veins of seven pregnancies her chest is still broad sprin-
kled with freckles from decades of summers but her bosom is
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small suckled dry by our hungry mouths her face is lined from
eyelid to mouth corner she stands at the corner one leg crossed in
front of the other as if that contortion will make her half the size

she looks beautiful with her silver white hair her green eyes
her long brown legs and arms I1 tell her so

you look beautiful mom you are beautiful mom I1 wish I1

had your legs even your sixty five year old legs but if its any con-
solation I1 dont think anybody is going to be looking at you youre
not quite part of the desired demographic group

she stillstiff hides herself as she complains oh I1 know I1 know
but I1 hate this aging body of mine getting old is so hard for me
I1 dont feel as old as this flesh makes me look she wobbles her
thighs dotted with age spots as if to confirm for me that she
really is so undesirable

I1 think she is beautiful As beautiful as ever she has been

tessa meyer santiago is a creative writer and a daughter a wife and a mother of
three thisTWs essay won first place in the 1997 BYU studies personal essay contest
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in the rising

when my life runs out
my pores rises like a field
of corn in summer
twisting silk white and blowing
I1 will claim pieces of my body
seed fragments of this flesh
I1 have grappled with and loved
fought to save from corruption
I1 will not abandon all those
hungry cells to dust

it has been sweet the
skin stretched across my ribs
the feel of hands
enough sun engraves a retina
slowly changes scent of skin
in all this
the humiliation of clay has
served the gift of pain
become a jagged doorway

these belong to me
their growing fire embedded
in the flesh not sievedsievek through
memory but taken in hand
heavy as shot

the fistfulsfistfuls of light and evil
that make a life

nancy baird
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personal essay

of tethering and flight

sundy watanabe

A soft rain comes during the night I1 anticipated its coming
but when it didnt arrive by nightfall welcomed a reprieve now it
taps lightly against the dark windows of our sleep wet leaves rus-
tle in the orchards and sift a restlessness into my dreaming as if a
child whispers to me from behind a half opened door urging me
to wakefulness I1 dream of babies shivering and fabric wrinkling
under the soothing of my fingertips in my dream I1 think I1 am
young and have forgotten something important I1 fly naked a thin
small thing clutching the strong wing of some night bird I1 tuck
my head and brace against the chill of a sky full of water much
later somehow I1 fall into dawn and awaken to the realization of
a journey just beginning we have prepared for this journey my
daughter and I1 for the past eighteen years with fierce determi-
nation and exquisite reluctance we have taken turns struggling
toward independence

tell me about when I1 was little she says clinging to the
expanse of kitchen countertopcountertop with all the strength of her ten fin-
gers the length of her six year old torso flattens against the
butcher block but her legs dangle off the edge As she teeters
there her earnestness makes me smile when I1 was little even
while asking for stories to tether her she tests the space of the
edge with determination a self will evident from infancy this is
the daughter who insists on bringing me the baby from his crib
even though she has to stand on the side rail to reach him this is
the daughter who manages late night emergency room visits for
asthma cold stethoscopes IVs epinephrine shots without
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tears in those critical hours I1 resist the mother growl that threat-
ens to escape my throat at the interns indifference I1 long to
remove my child from the chatty nurse and her bumbling fingers
I1 need to fold this daughter safely into my lap squeezing out my
anguish and hers leaving no space for fear she needs only a small
blanket a book and someone to stand by as her pupils dilate and
her hands become jittery so I1 stand close by and offer a forced
reassurance my grownupgrown up restraint for comfort

in this quiet september drizzle we load boxes of blankets
books and medications into the back of her small red car the
neighbors call it the demolition derby it has survived dents to allanaliail

four sides various scratches up and down its length brake
burnoutsturnoutsburnouts tire blowoutsblowouts and a bent axle we hold our breath and
pronounce a confident appraisal it will survive this trip as well it
will carry its cargo through the maze of freeway construction to
the apple orchards ofofsantaquinsantaquinofSanSan taquin it will course through historic fill-
more and through long stretches of desert until it reaches the sum-
mit and breezes into cedar city my car will carry pots pans and a

weeks worth of food to tide my daughter over until she gets set-
tled her clothes including the white cinderella dress and sil-

ver platform shoes like the ones I1 wore in the 70s drape over the
back seat who knows she might get asked to a dance

you should have seen it she says with excitement bubbling
in her laugh she is unpacking from her second year as a junior
counselor at camp snowbird the local asthma camp for elemen-
tary kids

we knew we were okay but water just came pouring into
the campground at sixteen she thinks she knows it all I1 swallow
an instinctual panic the danger is past today she is safe the july
sun is shining and its good to have her home
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they brought in crews to keep the road from washing out
all the little kids were scared of the lightning and the other coun-
selors were huddled under plastic garbage sacks they thought I1

was crazy but it was great I1 took off my shoes and ran out in the
rain there was mud everywhere it was so oo squishy and I1 got
it in my hair and everything I1 was jumping up and down in the
water and laughing and dancing they thought I1 was crazy it was
a blast you should have seen it do you think im crazy

we pray that the new windshield wipers on her car will pro-
vide clear vision that the tires will grip even though the tires of
other travelers might hydroplane that the headlights will pierce
the low cloud cover now settling over nearby mountain ranges
just to be safe though we decide to travel in tandem I1 willwin lead
the way we go back inside the house to take one last look around

you have all your medicine I1 ask she does and her new
prescriptions she adds and her nebulizer stop worryworryingmg

her room stands empty the closet door slightly ajar the bed
unmade with the exception of a stray hanger on the floor its as
clean as its ever been the lightfighthight green stains on the carpet under her
drafting table are still there the carpet cleaner just made the forgot-
ten bits of art chalk spread her mirror reflects a steel bed frame no
cheesy photographs no favorite book open across a pillow

she stitched frantically her needle dipping and surfacing
in the nettle flax as the moon rose higher and higher

mom she interrupts placing a hand over the page she can
do it cant she

honey I1 cant remember you have to let me finish
11 her scratched fingers bled tiny droplets onto the shirt

front but she couldnt stop already a faint glow covered the sky
and she could hear the honking now all but the last sleeve was fin-
ished one by one the geese descended she stood and quickly
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threw a perfect shirt about the shoulders of each stately form
As the flaxen shirts fell about them each goose was transfiguredtransfigured
feather by feather until six princes stood before her but
the seventh

no mom no she just couldnt let him stay that way forever
sahshh let me finish
11 but the seventh stood waiting his wings raised against

the silver air he turned slowly and his silky neck brushed against
her soft arm it is the best I1 can do she said and draped the last
unfinished shirt around him I1 1

it takes two days to pullpuhpulipun everything out of boxes drawers
shelves and decide which corsages to keep which photos to
stash which letters to throw away we tuck back the yarn hair of
her cabbage patch dolls before boxing them up we smooth the
acrylic fur of her favorite stuffed up animals we laugh again over
that one so many allergies for her the word stuffed was automati-
cally tagged with up it stuck even her brothers and sister say it
even her dad and 1I

standing together in the doorway I1 avoid remembering quar-
rels about responsibility trust curfew I1 dont remind her how
hurt I1 was after finding out that she lied to me about piercing her
navel she did it months ago and I1 only find out now hours before
losing her to the future im still not past a welling up of tears the
whole two days of cleaning out her room when I1 most want to
draw her again into my lap and smooth back her wild dark hair
and remember I1 am stung with her separateness I1 try to remind
myself that this is normal this is the goal I1 want it too

in the photograph she leans against her tall dad the top of
her head not quite reaching his shoulder her look tells the camera
that she might have just stopped crying but with the gray sky as a
frame in the background it could just be the effect of rain in the
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next shot her father and I1 have exchanged places my arm hugs
her shoulder and we gaze into the lens key chains dangle from
our fingers we smile but the focus is fuzzy which makes it even
more amazing how aware I1 am of the sharp outline of the house to
the side and there right there so at ease in flight is a bird soaring
past the upper righthand cornice

the gray asphalt streams ahead like in a chalk drawing
through the intermittent swish of wipers the wide earth opens
up and a framed landscape presents itself again and again each
minute of closure before opening makes the rainmin painted colors
stand out in vivid relief I1 notice how dark the green is on the trees
how black the rivulets that streak the bark above the horizon
dense bands of charcoal slash horizontal clouds I1 glance west fly-
ing in formation geese tip their wings and veer briefly toward the
mountains before straightening again making their way south its
too soon for fall my brow creases and I1 question the sky which
looms both higher and lower heavy with imminent downpour
behind me a wash of red follows an hour and a half into the trip
I1 signal to pullpuffpulipunn over

at the next turnout we exit and pull into a gas station she
doesnt understand why were stopping and with a frown leans to
roll down the window A low rumble of thunder startles us both
and she brushes off the raindrops before they can collect on her
white shirtsleeveshortsleeveshirtsleeve

how fast can your car go I1 ask
1 I can get it up to 75 she says at 80 it starts to wobble and

then she grins
well wed better fly

just before bryce canyon the storm hits the wind which
has been gradually picking up now bursts full force against the
sides of the car rain pounds down double time and I1 turn the
wipers up as fast as theyll go their heavy thump thump thump
thump is reassuring im okay will probably continue just fine but
each time a gust makes my explorer sway I1 worry a little the red
car behind me could soon be in trouble
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A glance in the rearview mirror tells me its time to slow
down im too far ahead and I1 cant tell how she is managing at
that distance I1 brake until shesashes just a couple of car lengths be-
hind even at a lower speed I1 watch her through the mirror anx-
iously she tries to keep an even course but the road is getting
slick and the car slides a little going around a turn were heading
uphill approaching the summit the highest elevation of the trip

come on baby I1 coax under my breath as if she can hear
keep that pedal steady you can do it keep coming keep com-

ing dont hesitate now I1 force calm down through my shoulders
and to my fingers gripping the wheel

with my attention riveted on the car behind me I1 dont
notice a semitrailer screaming down the slope approaching us in
the opposite direction until that hollow second just before calm
slaps apart in that instant I1 gasp A water wake its velocity born
of speed and height slams against the windshield of my car for a

few seconds I1 cannot see the road I1 cannot see the boundaries of
the highway dont know where I1 am if or where the car has
drifted when sight and breath return and my heartbeat slows to
the pounding rhythm of wipers or wings I1 blink furiously and find
my way to the shoulder of the road shaking I1 feel the unpre-
dictabledictable nature of journeying deep in my nerves and bones my

arms ache my forehead is clammy and I1 remember my daughter
is following

I1 turn my head just in time to catch the whoosh of red as her
car passes me just in time I1 see her upraised thumb and brilliant
smile as she swoops up the slope ahead the distance between us
widens as I1 struggle to keep her in sight quickly she crests the
summit and then quickly easily as a bird disappears over the edge

sundy watanabe has just completed her MA in english at utah state university
and is married and has four children this essay won second place in the 1997
BYU studies personal essay contest
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personal essay

santa maria

lisa ann jackson

for if I1I1 imp my wing on rhinethine
affliction shall advance elightthelighttbeflightth in me

george herbert easter wings

when I1 first met maria she was in the kitchen in her pajamas
making pancakes and eggs no one had told her a new girl was
moving in that day she looked surprised even annoyed at my dad
and me bursting through the door without a knock our arms
laden with boxes we introduced ourselves and asked her where I1

could put my things she pointed me back to her room you get
the top bunk she said

while we were carrying boxes back and forth maria finished
cooking her breakfast and sat down at the table I1 was struck by
her black curly hair and rich brown skin she was beautiful
I1 thought she might be polynesian but when my dad asked her
where she was from she said she was a freshman from a border
town in texas

I1 had just come home from my mission in april my plans
were to work all summer to earn money for school that fall I1 spent
several days stuffing envelopes a job secured for me by a temp
agency while I1 was grabbing folding stuffing grabbing folding
stuffing alone in a spare cubicle I1 couldnt help but think that
only days before my every move affected someone elsesalses life

mortal and eternal now my every move only got me in trouble for
not sealingseating envelopes correctly

one evening after a particularly frustrating day in that cubi-
cle I1 arrived home to find a letter from a mission friend in england
in it was a note which said in essence 1 I dont know why but I1
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feel like you should be in school and I1 feel like you need help get-
ting there attached to the note was the means to get me started

I1 had struggled with the idea of staying home for the entire
summer but there were no fintinfinancialancial resources for me to do other-
wise while I1 was in england my father lost his business my moth-
ers income barely covered basic household expenses I1 had felt
strongly that I1 should go back to school as soon as possible but fall

semester over five months of working away seemed as soon as
possible so I1 stuffed envelopes and no one knew my yearning

except my friend in england that note could have been
pinned to lazarus and I1 wouldnt have thought it more a miracle
within three days I1 had quit the temp agency and was on my way
to BYU when I1 got there I1 looked up an old friend and bought the
last contract at her apartment complex

thats where I1 met maria we began to warm up to each other
over chips and salsa we soon made it our nightly ritual to discuss
the day over mild pace picante sauce and white restaurant rounds
maria teased me endlessly because I1 couldnt eat anything but
mild it tastes like tomatoes she said how can you eat that
she started buying her own jalapenosjalapenos to heap on each bite how
can you eat that I1 would tease back

while we ate she often told me about who stared at her on
campus that day its because youre beautiful I1 said no its
because im dark people often stopped her and asked her in
spanish what part of mexico she was from I1 only saw it happen
once we were in the grocery store and a zealous returned mis-
sionary with a huge grin grabbed her arm and reeled off something
in spanish she glared back and said in perfect english im from
brownsvilleBrownsville texas see lisa she said to me that happens all
the time its just because he went on his mission there and he is

excited to see someone he thinks is native I1 told her but im
american she said you dont understand

she was right I1 didnt really understand but I1 wasnt com-
pletely wrong when I1 said people stared at her because she was
beautiful we saw an ad for people to be extras in upcoming book
of mormon seminary videos they were looking for people of
lamanite descent or people with dark hair who could look like
they were of lamanite descent I1 had dark hair and maria was
clearly lamanite so we decided to sign up
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when we arrived at 6 AM the day of filming they lined us up
to make us lamanitesLamanites I1 went before maria and while someone
braided my hair someone else colored my skin she sponged me
with lamanite in a bottle to make my skin rich brown when I1 was
finished they put maria in the makeup chair the woman in charge
of the lamanite in a bottle started sponging down maria when
another makeup artist stopped her she doesnt need that she
said why mess with perfection did you hear that maria asked
me why mess with perfection maria beamed she was proud of
her heritage and that day she didnt mind when the camera stared
at her dark skin when we saw the videos months later maria made
almost every cut

the thought of the miracle that brought me back to school
lingered my presence in provo that spring versus that fall or
even that summer had to have eternal ramifications why else
would the lord so blatantly get me back to school obviously I1 had
to get back to school to meet the accountant who was graduating
in august and wouldnt be there in the fall I1 fully expected a

december wedding
maria and I1 had lived together for only a few weeks when

mothers day came maria hadnt gotten out of bed yet so I1 woke
her after I1 showered I11 I dont go to church on mothers day she
told me from under her covers I11 I dont have a mother I1 could feel
her silent addition and its gods fault maria you have to go to
church staying home wont make it better I1 tried my nmissionary
skills to coax her out of bed I1 showed empathy tried to relate
I1 had struggles too my dad wasnt working my mission had been
tough at times but I1 had not lost my mother and maria didnt go to
church that day

marias father left them when she was six her mother became
ill and maria only eleven years old was left to care for her four
children were still at home and she was in charge of the two
younger ones a brother with downs syndrome and a sister when
her mother died maria and the other children were given to an
older half sister who was twenty four years old and not yet married

maria never told me details of being raised by her sister but I1

sensed them her sister struggled with the responsibilities of rais-
ing four children most of the household duties fell to maria in-
cluding caring for her little brother she had other older brothers
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and sisters ten children in total but they all struggled one brother
joined the army and left another brother was in jail another sister
had her own children and her own worries at her sisters maria
lived on government assistance most of the time she was at school
on grants and a work study program no girl should grow up with-
out a mother she once told me 1 I needed a mother and she was
taken away why lisa

I1 didnt know it strikes me as odd to even tell marias story it
doesnt seem real somehow it seems like a made for TV movie or
an afterschoolafter school special but as her trials unfolded over chips and
salsa so did her profound strength she was at school the first in
her family to go she had raised her brother and sister and she
worked hard to do what was right and maria was right about me
I1 didnt know then and I1 dont know now what it feels like to lose
my mother be raised by my sister and be stared at because of my
dark skin and hair at my tannesttannerttannest I1 am not as perfect as she is and
at my most pensive I1 havent felt what she has felt

I1 didnt get married that december it wasnt until years later
when I1 was standing in the temple talking to maria after escorting
her through her first session that I1 realized that she was the reason
I1 had to be in provo that spring and summer the summer was a
turning point for both of us over chips and salsa she told me how
she would come home each day after school and sit on her moth-
ers bed she told me how her mother would read the book of mor-
mon to her each night she showed me pictures of her mother
when she was young and healthy As the summer meandered on I1

watched maria slowly imp her broken wing on the saviors where
she found peace about her mothers death and her upbringing

lisa ann jackson is interim associate editor at BBYUYU magazine and an MA candi-
date in english at brigham young university thisTWs essay won honorable mention
in the 1997 BYU studies personal essay contest



A memorable creation the life
and art of effie marquess carmack

A woman who could have surrendered to the barrages of adver-
sity carmack challenged the inevitable just kept going if the

inevitable won and created beauty in the meantime

noel A carmack

not that there has been anything very extraordinary or won-
derful in my life wrote effie lee marquess carmack but one
thing sure it is different from that of any other 1 uncommon expe-
riencesriences effies modesty notwithstanding breed uncommon people
after a happy childhood in kentucky and conversion to the LDS
church effie endured a life of insecurity and change illness
maternal anguish and bitter grief but aided by uncommon faith
and by her art she triumphed over adversity

the childhoodchfldhood of an artist

effie lee marquess was born on september 26 1885 in
crofton christian county kentucky the sixth child of boanerges
bo robert marquess and john susan armstrong the family lived

in a log house that was as crude and primitive as a home could be 2

they made a difficult living from a black patch tobacco farm near
hopkinsvilleHopkinsville kentucky some of their farnfarmlandfland was worn out and
some eroded one season a flood took the best part of their crop
and many of their livestock and chickens 3 another year bo became
despondent and illihiiilii from worry about meeting the mortgage pay-
ments and other needs after a series of crop failures and even when
the cash crops were good he often received very little for them but
effie recounted later we were used to financial calamities 144

in spite of her humble circumstances effie remembered her
childhood as one in which no one could have been happier
than we were 5 she described the winter evenings as never dull
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my father played the
fiddle and there was
always a guitar or banjo
for accompaniment as
most of the family could
play either of them our
father and mother had
both been excellent
dancers and dancing in
their day was really an

art and they took a
delight in teaching it to
us the lancers the min-
uet the virginia reel the
mazourkaMazourka the polka
the Schotschottischefische the waltz
and the intricate changes
of the quadrilles

often lelia or sadie
her sisters would read a

story aloud to an atten-
tive audience often we
would have spelling
matches or have map
questions from the geog-
raphyboanerges marquess about 49 years old book and drawing

effie described him on the back of the pictures on a big old dou-
blebeloved father with bluephoto as my slate was something

eyes and auburn hair that never lost its charm 6

the young effie delighted in what she called her enchanted
woodland 177 which included a plum thicket and field of wildflow
ers near a lush forest of dogwoodsdogwoods white oak and hickory the
forest floor was carpeted by moss beds and sassafras 8 even
though we were poor as far as money was concerned and lived in
a crude log hut she wrote we were rich in a few things such as a

fervent appreciation for the beauties of nature around us we pos-
sessed a stretch of stream that was far more entertaining as a play-
ground than the most expensive of parks 199 with imagination she
entertained herself with what was available

our house abounded in all kinds of interesting things the quilt
piece box where I1 could get cloth for doll clothes the table drawers
with pencils letters and papers the school books slates and pen-
cils the upstairs where grandmothers old spinningsphmingspuming wheel and flax
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reel and candle moulds
and many other old things
from the generation that
had passed on before us
were still stored 10

the litter found under an

old floor marbles of all

sizes buttons pennies
china doll heads arms and
legs tiny toy cups and
saucers so thrilled her JV
that even in her old age

she claimed ill never for-
get how excited I1 was 11

to the east between N

effies home and her
4

uncle elijah armstrongs
dwelling stood the house
of marion and alisee
moore her nearest neigh-
bors

effie marquess age 10 or 11

she seldom entered
the moore home but for the rest of her life she remembered a

painting she saw there

one thing that charmed me above all others in that house was a
lifesizedlifesized painting of a young girl which stood on an easel in one cor-
ner of this room it was the first hand painted portrait I1 had ever
seen it must have been good work it certainly charmed me and
when I1 got a chance I1 gazed in awe and wonder to think that anyone
could make a picture look as much like life as that one did 12

she learned about art informally from her father sometimes
father would point out pictures in the cloud formations A long
level cloud with one upright made a perfect ship at sea and if
you were going to paint those thunderheadsthunderheads over there you
would need to put the halo 0off white light on the side next to the
sun with a soft gray on the shadow side such treasured moments
with her father encouraged effies interest in art did you ever
paint pappy she asked 1 I1 liked to call him pappy it seemed
like a sort of a pet name no but your uncle curg has and weve
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talked about it lots of times ive never had the time your mother
could paint if she ever had the time 13

the youthful artist was never discouraged by the lack of art
materials the unavailability of materials sometimes resulted in

clever alternatives to conventional artist supplies wenwhenven I1 was
alone she remembered and no one to play with me I1 would find
certain places in the banks where there were great cracks where
there was beautiful moist bluish white clay that was wonderful
for modeling many long happy hours I1 have spent making horses
dogs heads pitchers whole sets of dishes and hundreds of mar-
bles of all sizes 14 A roll of toilet paper was also converted into art
material aunt fannie gave me one roll but it was never used for
the purpose for which it was intended it was used as tracing
paper to put over pretty pictures and trace them it was placed on
the old wall plate of the attic at home with my other treasured pos-
sessions chalk box and trinkets and was kept for years a roll of
my favorite pictures traced carefully 15 if sketch pads and standard
painting surfaces were unavailable she would use whatever mate-
rials she could find including cardboard boxes and the reverse
side of wallpaper or wrapping paper to make brushes she some-
times frayed the ends of matchsticksmatchsticks by chewing them 16

conversion and early years in the LDS church

when LDS missionaries entered the hopkinsvilleHopkinsville area in 1897
the marquess family was one of the first to accept their message
everything we heard and read fit in perfectly with christs teach-

ings 17 the familysfamilys conversion to the church culminated many
years of honoring christian values and yearning for truth effie
remembered that although not contented with our homespun
religion we read the bible and waited for a time when maybe the
right religion would come along 118I during a snowfall in mid march
1898 a month after the baptism of her parents and older sisters
etta and lelia effie entered the frigid waters of a nearby creek to
be baptized the elders brought a new way of life she wrote 19

effie would always welcome mormon missionaries at her hearth or
table since it was they who brought the joy of the gospel message
into her life 2010
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only a year after their baptism changes came in quick
succession 112121 effies mother died of yellow fever A month later
effies sister etta succumbed to typhoid fever 22 effies two older
brothers moved away the family had to sell their farm her sister
sadie married and her father took a new wife a woman whom
effie addressed as miss serena although she grew to love miss
serena through serving her the relationship was not an intimate
one 23 increasingly she turned to her married sisters lelia and sadie
as confidantconfidantesconfidantses and mother figures 2421

in 1901 the marquess family now reduced to effie and her
father stepmother and ten year old brother autie moved to
franklin arizona where they lived for a short time on the farm of
joseph wilkins their stay in arizona was pleasant but her fathers
longing for home hastened their return he died a only a short
while after the family had moved back to kentucky

in 1903 effie married henry edgar carmack a capable hard-
working husband and father cecil her first child was born pre-
maturely in 1905 after an accidental fall sent effie into early labor
in the ensuing years effie bore seven more children 25 each ex-
periencingperiencing physical challenges she prayed for and nursed the
children through mishaps whooping cough influenza and a near
drowning her youngest daughter bernice whose physical and
intellectual development was slow required extra attention

one incident involving cecil particularly tested her endurance
and faith at the age of two cecil contracted pneumonia when the
neighbors children took him out to play in a cold february rain by
late evening he was feverish and short of breath some days later
after a considerable effort was made to clear his lungs and lower
his temperature with medication cecil fell into a deep unrespon-
sive slumber when the doctor could detect neither breathing nor
a heartbeat after twenty minutes of close observation cecil was
pronounced dead effie however refused to allow her babysbabas life
to slip away through the night and into the morning hours she
massaged her sons cold lifeless body with hot water and rubbing
alcohol she longed for someone with the authority to administer
to him her husband edgar as he was most commonly addressed
was not yet a member of the church and could not give priesthood
blessings no elders who could administer to the baby were
nearby not wanting to leave a thing undone that might help she
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later wrote 1 I got a small bottle of olive oil asked the lord to bless
and purify it and to recognize a mothers anointing and blessing
on her child and to bring him back to life in her prayer she
promised to raise her children to the best of her ability and to dedi-
cate her life to teaching the gospel to all who would listen during
the hours she continued to work over her son her whole body
and soul was a living working prayer just before midnight a faint
heartbeat could be heard and shortly before dawn cecil became
conscious and asked for something to eat the boy regained all

of hisWs faculties and within days word traveled from the hills east of
crofton that the carmack boy had risen from the dead friends
who earlier had not responded to effies attempts to teach the
gospel became more interested 26

not long after on a momentous dayday2731271127 in 1908 edgar was
baptized in 1911 edgar and effie moved their family to the farm
of francis mcdonald in holladay utah while there edgar found
employment working for joseph andrus putting up hay on
andruss ranch near park city while at home on the mcdonald
farm effie picked currants with mcdonaldsDonaldsMc seventeen year old
son howard who later became president of brigham young uni-
versity 1945511945 51 after haying was done edgar took work in the
canyon assisting in the excavation ofofawaterlineofaa waterline trench at the end
of september when the work was finished edgar and some of the
other men became chilled while returning home in an open truck
bed during a cold rainstorm within a short time he began com-
plainingplaining of inflammation and pain in his foot this problem was fol-

lowed by a severe case of rheumatic fever for almost six months
edgar lay sick and unable to work one of his few activities during
his rehabilitation came when he was sealed to effie in the salt lake
temple with their children cecil violet and infant son noel
when full recovery appeared less than hopeful a recommendation
that edgar move to a lower altitude prompted them to move back
to kentucky where he could resume his farming in a more health-
ful environment 28

struggles of a young mother

but as it turned out conditions did not prove therapeutic
the years following their return from utah were the darkest for



the young carmack family with the first three of their eight children
effie and henry edgar posed for this portrait about 1912 when they lived
in utah clockwisefromclockwise promfrom left effie cecil henry edgar noel and violet
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effie and her family while edgar was suffering from rheumatic
heart disease effie contracted an unidentified debilitating illness
that lingered through three pregnancies her symptoms were
similar to those of consumption coughing blood continuous
fatigue and fever spells all of which effie believed were the result
of a poor diet 29 during this time of illness effie gave birth to
three more children two grace and hazel were born without
complications but the birth of her sixth child bernice was diffi-
cult the three girls were born in close succession and effies
sickness inhibited her ability to manage day to day responsibilities
in the home 3010

busy dealing with the demands of tobacco farming and with
its fluctuating yields and returns edgar was unable to offer addi-
tional domestic support he had entrusted his crop to an associa-
tion of dark fired tobacco planters but made little profit 31 by
1920 kentucky leaf crop prices would drop to their lowest point
in ten years 3212

at the doctors admonition edgar did try to alleviate effies
burdens by doing laundry and light housework but with his first
effort he found that extra chores were overtaxingovertakingovertaxing and hired a

young woman named lola jones to take over the doctor had also
recommended that effie do something enjoyable but not labori-
ous edgar said she would enjoy writing or painting if she had
time dr lovell effie remembered told him that he had better
let me do it as it would be far better to have a mother doing easy
things I1 enjoyed than not to have any mother at all thus about
1915 while effie had help she took up painting again I11 I had done
lots of little things she wrote I11 I knew that I1 could paint if only I1

had the time and the material 33 her friend and neighbor bernice
ammAffallingtonington had been a helpful art tutor while they lived in utah and
with some help from her longtime friend bernice pollard walker
she received some additional instruction in watercolor painting
1 I was interested in painting and enjoyed it and was surprised
that it was so easy for me and I1 tackled hard subjects 31311131313434 most of
these works consisted of candid watercolor sketches of her children
neighbors aunts and uncles one of which was awarded a red rib-
bon at the 1915 christian county fair 35 with her childhood pas-
time regained effie found a sense of healing and peace of mind
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and yet illuliiilii health edgars unpredictable income and the
care of eight children by this time david and harold had been
added to the family weighed heavily upon effie her most painful
challenge came so suddenly and so tragically it would outweigh
anything she had previously faced in the spring of 1923 just two
days after easter sunday her two eldest sons cecil and noel were
burning saw briers and grass in the fields prior to plowing in an-
other part of the clearing near an embankment her four year old
son harry harold was playing stick horses in the tall sage grass
with his brother david who was celebrating his sixth birthday
without warning a sudden change in wind direction sent the
blaze into the grass where the two boys were playing before harry
could outrun the flames they overtook him burning through his
long underwear and thick overalls by the time cecil and noel
responded to davids cries for help the fire had consumed nearly
all of harrys skin for the next few hours until he took his final
breath effie remained near her little boys blackened body this
time unlike the night of cecils miraculous revival nothing effie
could do would bring back harrys life 3631

harrys death was the most traumatic of effies confrontations
with affliction she was forever changed by the experience al-
though she learned to adapt to the loss she never fully recovered
her emotional and physical wellbeingwell being her intense grief triggered
a number of bodily ailments including severe facial eczema and a
pain in her heart that according to effie plagued her continu-
ally 3717 reminded of the sufferings of job effie tried to remain
patient consoling herself with scriptures sometimes she said
1 I felt like I1 was getting more than my share but I1 never felt rebel-
lious nor did I1 blame the lord for my affliction 31311131313838

in the midst of physical infirmities effies ability to cope was
made more difficult by daily reminders of harry in addition like
many bereaved parents effie and edgar were unable to communi-
cate their feelings of loss a lack of sharing that further impaired
their capacity to adjust and find comfort 39

although effie bore no guilt or feelings of responsibility for
harrys death losing her role as his mortal mother seemed to
haunt her in later years the intimate relationship between mother
and child became a recurring theme in effies painted subjects
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often appearing as the madonna and christ child or the familiar
image of a navajo mother with a papoose her madonna after
roberto feruzzis painting is one example of these gravitations
toward images of nurturing the supplicating expression of fer
uzzisazzis madonna is a presage of marys lamenting over her sons
death eineserneseffiesemmies use of the image suggests that her feelings of mater-
nal bereavement were near the surface and that she like mary had
felt the sword that would pierce through her soul luke 235 040o

turning to art

harrys death seems to mark pivotal changes in effies life in
february 1924 effie and edgar moved their family to joseph city a
small mormon settlement on the little colorado river in northern
arizona 41 their first residence in joseph city was a house tent that
her brother john and son cecil who had both been living in the
area prepared for them before they arrived effie wasted no time
finding her place in front of easel and canvas years later she
remembered that it was during this time she received a visit by a

most unexpected individual

mothers day was coming up and someone had asked me to paint a

picture of a mother for a program I1 was working on it when I1 real-
ized that someone was standing in the tent door in back of me and
watching me I1 looked around and at first I1 was sure that I1 knew the
fellow his face looked so familiar he had on a khaki suit and stood
there waiting for his companion who had gone for some milk john
had a grocery he told me that he and I1 should go into business
together that he could do the writing and I1 could do the illustrating
just then his companion came and they left A few minutes later I1

remembered who he was it was zane gray sic 1I had seen pictures
of him they were camped out by valley hills and he was getting
material for a book he was writing 1I found out later 42

such approval gave her the self confidence and optimism to
continue producing works of art unhampered by her transitory
living situation by 1927 edgar was successfully running a dairy
and delivery route between joseph city and WinwinslowSIOWslow 43 shortly
thereafter they took up permanent residence in winslow where
effie cultivated her talent with even greater energy after we had
been in arizona a long time I1 went back to kentucky and I1 was
astonished to see many of the water colors that I1 had done in the
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homes of friends and kinfolkskinfolks they were about as good as the oil
colors that I1 did later 44 when she was not teaching lessons in sun-
day school the mutual improvement association or the relief
society effie was busy teaching art lessons in the evenings to the
children at the local elementary school

I1 would choose a subject we took easy landscapes first and draw it
with charcoal on a big sheet of drawing paper fastened on the black-
board with masking tape first the horizontal linefine then a quick
checking the tallest trees will come to here our water to here then
put in the sky first beginning at upper left hand comer deeper blye
sic at top gradually growing dimmer till there was no blue where it

joined the land far off objects dim closer objects clearer near
objects bright colors 4515

As an integral part of her assignments she emphasized the im-
portance of drawing from observation 1 I had them draw from
nature a small picture of a tree and rocks or a sunset sky or
whatever they chose to do 46 As the popularity of her art lessons
increased the adult teachers began to receive instruction as well
although she enjoyed the association with her adult peers effie
valued even more the childrens excitement and joy of learning 47

the events surrounding effies artistic reawakening are consis-
tent with those of other folk artists most typically women who
according to a recent study use their art to help overcome a stress-
ful life experience 4841 illness trauma and personal loss are signifi-
cant motivations for engaging in creative activity 49 effies art may
have been in many respects a cathartic response to tragic events
one of her few consoling outlets for bereavement 50 perhaps for effie
art meant a therapeutic assurance that out of ugliness she could
express beauty out of tragedy she could express hope

themes style and exhibitions

effies early efforts in painting certainly fall in line with a long
tradition of american folk artists folk art often defined analo-
gously with primitive self taught or outsider art is generally pro-
duced by individuals who are untrained and have had little or no
familiarity with formal art theory the most important criterion
however is that folk art emerges out of the artists cultural envi-
ronmentronment it is created out of distinctive regional ethnic and cultural
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patterns which reveal the artists sense of place and personal iden-
tity 51 in the same sense that colloquial communication often em-
phasizesphasizes a distinct geographic relationship between a community
and its inhabitants folk artists are closely tied to the places or sub-
jects represented in their art 5212

the underlying themes of folk life place and religion in
effies art follow those of other self taught cumberland artists who
created personal visual statements 53 effies early drawings and water-
colors often portrayed physical surroundings farm life and in-
formal impressions of family and neighbors she illustrated her
privately published work of autobiographical poetry backward
glances with scenes of kentucky folk life to illustrate her child-
hood memories of worming the tobacco 54 milking cows soap-
making carding and spinning otherwise she wrote many things
will soon be forgotten if they are not put down by someone that
cherishes the memory of them 55 one of these paintings milking
time colorplatecolorplate 1 typifies the simple warmth and beauty of her
early primitives the evening sky shrouded by clouds the house
with its warmly lit windows and the mother and child silhouetted
by the soft glowing moonlight all imbue the painting with the
quiet intimacy effie felt when as a child she walked hand in hand
with her beloved mother

an oval shaped landscape colorplatecolorplate 2 probably painted
sometime during her early years in winslow also exemplifies her
arts close association with the scenes of her kentucky youth
here she depicts the old log cabin and farmstead of her childhood
home near hopkinsvilleHopkinsville her arrangement of background foliage
and minor figures is reminiscent of english landscapes imparting
not only a feeling of immense space but also a reverence for the
scenes of her early period of development with a remarkable
awareness of atmospheric perspective and native color this paint-
ing leads one to believe that effie chose to remember her rural
kentucky surroundings as beauty untouched by erosion infertile
ground or tragedy the central figure in the foreground although
primitively rendered and undefined gives the painting a unifying
symmetry as if to focus on the yeomans dominion over his
earthly inhabitance
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after the move to arizona
effie was markedly influenced by
the popular images of the desert
and native american peoples
found on postcards and in travel I1

magazines such as arizona high-
ways progressive arizona des-
ert magazine and westwaysWestways
however effies reliance on com-
mercial photographs helped ma-
ture her knowledge of formal
principles of composition and as
her interests shifted toward sub-
jects outside her own personal
experience her work took on at-
tributes more consistent with stu-
dio traditions than folk genres it
is certainly apparent from her effie carmack ca 1935

work and her method of teaching
that she was keenly aware of established creative devices and tech-
niques what she had begun as a needed diversion became a life-
long endeavor to improve her artistic talent through participation
in community art organizations and peer group discussions 56

effies interest in new testament subjects inspired a number
of religious paintings again she was influenced by commercially
produced images the protestant art popular from the 1920s to
the 1940s 5751 one of her paintings is a version of a widely marketed
image of a seated jesus contemplating the city ofofjerusalemjerusalem which
is bathed in moonlit effies three extant versions of this painting
vary little from the reproduction her favorite gospel subjects
seem to be christ at the sea of galilee the nativity and christ with
his apostles conspicuously few in number are latter day saint
subjects the now familiar scenes of pioneer subjects book of mor-
mon narratives and instructional illustrations at that time being
virtually unknown for the church relied heavily upon stock new
testament prints available from commercial suppliers of protes-
tant biblical images in addition to relying on popular sources of
inspiration effie may have drawn upon her protestant upbringing
one common to rural americans 5818
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A high point in effies creative experience came during the
summer of 1936 when she had the pleasure of accompanying a
tour group of artists over the mormon pioneer trail her daughter
hazel who was at that time a missionary in the east central states
mission had read a prospectus of the tour in the deseret news
and with noels assistance had conspired to send her mother on
the trip by providing money for tuition and travel expenses
headed by brigham young university art professor B FE larsen and
his wife geneva the group of fifteen artists traveled by bus to
important pioneer sites and landmarks documenting the historic
route through sketches paintings and photographs 5919 for three of
effies paintings that resulted from this tour see colorplatescolorplates 3 55. the
two week art tour was an emotional peak that effie would speak of
fondly throughout her remaining years always grateful to hazel and
noel for providing the means for her to participate in the tour she
later wrote it was one of the most wonderful experiences of my
life 6010 during the successful traveling exhibition of the groups
work shown throughout utah and idaho effie wrote to B FE larsen
expressing the hope that they could all get together again 1 I experi-
ence a happy thrill when I1 think of a reunion of our group 16161

although relatively unpublicizedpublicizedun the reunion took place and
the group including effie would indeed make a tour to new mex-
ico the following summer this trip included visits to pueblo sites
on the rio grande near albuquerque and santa fe where the group
sketched and painted weathering zuni and navajo adobesacobes on the
arizona side of the border the artists painted scenes at navajo
national monument such as the ancient cave dwellings of beta
takin and keet seel 6261 these two tours under larsenslamsensLarsens supervision
were probably the closest effie came to academic art instruction

once introduced to native american dwellings effie fre-
quently returned to the subject painting navajo and hopi sites of
the nearby four corners region and others in arizonasArizonas coconino
navajo and apache counties some paintings were of the ruins of
walpimalpi and wupatkiWupatki

but effies fascination with communal earthen structures was
not confined to the colorado plateau A number of her paintings
feature mission architecture and spanish provincial churches along
sonorassonoranSonoras west coast highway and californiasCalifornias highway 101 63 for
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example the painting azintzin tzun tzan colorplatecolorplate 6 depicts an
adobe village built by the tascaranbascaranTascaran indians of mexico in this paint-
ing the viewer looks down the length of a paved stone street bor-
dered by a walled villa on the right and the shaded side of a simple
tile roofed structure on the left aside from the mass of trees in the
distance the viewers eye is drawn to the open bell tower raised
above the wall and the partially hidden figure standing in the
gateway below in that era the unpretentious charm of this paint-
ing was considered worthy of merit in 19391959 when american self
taught painters and regionalists were gaining national recognition
effie entered the painting in the new york worlds fair hobby divi-
sion and won second place 64

another venue for making her talent known was provided by
an engagement to exhibit her work at the bruchman curio store in
winslow the stores owner R M bruchman had generously pro-
vided financial support for one of edgars catastrophic medical ex-
penses and effie sold her work there as remuneration 65 after she
repaid her debt she continued to exhibit her work there for a

number of years
over the next two decades effie repeatedly returned to

topics inspired by the arizona landscape her works reveal an en-
thusiasmthusia sm for such subjects as the towering redrockred rock buttes of
monument valley the rainbow sands of the painted desert and the
windswept landscape of the arizona strip two examples of these
works are a scene based on josef muenchsmuencks photograph of a mule
train winding down the bright angel trail in the grand canyon66canyon66

and an image of emery falls lake mead see front cover effie
painted the latter scene with the grandiosity of romantic visionarvisional
ies much like the work of thomas moran and albert bierstadt
the towering rock walls appear to reach heavenward as if this is a

place of worship here effie departs from photographic realism
dramatizing the cascade with heightened escarpments and the
altered placement of rocky crags 67

effie applied her paint sparingly on prepared canvas board or
on the untempered but lightly sanded side of masonite board ifff
these materials were not readily available she often used paneling
celotex or plywood as a practical painting surface ultimately
whatever she found least expensive or close at hand sufficed to
effie permanence was not as important as the artistic outcome



effie carmack ca 1965 behind effie is her painting of a mule train in
the grand canyon a scene based on a photograph by josef muench
courtesy atascaderoAtascadero news
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by the late 1930s she was familiar with the applied tech-
niques of brushwork and color mixing her preference being a sub-
dued palette on one occasion she commented that she had never
used very brimbrifbrilliantfiant colors in her paintings 1 I like to reproduce the
natural colors as I1 see them and I1 liked sic the resultsresults6868

evidently other observers liked the results as well about
1942 sometime after she began exhibiting at the curio store an
unidentified man representing the southwest museum in los
angeles examined effies display with considerable interest visit-
ing the carmack home next he told effie that surely the institu-
tions curator would like to exhibit her paintings since they were
compatible with the museums collection illustrating native amer-
ican life A short time later effie received a letter from the museum
requesting about twentyfivetwenty five paintings for a scheduled exhibition
to fill the museums order effie completed more than two dozen
oils depicting all facets of navajo and hopi culture these proved
salient to the exhibits theme reportedly during the exhibition
curator mr harrington noted that effies paintings were the best
coloring of indian life he had ever had in his museum 6919

an example from this exhibition the evolution of a navajo
rug colorplatecolorplate 7 is presented as a didactic narrative showing
the process of creating a blanket from wool shearing dying card-
ing and spinning to weaving on the loom while the oil does not
present a story per se the visual sequence echoes the manner of
WPA muralists70muralists71 who depicted pioneer narratives what the paint-
ing lacks in anatomical accuracy it gains in the purposeful poses of
the navajo woman each pose bespeakingspeakingbe the competence of a
culture the womanscomans quiet dignity her careful grooming and her
concentration reflect the artists respect for a fellow artist the set-
ting is given a spacious beauty lovingly seen through the womanscomans
eyes as part of her estate the homemade loom and sleeping child
remind us that this woman makes space and time to create 71

later years in california

in the spring of 1946 effie and edgar moved to atascaderoAtascadero
california so that they could be near their children and edgar
could convalesce in californiasCalifornias lower altitude and fresh coastal air
effie felt some grief at leaving her well established home of more
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than twenty years and her longtime friends such as the bushmansbushmannBushmans
the simmonsessimmonselSim monses the holts and the wakefieldsWakefields she would also
miss the warmth and solitude of her self built studio a building
she described as a shanty with a fireplace 72

yet she was as resilient and eager to excel as before two
months after relocating she was introduced as a new artist in
atascaderoAtascadero at the music and arts fellowship where she de-
lighted her audience with an exhibit of some of her historical
paintings including a pony express station and the pioneer trail in
wyoming old indian ruins in arizona with the portrait of an old
indian in northern arizona and an ancient church in old mex-
ico 117373 four months later in january 1947 effie held her first formal
exhibition at atascaderos carlton hotel after this successful pub-
lic showing effie and several other local artists including frances
joslinjostin and al johnson sparked the idea of an art club on april 2
1948 the atascaderoAtascadero art club was organized with johnson as pres-
ident 74 soon the organization became an important component of
atascaderos community activities sponsoring monthly work-
shops and art festivals on the central coast effie was always an
active supporter of the group in the years that followed fellow art
club members remembered her as a natural artist and musician an
outstanding member of the art club 3175117575

by this time however the consequences of edgars poor
health required that she find employment at the urging of her old
friend bernice walker effie began performing in knotts berry farm
stage shows clothed in dresses from a bygone era she played gui-
tar and sang with other former southerners As a result of these
performances she not only gained a source of income but also
received considerable attention for the repertoire of folk songs she
had learned as a child impressed by her collection of songs the
popular country western entertainer tennessee ernie ford with
whom effie had the occasion to perform once reportedly asked

where in the world did you get them even though she had
learned them only a spittinspittingspittin distance from where he had lived 76

fortunately through the efforts of western folklorists austin and
alta fife many of these important folk songs were recorded for the
library of congress between 1947 and 1952 77 later when austin
fife was teaching in france he featured effie on a voice of amer-
ica radio broadcast 78
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despite the encouragement she garnered from these perfor-
mances effie always returned to painting familybamily and church ser-
vice as her primary sources of gratification after edgars death in
1952 she became actively engaged in art club activities and self
motivated missionary work seldom did a day pass that she wasnt
painting in her studio attending an art club workshop or prepar-
ing work for the clubs annual art show never too busy for a visit
from the missionaries she sometimes hosted them to a meal or a

cottage meeting in her parlor on sunday evenings she enter-
tained grandchildren and great grandchildren with songs sung to
the strum of her guitar and the sounds of corn popping in the fire-

place As a crowning achievement she was one of five women
nominated as californiasCalifornias mother of the year for 1971 79

effie carmack ca 1968 seated in her studio effie displays the guitar
with which she accompanied herself as she sang the folk songs learned
inin her youth courtesy atascaderoAtascadero news
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the vision of a life

crediting her parents for the high honors she received effie
was deeply grateful for her inauspicious but noble upbringing
her high regard for ancestors is expressed in the following lines

from backward glances

and now since ive studied the problem profoundly
and searched out the sources from which we descend
I1 see many whysghys and can guess many wherefores
to show why our lives take some definite trend
our marquess forefathers were lovers of music
and lovers of beauty religion and art
and though we were raised in a patch of tobacco
these things in our beings still held a rich part 80

until encroaching age and then her death in 1974 forced her to
surrender her brush she carried on this heritage 81

effies paintings have not been gathered into a single major
collection family and friends have a few samples of her work
many pieces are likely still hanging on the walls of aging residents
ofofwinslowwinslow and atascaderoAtascadero reportedly a number of religious works
were painted for latter day saint church buildings in the arizona
towns of globe phoenix st johns holbrook winslow and tay-
lor others were completed for LDS churches in st george utah
overton nevada and hollyfield north carolina 82

like other self taught or outsider artists effie was driven by a

compulsion to declare the vision of her lifefifeilfelive experience although
her works contain some popular subjects they also stand as the
personal statements of an extraordinary woman a person who
faced trials with fortitude good humor and creativity effie car-
mack was indeed a memorable creation 118383 if not for their artistic
merits her works deserve recognition for their association with
the exceptional individual by whom they were created

noel A carmack is a great grandson of effie M carmack he holds an MFA degree
in drawing from utah state university and serves as preservation librarian at

USUs menillmerrillmen ill111lii library he wishes to dedicate this essay to effie who has on many
occasions been a silent but motivating presence beside him at his drawing easel
it was her prolific talent he recalls that many years ago caused a little boy to

marvel he wishes to thank marian hart susan beatie and olive doellstedt of
the atascaderoAtascadero art association formerly the atascaderoAtascadero art club for providing
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information about effie olitha carmack for assistance in providing dates and
elderEldeeidereideelderjohnelmerjohnjohnrjohn K carmack hazel carmack bushman and itha carmack for providing
photographs and clippings

NOTES

effie marquess carmack down memory lane the autobiography of
effie marquess carmack atascaderoAtascadero calif atascaderoAtascadero news press 1973 1

A new edition of ermeserneseffiesemmesemmies autobiography edited by karen lynn davidson willwin be
published by utah state university press as part of the series on the life writings
of frontier women the author wishes to thank mrs davidson for her invaluable
comments and suggestions during the writing of this article

carmack down memory lane 1 2 vital dates are from copies of family
group sheets in my possession

marmackcarmack down memory lane 13
4carmackcarmackscarmack down memory lane 4 11 13 boanerges marquess

184819031848 1903 and john susan armstrong 185318991853 1899 had seven children martha
etta 1871 1899 lelia jane 1872 1970 james elmo 1874 1958 margaret
alzada 1877 1971 john robert 188019821880 1982 effie lee 188519741885 1974 and
charles autie 189119321891 1932 the black patch was a tobacco farming region cover-
ing western kentucky and northwestern tennessee the regions farmers grew a
dark olive colored variety of tobacco distinct from the varieties of other areas
that was cured in smoke filled bamsbarns hence the region was called the black patch

carmack down memory lane 5

carmack down memory lane 5

carmack down memory lane 3
marmackcarmack down memory lane 3 see also 4 151715 17
marmackcarmack down memory lane 15 see also 16
1010carmackcarmack down memory lane 8

carmack down memory lane 22 underline in original
carmack down memory lane 27

13 13carmackcarmack down memory lane 899089 90
14carmack down memory lane 4 see also springtime in effie mar-

quess carmack backward glances an autobiography in rhyme apnp nd 9
lines 455245 52

carmack down memory lane 8
16 mrs carmack speaker at art club meeting atascaderoAtascadero news may 16

1957 2 diane gustafsen goff my most unforgettable character a personal
essay on effie carmacksCarmacks life in down memory lane 237

carmack down memory lane 185 evidently the people of the mis-
sions kentucky conference were softened to hear the elders message in april
1897 the senior elder alvin ipsen of bear river city utah reported from lib-
erty kentucky that twenty six people had been baptized and that the missionar-
ies were hospitably received and entertained see andrew jenson journal
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history of the church april 22 1897 4 archives division historical depart-
ment the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city microfilm
copy in harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah alvin
ipsen to editor returned missionary deseret evening news december 31

189815
carmack down memory lane 24

19carmack down memory lane 185
1017orfor example see carmack down memory lane 96 979897 98 and 130

where eineerneeffie names several missionaries and explains why she treasures their
memories

carmack down memory lane 96
12death12 death of sister marquess latter dadayy saints southern star I11 febru-

ary 25 1899 99 among the elders latter day saints southern star I11

march 25 1899 136 carmack down memory lane 83 84 As early as febru-
ary 1897 the region of the southern states mission had experienced a horrible
outbreak of yellow fever many of the elders were somewhat hindered in their
work by the great amount of sickness existing throughout the mission in many
sections scarcely a family could be found free from sickness the angel of death
seemed extraordinarily busy still the elders enjoyed good health see history
of the southern states mission latter day saints southern star 2 may 19

1900 197
2323carmackcarmack down memory lane 98

carmack down memory lane 92 94 95 1021027 1078107 8 the foreword to
backward glances contains this dedication 1 I wrote it to send to my sister lelia
marquess ferrell for mothers day as she had been like a mother to me after the
death of our mother in 1899

25the carmack children are cecil eugene 1905 1984 violet 1908

noel evans 191119801911 1980 grace 191319841913 1984 hazel 1914 lenore bernice

01915915 19511951 david edgar 191719521917 1952 and harold grant 191919231919 1923
26carmack down memory lane 117 18
27 27carmackcarmack down memory lane 187
28carmack down memory lane 18788187 88
29carmack down memory lane 12527125 27
30carmack30carmack down memory lane 12528125 28

3carmackcarmackscarmack down memory lane 188 the association was the planters
protective association PPA an organized group of farmers who in response to
the monopolistic practices of the italian tobacco trust regie and the american
tobacco company sought to maintain and control the prices of tobacco above
the cost of production see christopher waldrep planters and the planters pro-

tective association in kentucky and tennessee journal of southern history 52

november 1986 56588565 88 see also tracy campbellcampbeliCampbeU ebethe politics of despairdespain
power and resistance in the tobacco wars lexington university press of ken-
tucky 1993 especially chapter 3 organizing the black patch 30 52

32thesethese turbulent cycles of depression in the kentucky tobacco market are
discussed in campbellcampbeliCampbeU the politics of despair 15254152 54 and william F axton
tobacco and kentuckkentuckyy lexington university press of kentucky 1975 82 105
see also john goodrum miller the7 be black patch war chapel hill university
of north carolina press 1936 james 0 nallnaunannalinail the tobacco night riders of
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kentucky and tennessee 1905 1909 louisville ken standard press 1939
christopher waldrep night riders defending community in the black patch
189019151890 1915 durham NC duke university press 1993 and suzanne marshall
violence in the black patch of kentucky and tennessee columbia university
of missouri press 1994

3333carmackcarmack down memory lane 126
31 carmack31carmack down memory lane 12627126 27 128
35barrebarre brashear county art show sketches san luis obispo calif

telegram tribune february 19195219 1952 1

36thishis narrative is taken from effies own poignant account in down mem-
ory lane 135 37

37carmack down memory lane 138 interestingly several studies have
shown a relationship between bereavement and adverse physical changes see
R W bartrop E luckhurst L lazarus and others depressed lymphocyte func-
tion after bereavement lancet I11 april 16 1977 83436834 36 steven J schleifer
steven E keller maria camerino and others suppression of lymphocyte stimu-
lation following bereavement journal of the american medical association
250 july 15 1983 37477374 77 and margaret S stroebe wolfgang stroebe ken-
neth J gergen and mary gergen the broken heart reality or myth omega
journal of death and dying 12 no 2 1981821981 82 87 106

3838carmackcarmack down memory lane 138
3939carmackcarmack down memory lane 138 the difficulties of parental commu-

nicationni after the death of a child have been addressed in reiko schwab pater-
nal and maternalmatemalmateman coping with the death of a child death studies 14 no 5

1990 40722407 22 and nancy feeley and laurie N gottlieb parents coping and
communication following their infants death omega journal of death
and dying 19 no 1 1988891988 89 51 67 see also harriet samoffsarnoff schiftschiffschlit ebethe
bereaved parent new york crown publishers 1977 and the various issues dis-
cussed in therese A rando ed parental loss of a child champaign ill111111.ilililliiiii

research press 1986 especially catherine M sanders accidental death of a
child 181 90

roberto feruzzis painting appeared on the cover of the december 1953
issue of relief society magazine the location of effies version is presently
unknown to the author

carmack down memory lane 141 143 145 188 joseph city notes
winslow mail october 3 1924 4

carmack down memory lane 140 zane grey 187519391875 1939 wrote adven-
ture tales set in the west it is not clear that zane grey was in the joseph city area
in the spring of 1924 however grey had been in the flagstaff area during the fall

of 1923 investigating sites for a film adaptation of his novel call of the canyon
filming of famous grey novels coconino sun september 12 1923 1 filming

of famous grey novels to carry fame ofour scenery over world coconino sun
september 14 1923 1 see also candace C kant zane greys arizona flagstaff
ariz northland press 1984 27 38 140 41 and gary topping zane grey in
zion an examination of his supposed anti mormonism BBYUYU studies 18 1978
483 90 and graham st john stott zane grey and james simpson emmett
BBYUYU studies 18 1978 491 503
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13joejoe city dairy opens new milk station in winslow winslow daily
mail march 16 1927 3 adele B westover andandjandaJ morris richards A brief his-
tory of ofjosepbjoseph city winslow ariz the winslow mail nd 22 adele B west-
over and J morris richards unflinching courage josephuosephdoseph city ariz john H

miller 196319631 27
carmack down memory lane 127
carmack down memory lane 143
carmack down memory lane 143

47see for example carmack down memory lane 182 on the private
gratifications of primitive artists see conger beasley jr primitives seek isola-
tion a private vision forum visual artemidartsmidartslmid america kansas city artists
coalition 12 january 1987 10 11

18 characteristics of folk art A study presented at the american psycho-
logical association conference folk art finder 5 september 1984 2 4 ac-
cording to roger manley outsider artists life stories frequently reveal traumatic
events that threw them onto their own resources and triggered responses that led
to artan making the loss of a job through illness injury or retirement the death of
a spouse or elderly parent religious doubt social ostracism imprisonment these
events precipitate their transformation from ordinary farmers loggers or textile
workers into artists as well roger manley signs and wonders outsider art
inside north carolina raleigh north carolina museum ofart 1989 9 see also
rosa esman gallery outsiders art beyond the norms new york rosa esman
gallery 1986 wherein it refers to these events as times of intense psychic cri-
sis outsiders 1

19seesee christina mango emma art therapy illustrating personal and uni-
versal images of loss omegajournalomega journal of death and dying 25 no 4 1992

25961259 61 and gregg M furth the use of drawings made at significant times in
ones life in living with death and dying ed elizabeth kiibler ross new
york macmillan publishing 1981 63 94

50ritarita simon bereavement art american journal of art therapy 20
july 1981 135 43 harvey J irwin the depiction of loss uses of clients
drawings in bereavement counseling death studies 15 no 5 1991 48197481 97
mango emma art therapy 25969259 69

51aA widely accepted definition of folk art is still debated among art theo-
rists folklorists tend to label folk art strictly in traditional terms as the transmis-
sion of cultural experience from one generation to another while art critics often
subscribe to a more inclusive definition encompassing all primitive or outsider
art see articles by charles G zug 111IIIililii folk art and outsider art A folklorists
perspective 14460144 60 and daniel robbins folk sculpture without folk 44 61

in nethe artist outsider creativity and the boundaries of culture ed michael D

hall and eugene W metcalfmetcalfjrmetcalfejrjr washington DC smithsonian institution press

1994 As useful introductions to this topic see henry glassie folk art in folk-
lore and folklikefolklifeFolklife an introduction ed richard M dorson chicago university
of chicago press 1972 253 80 and john michael vlach plain painters mak-
ing sense of american folk art washington DC smithsonian institution
press 1988

51seesee for example barbara alienallenailen the genealogical landscape and the
southern sense of place in sense of place american regional cultures ed
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barbara alienallenailen and thomas J schlereth lexington university press of kentucky
1990 15263152 63 patricia D beaver rural community in the appalachian south
lexington university press of kentucky 1996 and steven ohm visual his-

tory and biography on jolly ridge the inspirations of paul friedlein in personal
places perspectives on informal art environments ed daniel franklin ward
bowling green ohio bowling green state university popular press 1984 31 40

53 see ann whittinghill western kentucky artists inspired by past and pre-

sent owensboroOwensboro ky messenger inquirer august 16 1991 glo613gio ben apfel-
baum remembrances recent memory art by kentucky folk artists book
review the clarion 12 winter 1987 27 and ellswortheusworth taylor folk art of ken-
tucky A survey of kentuckysKentuckys seifselfseir taught artists lexington university of
kentucky fine arts gallery 1976 for other genres see charles E martin ken
tuckysbuckys traditional arts and crafts A bibliography kentucky folklore record
31 nos 1 4 january december 1985

beffie5effieeffie felt that raising such a harmful crop was foolish and resulted in
little good for humans she often recalled vividly the gruellinggruenlinggruelling sic backbreak-
ing process of stripping suckering worming and curing the tobacco in prepa-
ration for sale carmack down memory lane 676867 68 carmack tobacco in
backward glances 202420 24 the lore of tobacco cultivation is wonderfully treated
in charles S guthrie tobacco cash crop of the cumberland valley kentucky
folklore record 14 1968 38 43 and suzanne M hallhauhanhalihail working the black
patch tobacco farmingfanning traditions 189019301890 1930 register of the kentucky his-
torical society 89 summer 1991 266 86

55carmack foreword in backward glances 2
56homehome craft will be womanscomans club topic winslow mail october 8

1938 6 joe rodriguez art club in process of formulation in city winslow
mail september 30 1937 2 joe rodriguez plea for more artists Is made by
rodriguez winslow mail october 14 1938 7 after some time in winslow
effie was excited to build her first studio where she produced much of her art-
work carmack down memory lane 15758157 58 and effie M carmack my hobby
house poem photocopy in my possession see also hobbies bring enjoyment
to this lady atascaderoAtascadero news october 24 1957 9

57this painting was reproduced on the cover of the april 1958 issue of the
instructor and may have been the source for ermeserneseffiesemmes versions the original was
probably the work of german bomborn artist bernhard plockhorstPlockhorst 182519071825 1907 it
was one of many plockhorstPlockhorst and heinrich hofmann paintings reproduced and
sold by perry pictures see colleen mcdannell material christianity religion
and popular culture in america new haven yale university press 1995 240
and colleen mcdannell marketing jesus wamerwarner press and the art of warnerwamer
sallman in icons of american protestantism the art of wamerwarnerwanner sallman ed
david morgan new haven yale university press 1996 11416114 16 including fig-

ure 3.43434 ermeserneseffiesemmesemmies versions are in the possession ofofwillardwillardonwillard schlink of mesa arizona
and itha carmack and bonnie porter of atascaderoAtascadero california

58511 am indebted to dr colleen mcdannell of the university of utah for
this insight

59local59 local woman with 17 artists making university tours winslow mail
june 12 1936 1 winslow woman Is member of artist group making tour
winslow mail august 14 1936193611 see also H R menillmerrillmen illlii while yet the old trail
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lasts deseret news church section february 22 1936 1 8 and carlton
culmsee spiritual significance of an art tour deseret news church section
august 15 1936 1 8 for more background on the tour see noel A carmackCannack

the yellow ochreachre club B F larsen and the pioneer trail art tour 1936

utah historical quarterly 65 spring 1997 13454134 54 seventeen ofofeffiesemmieseffies art tour
paintings are in the possession of her grandson and LDS church general author-
ity john K carmackCannack salt lake city

carmack down memory lane 161 62
effie M carmack to B F larsen december 29 1936 B F larsen col-

lection special collections harold B lee library brigham young university
provo utah

61artist61 artist tells rotary of new mexico tour winslow mail august 13

1937 8 goff my most unforgettable character in down memory lane 238
A painting of san ildefonso new mexico is in the possession of john K car-
mack salt lake city a painting of betatakinBetatakin is in the possession of itha carmackCannack
atascaderoAtascadero california

63aA painting based on a popular image of san juan capistrano is in the pos-
session of marina weatherhead prescott valley arizona

Carmack64carmack64 Cannack down memory lane 15657156 57 correspondence in the files of
the department of contemporary art new york worlds fair did not unfortu-
nately disclose the outcome ofeffiesof emmieseffies entry E marquess carmack to mr cahill
new york worlds fair commission ca may 18 1938 and unsigned assistant
to the director department of contemporary art to E marquess carmack
june 2 1938 box 53 new york worlds fair collection 193919401939 1940 manu-

scripts and archives division new york public library photocopies in my pos-
session for discussions of the worlds fair see magazine of art 32 may 1939
and art digest 13 july 1 1939 12 13 25

Carmack65carmack65Cannack down memory lane 170
61seesee josef muench mule train bright angel train I1 photograph arfAari-

zona highways 36 june 1960 15 A view of window rock is in the possession
of cindy parker of winslow arizona

67thethe author has been unable to find the source of inspiration for this paint-
ing it can however be compared to a black and white photograph published in

desert magazine 3 december 1939 24
61CarmackcannackbannackCannack down memory lane 163
69carmack down memory lane 156 unfortunately a thorough search of

the official southwest museum publication the masterkeyMasterkey did not disclose any

references to effies exhibition
70artists70artists were paid during the new deal era with funds from the work proj-

ects administration to paint murals for public buildings
athisthis7this painting is now in the possession of her anthropologist grandson

robert M carmack albany new york A similar version is in the possession of
itha carmack atascaderoAtascadero california

71carmack down memory lane 170 see also effie M carmackCannack the
long road from winslow arizona to atascaderoAtascadero a travel diary in rhyme april
194619461 copy of typescript in my possession

73music73 music and art group enjoy fine program atascaderoAtascadero news septem-
ber 2727194631946 3
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74atascaderoAtascadero art club effie carmack announcement 14thl4thlath annual fall
festival september 151615 16 197311973 history of atascaderoAtascadero art club snapshot
magazine april 1951 6 7 full of pep and go at 84 atascaderoAtascadero news febru-
ary 19 1970 3 atascaderoAtascadero art club keeping the arts alive in atascaderoAtascadero
atascaderoAtascadero news colony days edition october 17 1990

71manianmannanmarian hart to author september 15 1996 honored at studio Warnwarmingling
by artist friends atascaderoAtascadero news march 19 196419647 a2aa

16carmack down memory lane 17576175 76 bill barton the latchstring Is
always out to the fellowmenlowmenFel ofofeffieemmieeffie carmack deseret news church section
january 1515196651966 5

the recordings are dated december 26 and 27 1948 july 8 1949 sep-
tember 5 1949 and march 26 19511951 without underestimating the value of their
pioneering fieldwork I1 feel that the fifescifes misclassified effies repertoire grouping
them among those of mormon inspiration rather than of kentucky or scots
highland origins see austin E fife and alta S fife folk songs of mormon inspi-
ration western folklore 6 january 1947 42 52 and collectors and collec-
tions western folklore 7 july 1948 299 301

71carmack down memory lane 888988 89 alta fife conversations with
author july 26 1991 and november 14 1996 see also oxy educator collects
mormon folk material los angeles times san gabriel valley edition october 9
194919 copies of the fife recordings were sent to the archive of american folk
song at the library of congress for preservation while subsequent copies of the
tapes were sold commercially the original field recordings are housed in the fife
folklore archives at utah state university logan utah in an uncharacteristically
critical review of austin and alta fifescifes classification of the mormon folksong col-
lection folkfoikfolkloristdorist thomas E cheney wrote

one singer effie cormack sic furnished the fifescifes with many signif-
icant folk songs mrs cormack a resident of california and a mor-
mon convert came from the south the songs she has in her
memory all came out of her own south and as one would expect
many of them reflect the traditions of that area with its racial geo-
graphical and local heritage mrs cormacksCormacks songs have not been
sung in mormon society enough to become mormon thought or
expression to consider them mormon folk song would be as ridicu-
lous as calling yankee doodle a russian song because it was sung
by a former american who became a communist

thomas E cheney mormon folk song and the fife collection BbyustudiesBYUYU studies 3
no 1 1960 61 626362 63 ironically a photograph ofofeffieeffie courtesy of austin fife
was used to illustrate the cover of the most recent edition of thomas E cheney
ed mormon songs from the rocky mountains A compilation of mormon
folksong salt lake city university of utah press 1981

79hobbieshobbles79 hobbies bring enjoyment to this lady 9 doreen saylor retired pairpah
leads busy peaceful life atascaderoAtascadero news may 28 1964 4 full of pep and
go at 84 3 honors for atascaderoAtascadero mother atascaderoAtascadero news may 6 19711971 1

carmack concerning our father and mother in backward glances
31 lines 172417 24

death summons mrs effie carmack AatascaderolascaderoAtasluslastuscadero news march 71974 a8aa
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barre brashear county art show sketches san luis obispo calif
telegram tribune february 19 1952 1 the largest collection of effies paint-
ings is in the possession of john K carmack salt lake city utah several
paintings are among the families of ermeserneseffiesemmesemmies daughters grace bushman hazel
bushman formerly bruchman and violet mattice some are owned by families
of her deceased sons cecil E carmack noel E carmack and david E carmack
of the many other scattered holdings a few paintings are reportedly in the barry
goldwater collection

A memorable creation is a characterization by joyce carol oates of har-
riette louisa simpson amowsarnowsarnois protagonist in the dollmaker a fictional novel of
a woman from kentucky amowsarnowsarnois character gertie nevels is described as an
artist but a primitive untheorizing inarticulate artist she is both an ordi-
nary human being and an extraordinary human being a memorable creation so
real that one cannot question her existence joyce carol oates joyce carol
oates on harriette amowsarnowsarnois ibethe dollmaker in discoveriesrediscoveriesRe ed david madden
new york crown 1971 66
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plate 1 milking time oil on canvas nd 11 x 14 courtesy noel carmack
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ascending ash cloud from redoubt volcano alaska 1990 the cloud is
reflected inin the waters of cook inlet view to the west from the kenai
peninsula photograph0 by J warren courtesy USU S geological survey
hereafter cited as USGS



in the thirty and fourth year
A geologists view of the

great destruction in 3 nephi
geological studies and eyewitness accounts of volcanic activity

show the likelihood that the massive destruction reported in
3 nephi was caused by an explosive volcanic eruption

bartbartjbarajJ kowallis

about three hundred years ago a cataclysmic volcanic erup-
tion occurred off of the northeastern coast of papua new guinea
no written history of this eruption exists but local legends
abound concerning the event in 1970 russell blong began col-
lecting many of these legends and piecing together the effects of
the eruption 1 the native legends refer to this period as the time
of darkness

I1 am going to tell the story of darkness I1 am going to tell the
story of the great darkness which appeared on this groundareaground area I1 did
not see it people told me and so I1 know it

it was while they were asleep in the night that it was so dark
on this earth and they sleptlayslept lay for about three nights and when
they took flares and went up the hills and made signs going with
flares in the pitch blackness they said can you see my flare but
the flares did not light up the place so they said no

this went on many times and when they were sleepy and it
should have been night they slept and when it should have been
light they woke and got up and kept looking and looking and litfit
flares and went up the hills saying do you see my flare and
others said do you see and they looked all around but they
didnt see them 2

the legends recount that after the eruption other phenom-
ena occurred along with the darkness which most of the legends

BYU studies 37 no 3 1997981997 98 137
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describe as lasting two to four days 3 one describes thunder light-
ning and tremorstremors44 as heralds to the darkness another reports
that a storm was on its way and there was a rustling and whistling
in the air 5 others describe winds earthquakes floods loud noises
fumes and unusual changes in temperature 6 many people died
from collapsing huts fumesfurnes sores inflicted by hot falling ash
falling stones starvation and other causes 7 along the coastal areas
trees and crops were destroyed by floods of water 8 one account
said that all bad men trouble makers people with bad thoughts
thieves etc died during the darkness 9

the native accounts are amazing according to blong not
only because they have survived for three hundred years but also
because aside from a little exaggeration and embellishment the
veracity of the stories can be tested against physical reality 10 none
of the accounts gives a complete picture of the event but taken
together they provide a good idea of the conditions that occur dur-
ing an explosive volcanic eruption the distribution and thickness
of ash from this eruption the only physical evidence that survives
provide a way to estimate the size of the eruption and the associ-
ated effects that presumably would have accompanied it all of
the conclusions based on this physical evidence agree well with the
oral traditions

A second much older account of a time of darkness is found
on the remains of an egyptian stele that has been connected with
a great volcanic eruption ca 1500 1450 BC on the island ofsanof san
torini thera located about seventy miles north of the island of
crete n the inscription on the stele reads in part

the gods caused the sky to come in a tempest of rain with dark-
ness in the western region and the sky being unleashed without
cessation louder than the cries of the masses more powerful than

1 while the rain raged on the mountains louder than the
noise of the cataract which is at elephantine every house every
quarter that they reached floating on the water like skiffs of
papyrus opposite the royal residence for a period of days
while a torch could not be lit in the two lands 12

one other historical account is very similar in detail to the new
guinea legends of the time of darkness and also to the egyptian



alaska 1977 cloud of ash steam and volcanic gas rising from the east
ukinrek maar crater photograph by R russell courtesy USGS
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account this account is almost two thousand years old and is re-
corded in 3 nephi in the book of mormon

and it came to pass in the thirty and fourth year in the first
month on the fourth day of the month there arose a great storm
such an one as never had been known in all the land and there was
also a great and terrible tempest and there was terrible thunder
insomuch that it did shake the whole earth as if it was about to
divide asunder and there were exceedingly sharp lightnings such
as had never been known in all the land and the city of zarahemlazarahernlaZarahemlaemia
did take fire and the city of moroni did sink into the depths of the
sea and the inhabitants thereof were drowned and the earth was
carried up upon the city of moronihahMoronihah that in the place of the city
there became a great mountain and there was a great and terrible
destruction in the land southward but behold there was a more
great and terrible destruction in the land northward for behold the
whole face of the land was changed because of the tempest and
the whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds and the thunderingsthunderings and the lightnings and the
exceedingly great quaking of the whole earth and the highways
were broken up and the level roads were spoiled and many smooth
places became rough

and behold the rocks were rent in twain they were bro-
ken up upon the face of the whole earth insomuch that they were
found in broken fragments and in seams and in cracks upon all the
face of the land and it came to pass that when the thunderingsthunde rings and
the lightnings and the storm and the tempest and the quakingsquakings
of the earth did cease for behold they did last for about the space of
three hours and then behold there was darkness upon the face
of the land and it came to pass that there was thick darkness upon
all the face of the land insomuch that the inhabitants thereof who
had not fallen could feel the vapor of darkness and there could be
no light because of the darkness neither candles neither torches
neither could there be fire kindled with their fine and exceedingly
dry wood so that there could not be any light at all and there was
not any light seen neither fire nor glimmer neither the sun nor the
moon nor the stars for so great were the mists of darkness which
were upon the face of the land and it came to pass that it did last for
the space of three days that there was no light seen

and it was the more righteous part of the people who were
saved and it was they who received the prophets and stoned them
not and it was they who had not shed the blood of the saints who
were spared and they were spared and were not sunk and buried
up in the earth and they were not drowned in the depths of the sea
and they were not burned by fire neither were they fallen upon and
crushed to death and they were not carried away in the whirlwind
neither were they overpowered by the vapor of smoke and of dark-
ness 3 ne 851385 13 182318 23 1012 13 hereafter quoted without fur-
ther citation
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spirit lake washington the lake is filled with trees
stripped from the mountain slopes by the tem-
pests generated from the eruption of mount st
helens 1980 the face of the land the once
lush green mountains surrounding spirit lake
was completely changed by the eruption defoli-
ated remnants of the thick forest float on the surface
of the lake the only visible water appears as dark
patches photograph by lyn topinka courtesy
usgscascadesUSGS Cascades volcano observatory

this account of destruction in 3 nephi has always fascinated
me from my first reading of the story as a young boy to the pres-
ent time it is an account of what at first glance appears to be a

complex event or group of events that would be difficult to ex-
plain in terms of any single cause in fact I1 have often heard my fel-
low latter day saints describe how all the physical features of
north central and south america that we see today were formed
at tlthislisils time so great was the destruction A reshaping of the entire
surfaces of these continents however goes against all available
geologic evidence I1 believe that as we look at the 3 nephi account
in detail we will find that it is describing a more localized event
an event that fits with the restricted geographic views of many
book of mormon scholars 13

however the 3 nephi account cannot be explained solely as
a massive earthquake or storm for neither of these natural disas-
ters can account for all the features described all of the features of
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the account can however be explained by a specific type of nat-
ural phenomenon occurring only in certain geologic settings an
explosive volcanic eruption similar to the eruption in papua new
guinea and to the eruption on santorini I1 am certainly not the first
who has recognized this event for what it is but I1 hope here to
more completely outline the events that occurred and demonstrate
that all of these events can be explained in the context of a single
explosive volcanic eruption 14

events occurring during the destruction

the diversity of phenomena and locales mentioned in the
account in 3 nephi is considerable indicating that the event proba-
bly affected a fairly large area and that the writer must have waited
and accumulated information from around the land before making
his record it is unlikely that he witnessed all of the events himself
some knowledge of the type of destruction that would occur had
been preserved in the nephite record the prophet zenos foretold
the physical phenomena that would occur at the death of the savior

1 nephi 19 10 13 written hundreds of years before the events
recorded in 3 nephi I11 nephi preserves zenossjenoss prophecy that
there would be thunderingsthunde rings and lightnings tempests fire and

smoke a vapor of darkness the earth opening mountains being
carried up rocks rending and the earth groaning and three days
of darkness 15 evidently with this prophecy specifically in mind the
terminology used in 3 nephi becomes more specific and descrip-
tive clearly defining the kinds of events that occurred in fulfillment
of this prophecy for example phrases such as exceedingly sharp
lightnings earth was carried up upon the city rocks found in
broken fragments upon all the face of the land thick darkness
that you could feel not any light seen vapor of darkness and

11 vapor of smoke are key phrases in interpreting these passages of
scripture the writer wants us to know that the lightning was not
the ordinary kind of lightning but rather extraordinary that some-
how earth was moved uphill an unusual occurrence that the
rocks were not just broken up along a narrow fault but were scat-
tered across the land that the darkness was unusual a darkness
that could be felt and that was so intense lightfight could not be seen
and that there were vapors of smoke associated with the darkness
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A complete listing of the events recorded in 3 nephi as hav-
ing occurred during the destruction includes the following

1 A great storm 85
2 A strong and terrible tempest 86 12 17 10101414

3 terrible thunder 86 12 17
4 shaking of the whole earth 86 12 14 17 19 109
5 exceedingly sharp lightning 87 12 17
6 burning of cities 88 14 24 93 9- 10910 101013141013131413 14

7 sinking of cities into the sea 89 94 7 10101313

8 earth carried up on cities 810 14 25 95 1013
9 sinking and burial of cities 96 8 1013 14

10 changing of whole face of the land 812 17
11 whirlwindswhirlwindyWhirlwinds 812 16 10101313 14

12 breaking up of highways and earth 813
13 breaking up of cities destruction of inhabitants 814 15
14 breaking and scattering of rocks 818 109
15 three hour duration of initial events 819
16 three day duration of thick darkness 819 22 23 109 13

17 palpable darkness 820
18 no fires or lights 821821

19 very dry wood 821821

20 vapors of smoke 10101313 14

2211 falling objects crushing people 010130 13

explosive volcanism

each of these events listed above have been documented in
historic explosive volcanic eruptions and will be discussed later
in detail first however it is important to establish where the type
of volcanic eruption required to produce these effects occurs and
to determine if these locations are compatible with current ideas
about book of mormon geography

volcanoes are usually found in three very different geologic
settings around the world these are 1 along the margins of two
tectonic plates where they are moving apart geologists call these
driftsrifts or spreading boundaries 2 along the margins of two plates
where they are moving together called subduction zones or col-
lision boundaries and 3 within tectonic plates at locations
called hot spots volcanoes that form at spreading boundaries are
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usually made up of numerous fluid lava flows that spread out to
form a broad shieldlike shape which gives these volcanoes their
name shield volcanoes their eruptions are rarely violent and are
most often gentle enough that a family could gather together climb
a hill to get a good view and avoid the hot incandescent lava flows
and sit and watch in safety

the volcanoes that form in subduction zones however are
quite different the magma below the surface in these volcanoes is

thick and viscous and contains more water and other gases than
the quiet flows of the shield volcanoes this thick pasty molten
rock is so viscous that when it is forced to the surface it does not
flow far but instead builds up conical steep sided volcanoes calledcaned
strato volcanoes these volcanoes are often very beautiful and
are greatly admired by sightseers mountains such as mount fuji
mount ranier lassen peak and mount st helens fall into this class
of volcanoes

steam rising from augustineAugust me volcano in alaska 1982 the lava dome
which formed within the crater after the main eruption acts as a plug in
the volcanos vent preventing the release of pressure photograph by C

nye courtesy USGS
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but even though these mountains are beautiful they are ex-
tremely violent and dangerous at times the pasty viscous magma
in the volcano plugs up the volcanos vent preventing the release
of pressure from the underground magma chamber over time the
pressures exerted by the gases in the subsurface become so great
that the mountain collapses or blows its top just as a pressure cooker
will explode if the release valve is clogged and the pressure that
builds up as the pot is heated is not allowed to escape As the pres-
sure is released from the underground chamber the gases separate
out of the liquid magma and swell in volume causing the volcano
to explode in a raging fury in many cases the venting of magma
occurs so rapidly that the underground chamber cannot support
the weight of the overlying rock this rock collapses into the under-
ground chamber forcing out more molten rock and creating a de-
pression termed a caldera where the volcano once stood crater
lake in oregon is a good example of a caldera left after a mountain
has blown its top

hot spot volcanoes may produce either quiet fluid lava erup-
tions or very violent explosive eruptions depending on whether
the eruption occurs in an ocean basin or on a continent if the hot
spot is in an ocean basin the eruption is generally quite mild as in
the hawaiian islands but if the hot spot is located under a conti-
nent the eruptions are generally much more violent similar to those
at subduction zones

it is the violent explosive eruptions from subduction related
volcanoes or continental hot spots that can explain the events of
3 nephi in historic times several of these explosive eruptions
have occurred and have been well documented the eruptions of
mount st helens 1980 washington state el chichon 1982
mexico nevado del ruiz 1985 colombia mount pinatuboPinatubo 1991
philippines and other volcanoes of this type during the past sev-
eral decades have given scientists a chance to document more
accurately and completely the phenomena associated with them
all of these recent eruptions have been fairly small however when
compared to some other historic eruptions mount st helens for
example erupted a volume of rock equivalent to a block one mile
wide by one mile long by three quarters of a mile deep mount
pinatuboPinatubo erupted eight to ten times that amount however during
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A crater lake on mount douglas alaska 1982 this lake occupies a
caldera a large depression formed from a violent volcanic eruption
photograph by C nye courtesy USGS

the eruption ofoftamboratamboracambora in april 1815 on the island ofofsumbawasumbawarumbawa in
indonesia a volume one hundred times the size of the 1980 mount
st helens eruption was ejected 16

A bit more should be said here as a side note about the erup-
tion ofoftamboratamboracamboraTambora in 1815 joseph smiths family had just suffered
through a second year of drought in norwich vermont 17 and were
in desperate need of a good crop in 1816 this however was not to
be the dust and ash that had been injected into the atmosphere
the previous year by the eruption of tamboracambora cooled the worlds
climate and caused the summer of 1816 in new england to be the
coldest on record snow fell in june and killing frosts occurred as
late as july 12 then a series of unusually early frosts hit again after
august 20 18 the year 1816 became known as the year without a
summer 9 this third successive year of crop failures in new en-
gland drove many farmers from the area 20 including the smith fam-
ily 21 it is interesting that a volcano in a haroffbarofffar off corner of the world
could have been instrumental in motivating josephs family to move
where they needed to be for the restoration of the gospel to occur
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now let us go back to the main questions asked at the start of
this section could these kinds of explosive volcanoes have oc-
curred in the area where the book of mormon peoples were living

and could an eruption have occurred at the time of christs death

the answer to both of these questions is yes if as most book of
mormon scholars believe the people lived in southern mexico or
central america then they would have been living in a very active
belt of explosive volcanism located where the north american and
cocos tectonic plates are colliding in fact based on the volume of
eruptive material and the length of the volcanic belt the central
american volcanic zone is ranked as the most productive volcanic
region anywhere on earth 22 the book of mormon people had prob-
ably witnessed smaller eruptions throughout their history but they
are not mentioned in the book of mormon possibly because
they were not damaging or devastating enough to be of concern
and because they were not related to a specific prophecy

that any earlier smaller eruptions are not mentioned is not
really unusual for example on the island of martinique prior to
the devastating eruption of mount peleepeigebelee in 1902 the local news-
papers hardly mention the volcano even though it had been gur-
gling and spewing forth small quantities of ash and steam for days
before the main eruption the papers and the local people were
more concerned about the upcoming elections when the volcano
was mentioned it was to soothe and reason with the populace and
convince them that no disaster was imminent 2321 the reason for this
disregard of the mountain was simply because the mountain had
done this type of thing many times before without any large dam-
aging eruption from all around the world similar stories can be
told of people living for centuries around and on the flanks of
active volcanoes they live there without fear because the massive
cataclysmic eruptions are not common such was probably the
case as well among the nephitesNephites they lived with the volcanoes
they farmed on their slopes in the rich soil they witnessed occa-
sional small eruptions blasts of steam and small earthquakes but
they had not experienced a large devastating eruption

the eruption described in 3 nephi however was apparently
a major eruption with such massive devastation that it would
be hard to ignore it in a historical record and the events that
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followed namely the coming of the savior made this a parti-
cularly important historic event my personal opinion is that the
book of mormon peoples lived in a relatively smallsmail area probably
in southern mexico or central america as described in john soren
sons book an ancient Ametamericanican settingforsetting forhorbor the book ofmormonof mormon
this area is located along a subduction zone tectonic boundary
with many active volcanoes and a record of volcanic eruptions
for example the eruptions of el chichon mexico in 1982 cerro
negro nicaragua in 1968 and coseguinaCoseguina nicaragua in 1835 2421

more eruptions both smallsmail and large are expected here in the
future at the present time a particular layer of ash or a particular
volcano has not been tied to the 53 nephi disaster but I1 believe that
it is there as the following points demonstrate little doubt that this
disaster was an explosive volcanic eruption

storm tempest and waivaiwalwhirlwindswhirlwindyWhirlwindsirlwinds

large explosive volcanic eruptions are often accompanied by
violent winds and whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds 25 the winds are caused by the move-
ment of clouds of volcanic ash either hugging the ground as hot
fast moving enormously destructive clouds called nueesnieesnudes ardentesdentesarientesar
or as blast clouds moving at even higher velocities for example
during the eruption of mount st helens the explosion was al-

most beyond comprehension five hundred times greater than the
twenty kiloton atomic bomb that fellfeufelifeilfen on hiroshima26hiroshima2616 and the blast
cloud is estimated to have moved at velocities of over three hun-
dred miles per hour 2717 three eyewitnesses who viewed the blast
reported the following accounts

I1 looked east toward hanaford lake and fawn lake and that
area it looked like that whole mountain range had just exploded
As the blast cloud approached it looked like a boiling mass of rock
and just as high as you could see trees were picked up and thrown
into the air at the leading edge of the cloud

the cloud approached with a roaring noise As it passed over-
head a cedar tree began to fall and within seconds there were no
trees left

A very strong wind which blew flames from the campfire flat
along the ground and held braids of hair out horizontally preceded
the blast cloud by about 10 15 seconds 28
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flattened trees on the slopes of smith creek val-
ley trees were snapped off by the winds following
the eruption of mount st helens 1980 the direc-
tion of the blast is evident from the alignment of
the trees over four billion board feet of usable
timber was damaged or destroyed photograph by
lyn topinka courtesy usgscascadesUSGS Cascades volcano
observatory

trees hundreds of years old were snapped off like toothpicks
and flattened out all pointing the same direction away from the
blast with the wind howling at what these witnesses estimated to
be nearly two hundred miles an hour some old giants were torn
out by their roots and tossed into the air as if they were mere tri-
fles up and over nearby ridges fifteen hundred feet high 2919 here it
must be mentioned again that the eruption of mount st helens
was a fairly small one by geologic standards

even more impressive are the accounts of the destruction
wreakedwrecked on the city of st pierre on the island of martinique in the
caribbean during the eruption ofofmtofftmt peige in 1902 st pierre was
a city of over thirty thousand people only two people who were
in the city survived the eruption along with a handful of others in
the near vicinity one of the survivors a monsieur albert owner of
an estate near st pierre recounts in his experience how suddenly
and violently the winds caused by the eruption began and the mag-
nitude of their destructive power

mont peigepeide had given warning of the destruction that was to
come but we who had looked upon the volcano as harmless did not
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believe that it would do more than spout fire and steam as it had
done on other occasions it was a little before 8 oclock on the morn-
ing of may 8 that the end came

I1 was in one of the fields of my estate when the ground trem-
bled under my feet not as it does when the earth quakes but as
though a terrible struggle was going on within the mountain A ter-
ror came upon me but I1 could not explain my fear

As I1 stood still mont pele seemed to shudder and a moaning
sound issued from its crater it was quite dark the sun being ob-
scured by ashes and fine volcanic dust the air was dead about me
so dead that the floating dust seemingly was not disturbed

then there was a rending crashing grinding noise which I1

can only describe as sounding as though every bit of machinery in
the world had suddenly broken down it was deafening and the flash
of light that accompanied it was blinding more so than any lightning
I1 have ever seen

it was like a terrible hurricane and where a fraction of a sec-
ond before there had been a perfect calm I1 felt myself drawn into a

vortex and I1 had to brace myself firmly it was like a great express
train rushing by and I1 was drawn by its force

the mysterious force leveled a row of strong trees tearing
them up by the roots and leaving bare a space of ground fifteen yards
wide and more than one hundred yards long

transfixed I1 stood not knowing in what direction to flee
I1 looked toward mont peige and above its apex formed a great black
cloud which reached high in the air it literally fell upon the city of
st pierre it moved with a rapidity that made it impossible for any-
thing to escape it

from the cloud came explosions that sounded as though all of
the navies of the world were in titanic combat lightning played in
and out in broad forks the result being that intense darkness was
followed by light that seemed to be of magnifying power 30

the great black cloud seen by monsieur albert was a blast
of superheatedsuperheatersuperheated steam filled with even hotter ash particles this
cloud it is estimated traveled with a velocity of at least one hun-
dred miles per hour this speed was possible because the ash par-
ticles gave the cloud a greater density than normal atmospheric
gases causing the cloud to flow low along the ground As it
moved the cloud was buoyed up enough by the hot compressed
gases at the base of the flowing mass that it traveled in a near fric-
tionlessti state down the mountain and into st pierre the great
density velocity and ground hugging nature of the cloud increased



augustineAugustme volcano 1986 an enormously destructive cloud of rapidly
moving volcanic ash called a nnienueenuienude ardente rolls down the north side of
the volcano photograph by M E yount courtesy USGS
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its destructiveness which was much greater than that of a hurri-
cane of the same wind velocity 31 fred bullard in his book volca-
noes of the earth describes the power of this rush of ash and
volcanic gas on and over the city of st pierre

all the houses in st pierre were unroofed and otherwise demol-
ished either in part or totally the trees were stripped of leaves and
branches down to the bare trunks the force of the blast is shown by
the fact that walls of cement and stone three feet in thickness were
torn to pieces as though made of cardboard six inch cannon on the
mome dorange battery were sheared from their mountings century
old trees were uprooted and a statue of the virgin mary weighing at
least three tons was carried 50 feet from its base 3231

during the eruption of krakatoa an island volcano off the
coast of java in 18831885 high velocity winds again arising quite sud-
denly to hurricane levels as at st pierre were reported by several
ships sailing near the island the first officer aboard the ship W H

besse describes the winds as they impacted his ship

at 6 arnam got under weigh having a fair wind was in hopes
to get out clear of the straits before night at 10 am were within
6 miles of st nicholas point when we heard some terrific reports
also observed a heavy black bank rising up from the direction of
krakatoa island the barometer fell an inch at one jump suddenly ris-
ing and falling an inch at a time called all hands furled all sails
securely which was scarcely done before the squall struck the ship
with terrific force let go port anchor and all the chain in the locker
wind increasing to a hurricane 33

whirlwindsva4irlwindswhirlwindyWhirlwinds or tornados appear to be a fairly common fea-
ture of many explosive volcanic eruptions the hot ash erupted
into the air is a concentrated source of heat that causes severe
updraftsupdrafts providing ideal conditions for the formation of whirl
winds only a few accounts however actually report whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds
perhaps because they often cannot be seen due to the incredible
darkness that usually accompanies eruptions nonetheless whirl
winds were an important feature of several eruptions such as the
1815 eruption of tamboracambora when violent whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds carried up
men horses cattle and whatever else came within their influence
into the air tore up the largest trees by the roots and covered the
whole sea with floating timber 3431 lieutenant owen phillips re-
ported that the town of saugar located about twentyfivetwenty five miles
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from tamboracamboraTambora was devastated by a violent whirlwind that blew
down nearly every house 3531

after a preliminary eruption of krakatoa in may 18831885 prior
to the main eruption in august a group of dignitaries and scien-
tists visited the island out of curiosity and a desire to assess the
damage they report that

some trees showed through the ash as bare stumps several meters
high and from which the branches seemed to have been torn off by
force the wood was dry without signs of burning or chcharningarring no
leaf or branch could be found in the ash and it is therefore likely that
the deforestation must be attributed to a whirlwind as it often devel-
ops in turbulent air during volcanic eruptions as a result of local heat-
ing of the atmosphere 36

when the mayon volcano in the philippines erupted in 1766 it
was accompanied by tornadoes called baguios in that countrycountry371337113737

whirlwindsvvhirlwindswhirlwindyWhirlwinds have also been reported from the 1947 eruption of
hekla the 1963 eruption ofofsurtseysurtseycurtseySurtsey and the 1973 eldfelleldfereldfed eruption
all in iceland 3831 from these accounts it is apparent that strong winds
and whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds are common features of explosive volcanic erup-
tions and that there is no need to call upon other types of storm
activity such as hurricanes or cyclones to explain these events

one more piece of evidence is important here as well the
book of mormon mentions that their wood was exceedingly dry
it is not likely that their wood would be exceedingly dry if they
had just experienced a hurricane or some other type of large tropi-
cal storm but the winds and storms associated with volcanic erup-
tions although they may be accompanied by rain are often dry the
above account of the excursion to krakatoa after one of its erup-
tions describes the trees and wood as dry another account from
mount st helens indicates that no rain accompanied that eruption

the lightning streaked cloud rolling northeast from mount
st helens at nearly 60 miles an hour looked exactly like a towering
thunderhead but it was bigger and blacker than any in memory
most people in its path as yet unaware of the volcanos eruption
braced for a storm but no rain fell instead the cloud descended like
a shroud cloaking the landscape in a blackness of volcanic ash that
even automobile headlights could not penetrate 39

the exceedingly dry wood described in the book of mor-
mon indicates a dry storm with violent winds and whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds allaliail
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mount pinatuboPinatubo in the philippines 1991 aerial view
of ash cloud from the eruption of the volcano
photograph by E W wolfe courtesy usgscas
cades volcano observatory

of which are consistent with a large volcanic eruption certainly
violent winds and whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds can occur without rain in other cir-
cumstancescumstances and under other conditions but few other settings
would be as spectacularly violent as a large volcanic eruption
even a major hurricane could not produce the kind of destructive
wind for example that destroyed the city of st pierre in 1902

terrible thunder and sharp lightning

most of our experience with thunder and lightning comes
from the thunderstorms that are quite common throughout the
world occasionally these may be extremely violent storms with
spectacular displays of lightning and blasts of thunder nephis
description of the thunder and lightning that occurred was not of
this ordinary kind however for he describes them as such as

never had been known in all the land the thunder was also
unusual in that it is correlated with the shaking of the whole earth
as if it was about to divide asunder implying that earthquakes
were occurring along with the lightning and thunder lightning
displays and associated thunder along with other noises caused
by explosions near a volcano can be of this extraordinary kind
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described by nephi the lightning is caused by the friction be-
tween the exploding ash and the air this friction generates enor-
mous quantities of static electricity that is then discharged as
lightning the thunder from the lightning is supplemented by the
explosions from the volcano and the earthquakes that occur al-
most continuously during some eruptions one of the earliest ac-
counts of these types of volcanic lightning displays comes from
pliny the younger who observed the eruption of mount vesuvius
in AD 79 pliny writes

A fearful black cloud was rent by forked and quivering bursts of
flame and parted to reveal great tongues of fire like flashes of light-
ning magnified in size 4010

peter francis interprets plinysplenys description of magnified
lightning as the discharge of static electricity accumulating in
the ash cloud 11441

the air at times during a volcanic eruption is so charged with
static electricity that unusual things may happen for example
during an eruption in kamchatka in eastern russia the electrical
activity played tricks with modern electric appliances

together with the cloud came also and was growing a rumble
of loud thunder accompanying incessantly flashing lightnings
people returning from work were wandering about the village in
search of their homes peals of thunder were crashing with deafen-
ing loudness without any interruption the air was saturated with
electricity telephones were ringing spontaneously loudspeakers of
the radionet were burning out 42

the thunderous noises produced by an eruption may carry for
distances of several hundred miles the 1815 eruption of mount
tamboracambora demonstrates how far reaching these effects can be

in april 1815 one of the most frightful eruptions recorded in
history occurred in the mountain tamboracamboraTambora in the island of sum
bawa it began on the 5thath of april and was most violent on the I111thI1 th
and 12th and did not entirely cease till july the sound of the explo-
sions was heard in sumatra at the distance of nine hundred and sev-
enty geographical miles in a direct line and at ternate in an opposite
direction at the distance of seven hundred and twenty miles the
area over which tremulous noises and other volcanic effects
extended was one thousand english miles in circumference includ-
ing the whole of the molucca islands java a considerable portion of
celebes sumatra and borneo 4341
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from captain logans account of the eruption of krakatoa
which he witnessed from on board the ship berdice in the sunda
straits we see again the spectacular nature of the displays of elec-
trical activity occurring during an eruption the ships log at mid-
night begins

the ash shower is becoming heavier and is intermixed with
fragments of pumice stone the lightning and thunder became
worse and worse the lightning flashes shot past and around the ship
nirefirefireballsballsbailsbanns continually fell on the deck and burst into sparks we saw
flashes of lightning falling quite close to us on the ship heard fearful
rumblingscrumblingsrumblings and explosions sometimes upon the deck and sometimes
among the rigging the man at the wheel felt strong electric shocks
on one arm the copper sheathing of the rudder became glowing
from the electric discharges fiery phenomena on board the ship
manifested themselves at every moment now and then when any
sailor complained that he had been struck I1 did my best to set his
mind at ease and endeavoured to talk the idea out of his head until
I1 myself holding fast at the time to some part of the rigging with one
hand and bending my head out of reach of the blinding ash shower
which swept past my face had to let go my hold owing to a severe
electric shock in the arm 44

during the eruption of mount st helens
lightning and other electrical phenomena associated with the erup-
tion were so spectacular that many witnesses mentioned them
some observers witnessed unusual forms of lightning some of the
lightning appeared red it wasnt normal lightning first a white dot
appeared in the cloud and then a bolt would shoot out from it the
lightning was in ball form streaking toward the ground connected
neither with the cloud nor with the ground after the cloud
passed overhead lots of lightning started 600 800 ft in the air and
formed big balls big as a pickup and just started rolling across the
ground and bouncing 45

photos of volcanic lightning displays have been published in
several places for example simkin and fiske have a photo of
lightning around anak krakatoa the new island that emerged in
place of krakatoa taken during an eruption in 193346193316 decker and
decker show a five minute time lapse photo of lightning over an
erupting volcano in nicaraguanicaragua4747 lambert has a picture of light-
ning in the skies over surtseycurtsey during an eruption48eruption48 nuhfer and
others have a photograph of lightning over the galunggungGalunggung vol-
cano in indonesia49Indonesia49 and discover magazine published a spectacular
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mount vesuvius 1944 static electricity crackles over the volcano during
an eruption courtesy corbis bettmann

seven minute time lapse photo of lightning over the sakurajimaSakurajima
volcano in japan 50

the descriptions of thunder and photos of lightning around
explosive volcanic eruptions show that these phenomena often
occur without rainfallrainfanfaH so that the wood for fires could still be
exceedingly dry ready for the unsuccessful attempts to build

fires these historic descriptions also record the unusual nature of
the lightning that it comes not only as bolts but as ballsbausbailsbalisbans of light-
ning and that the electricity may permeate the air creating other
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interesting effects the lightning displays associated with volcanic
eruptions are certainly of the unusual and extraordinary type and
fit very well with nephis description of exceedingly sharp light-
nings such as never had been known in all the land the thunder
earthquakes and other sounds associated with an explosive vol-
canic eruption also concur with nephis terminology of terrible
thunder insomuch that it did shake the whole earth as if it was
about to divide asunder these features of the destruction in
3 nephi do not alone deninedefine the event as a volcanic eruption just
as with the winds described in the previous section spectacular
lightning and thunder can be produced in other ways but an ex-
plosive volcanic eruption is certainly the simplest explanation that
satisfies all of the criteria

shaking and quaking

large tectonic earthquakes those with richter magnitudes
greater than about seven do not occur frequently around the
world perhaps ten to twenty every year mostly in unpopulated
areas they do occur frequently enough however for scientists to
have a very good idea of their characteristics the energy released
during large earthquakes comes from two blocks of earth moving
rapidly past each other while years of accumulated strain is re-
leased at most the shaking of the earth during these massive
earthquakes may last for a few minutes for example during the
alaskan earthquake of 1964 one of the largest earthquakes ever
recorded richter magnitude between 8.3858.5838583 and 8.68686sg the shaking
lasted for three to four minutes an extraordinarily long period of
time 551 the san francisco earthquake of 1906 lasted only about
forty seconds 5212

these short periods of shaking however give plenty of time
to accomplish the destruction that large earthquakes produce but
they are far short of the three hours of continuous or near contin-
uous shaking described in 3 nephi the destruction produced dur-
ing an earthquake is also fairly localized along the line of slippage
called the fault line and in regions quite close to this line other

phenomena associated with large earthquakes are aftershocks that
come intermittently for several days after the main quake land-
slides or rock falls off of steep slopes liquefaction of sandy soils
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causing the collapse of buildings tidal waves or tsunamistsunamis in coastal
areas rare displays of lightning or other electrical phenomena
thunderlike noises and the spread of fires through cities or towns
with concentrated housing made of wood 53

although these phenomena are similar to some of those men-
tioned in 3 nephi some glaring differences are apparent I1 have
already mentioned one namely that in the 3 nephi account the
shaking lasted for about three hours too long a time period for
the shock from a single large earthquake and too short for the
period during which aftershocks following a major earthquake
usually take place however it is a very reasonable amount of time
for the initial stages of a volcanic eruption we might call this the
throat clearing stage of the eruption which occurs as the mount-

ing pressure cleans the volcanos vent of the rock and debris that
have plugged it up during this time frequent explosions and
earthquakes occur once the vent is cleared the volcano may con-
tinue to erupt for several hours or days without additional signifi-
cant earthquakes

other problems with ascribing the destruction described in
3 nephi to a major tectonic earthquake include 1 the three days
of darkness this phenomenon has never been reported in associ-
ation with a large earthquake 2 the winds and tempests al-
though it may be windy during an earthquake just as it may be
windy at any other time no correlation between wind and earth-
quakes has been demonstrated even though one of the old now
abandoned theories of earthquake production was the idea that
wind was trapped in the earth and released during an earth
quake54quake51quake 5451 3 whirlwindswhirlwindywhirlwinds I1 know of no report of a whirlwind or
tornado caused by an earthquake and 4 the inability to light a

fire which again has never been reported as an effect of a major
earthquake nephis description of the whole face of the land
being changed is also not typical of an earthquake although the
devastation can be enormous during an earthquake most land-
marks survive and are recognizable on the other hand a major
volcanic eruption often produces scenes so strange and unnatural
that it seems as if the landscape has been remade

the kinds of quaking and shaking described in 3 nephi are
typical however of the descriptions from historical accounts of
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explosive volcanic eruptions 5551 during the eruption of krakatoa
the shaking of the earth lasted throughout the night of august 26
18831885 and on into the next morning 56 earthquake vibrations rose
to thirty to forty times the normal background level during the
eruption of a volcano on raoul island northeast of new zealand in
1964 continuing throughout the eruption 57 reports from the 1902
eruption of the santa maria volcano in guatemala tell of earth-
quake activity that lasted for several hours rising to several peaks
of shaking during the climax of the eruption the eruption of ash
and debris continued on for another day or two without any signifi-
cant earthquake activity 58

when the coseguinaCoseguina volcano in nicaragua erupted in 18351855 it
was reported that the sounds accompanying the shaking were
alarming and heard up to four hundred miles away and that the
roar was practically continuous for seven hours 5919 even though
most of the noise and shaking caused by the eruption of coseguinaCoseguina
ceased after a few hours the eruption itself and the darkness caused
by the ashfallashmall continued on for three to four days 60 all of these
accounts are quite similar to the 53 nephi account in which the ini-
tial part of the eruption lasted for three hours with violent shaking
and thunder followed by quiet and darkness for three days

cities burned drowned and buried

the destruction of people and buildings may occur in a vari-
ety of different ways during an explosive volcanic eruption and
the devastation may be widespread reaching up to a few hundred
miles from the erupting volcano the destruction in the book of
mormon account appears to have been quite widespread for in
addition to the cities mentioned in the passage above the cities of
jacobugathJacobugath laman josh gad and kishkumenKishkumen and their inhabi-
tants were burned the cities of onihahonihan mocumhocum and jerusalem
were covered by water and the cities of gilgalgalgal gadiandiGadiandi gadiomgadiot
nah jacob and gimgimno were sunk and buried in the earth

fire the cities mentioned in the 53 nephi account were all
destroyed in ways understandable in terms of a massive volcanic
eruption the fires that started in zarahemlazarahenzarchenZarahemlaemiafdafladla and other cities could
easily have been ignited by hot ash falling onto wooden and thatch
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structures that probably made up most of the buildings in the
cities hel 331051010 11 by a fast moving hot cloud of ash traveling
along the ground or by the unusually violent fightlightningning accompa-
nying the eruption accounts of similar occurrences can be found
in historical records for example many fires were started in the
city of stabiaestabile by the fall of hot rocks and ash from the eruption
of mount vesuvius in AD 79 61 A firestormfirestorm swept through the city of
st pierre during the 1902 eruption ofofmtofftmt peleepel6epelie many of the houses
in tropical st pierre were wooden structures with no window-
panes only shutters so that the highly heated gas and ash from the
eruption easily penetrated into every part of the buildings the city
was almost instantly and completely engulfed in flames A ship
from fort de france tried to approach the burning city three and
one half hours after the eruption but had to turn away because
the heat was still so intense 6261 an assistant purser by the name of
thompson on board the ship raimaroraimacoraimaRo which was just approach-
ing the st pierre harbor at the time of the eruption of mt peige
gives the following description

I1 saw st pierre destroyed it was blotted out by one great flash
of fire nearly 40000 people were killed at once of eighteen vessels
lying in the roads only one the british steamship roddam escaped
and she I1 hear lost more than half on board it was a dying crew that
took her out our boat the roraimacoraimaRoraima arrived at st pierre early thurs-
day morning for hours before we entered the roadstead we could
see flames and smoke rising from mt peige no one on board had any
idea of danger capt G T Mmuggah was on bridge and all hands got on
deck to see the show the spectacle was magnificent As we ap-
proachedproached st pierre we could distinguish the rolling and leaping red
flames that belched from the mountain in huge volumes and gushed
high into the sky enormous clouds of black smoke hung over the vol-
cano the flames were then spurting straight up in the air now and
then waving to one side or the other a moment and again leaping
suddenly higher up there was a constant muffled roar it was like the
biggest oil refinery in the world burning up on the mountain top
there was a tremendous explosion about 745 soon after we got in
the mountain was blown to pieces there was no warning the side
of the volcano was ripped out and there hurled straight towards us a
solid wall of flame it sounded like a thousand cannon

the wave of fire was on us and over us like a lightning flash it
was like a hurricane of fire I1 saw it strike the cable steamship grap-
pler broadside on and capsize her from end to end she burst into
flames and then sank the fire rolled in mass straight down on
st pierre and the shipping the town vanished before our eyes
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the air grew stifling hot and we were in the thick of it wher-
ever the mass of fire struck the sea the water boiled and sent up
great clouds of steam the sea was tomtorn into huge whirlpools that
careened toward the open sea one of these horrible hot whirlpools
swung under the roraimacoraima and pulled her down on her beam end
with the suction she careened way over to port and then the fire
hurricane from the volcano smashed her and over she went on the
opposite side the fire wave swept off the masts and smokestackssmokestacks as
if they were cut by a knife

I1 saved my life by running to my stateroom and burying myself
in the bedding the blast of fire from the volcano lasted only for a
few minutes it shriveled and set fire to everything it touched thou-
sands of casks of rumnun were stored in st pierre and these were
exploded by the terrific heat burning rum ran in streams down
every street and out into the sea

before the volcano burst the landings at st pierre were
crowded with people after the explosion not one living being was
seen on land only twentyfivetwenty five of those on board out of sixty eight
were left after the first blast 6313

another cause of fires in a volcanic disaster can be related
more to the effects of the earthquakes accompanying an eruption
than to the eruption itself lamps torches cooking fires and other
open flames disturbed by the shaking may ignite fires in the con-
fusion and darkness these fires may burn out of control and create
havoc in populated areas

flood the flooding of cities and villages is also a common
occurrence during large explosive volcanic eruptions explosions
earthquakes and massive landslides around a volcano particularly
if the volcano is near the ocean create huge waves of water that
travel outward from the source until they collapse on coastal com-
munitiesmuni ties these waves called tidal waves or more properly tsu-
nami are one of the major causes of death in some volcanic
eruptions during the 1883 eruption of krakatoa 165 villages were
completely destroyed and 152132 partly destroyed by tsunami killing
approximately thirty three thousand people waves crashing on the
shores near krakatoa reached heights of over 130 feet 64

several eyewitnesses recorded accounts of the krakatoa tsu-
nami and their destructive power an elderly dutchman reported

I1 have lived in anjer bavalijavauaval all my life and little thought the old
town would have been destroyed in the way it has I1 am getting on in
years and quite expected to have laid my bones in the little cemetery



st pierre martinique prior to the eruption of mount peige ca 1902 st
pierre was a prosperous seaport with a population of almost 40000
courtesy bart J kowallis

the remains of st pierre 1902 following the eruption of mount peige
a firestormfirestorm swept through the city only the foundations of the buildings
survived the devastation courtesy bart J kowallis
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near the shore but not even that has escaped and some of the bod-
ies have actually been washed out of the graves and carried out to
sea the whole town has been swept away and I1 have lost every-
thing except my life the wonder is that I1 escaped at all I1 can never
be too thankful for such a miraculous escape as I1 had

the eruption began on the sunday afternoon we did not take
much notice at first until the reports grew very loud then we noticed
that krakatauKrakatau was completely enveloped in smoke afterwards came
on the thick darkness so black and intense that I1 could not see my
hand before my eyes it was about this time that a message came from
batavia inquiring as to the explosive shocks and the last telegram sent
off from us was telling you about the darkness and smoke towards
night everything became worse the reports became deafening the
natives cowered down panic stricken and a red fiery glare was visible
in the sky above the mountain although krakatoa was twentyfivetwenty five
miles away the concussion and vibration from the constantly repeated
shocks was most terrifying many of the houses shook so much that
we feared every minute would bring them down there was little
sleep for any of us that dreadful night before daybreak on monday on
going out of doors I1 found the shower of ashes had commenced and
this gradually increased in force until at length large pieces of pumicepurnice
stone kept falling around about six AM I1 was walking along the
beach there was no sign of the sun as usual and the sky had a dull
depressing look some of the darkness of the previous day had cleared
off but it was not very light even then looking out to sea I1 noticed a
dark black object through the gloom traveling towards the shore

at first sight it seemed like a low range of hills rising out of
the water but I1 knew there was nothing of the kind in that part of the
soendacoenda strait A second glance and a very hurried one it was con-
vinced me that it was a lofty ridge of water many feet high and
worse still that it would soon break upon the coast near the town
there was no time to give any warning and so I1 turned and ran for
my life my running days have long gone by but you may be sure that
I1 did my best in a few minutes I1 heard the water with a loud roar
break upon the shore everything was engulfed another glance
around showed the houses being swept away and the trees thrown
down on every side breathless and exhausted I1 still pressed on As I1

heard the rushing waters behind me I1 knew that it was a race for
lifefifeilfefivehive struggling on a few yards more brought me to some rising
ground and here the torrent of water overtook me I1 gave up allanailali for
lost as I1 saw with dismay how high the wave still was I1 was soon
taken off my feet and bomeborne inland by the force of the resistless mass
I1 remember nothing more until a violent blow aroused me some
hard firm substance seemed within my reach and clutching it I1

found I1 had gained a place of safety the waters swept past and
I1 found myself clinging to a cocoanutcocoanut palm tree most of the trees
near the town were uprooted and thrown down for miles but this
one fortunately had escaped and myself with it
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the huge wave rolled on gradually decreasing in height and
strength until the mountain slopes at the back ofofanjeranjer were reached
and then its fury spent the waters gradually receded and flowed
back into the sea the sight of those receding waters haunts me still
As I1 clung to the palm tree wet and exhausted there floated past the
dead bodies of many a friend and neighbor only a mere handful of
the population escaped houses and streets were completely
destroyed and scarcely a trace remains of where the once busy
thriving town originally stood 6561

another report describes the devastation following the tsunami

As far as the eye can reach the only thing that remains stand-
ing is a solitary tree a gigantic durian maimed branchless and leaf-
less it forms the gravemarkgravemark of a heap of corpses and carcasses lying
under roofs houses and trunks of trees hundreds of such graves
though of smaller dimensions may be seen over and over again on
the plain the tumedfumed up earth often merely covers a corpse along-
side which a cocoanutcocoanut branch or bamboo is stuck upright for the
guidance of the authorities thousands of corpses of human beings
and also carcasses of animals still await burial and make their pres-
ence apparent by an indescribable stench they lie in knots and
entangled masses impossible to unravel 66

even for communities located along the shores of lakes the
flooding hazards are significant during a volcanic eruption A child
generates waves in the bathtub by sliding to one end of the tub
taking the water with him then sliding back along with the water
to the other end until eventually the water waves in the tub begin to
slop over the sides in the same way large water waves can be gen-
erated in lakes by the wave energy produced by earthquakes mov-
ing back and forth through the water the waves created by this
movement are called seiche waves and although not usually as
large as tsunami they can cause severe damage and death water
levels in lakes can also change dramatically during an eruption due
to landslides collapsing into the lake or blocking a lakes outlet
spirit lake at the foot of mount st helens was two hundred feet
higher in elevation after the eruption in 1980 6761 lodges cabins
everything near the previous lakeshorelakeshore were buried deeply under
water mud and debris

the kinds of flooding and burial by water that is associated
with explosive volcanic eruptions could certainly fit the descrip-
tions in 3 nephi when the lord referring to the cities ofofjerusalemjerusalem
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onihahonihan and mocumhocum says the waters have I1 caused to come up
in the stead thereof or when nephi describes the city of moroni
sinking into the depths of the sea moroni is described in the
book of mormon as being near the east sea alma 5013 while
sorenson has suggested that jerusalem was perhaps located on the
shores of a lake 68these68 these locations are both ideal for the types of
destruction by water that occur during an eruption

burial the book of mormon also describes the destruction
of several cities by either being buried in the earth or as in the
case of the city of moronihahMoronihah having the earth carried up upon
the city burial in the earth is a common occurrence in explosive
volcanic eruptions the large quantities of ash and pumice that are
produced blanket the landscape for many miles around the vol-
cano A heavy fall of ash and pumice destroyed the town of pom-

peii during the eruption of mount vesuvius the accumulation of
ash and pumice averaged a depth of about twenty feet69 and left

building buried by laharslacars volcanic mudflowsmudflows 1990 this structure
located near the mouth of the drift river in alaska is twenty two miles
from redoubt volcano the source of the eruption photograph by
C gardner courtesy USGS
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only the tops of the taller buildings protruding above it because
the town was completely abandoned after the eruption and the
building tops that remained above the ash eventually weathered
away pompeii was for a time completely lost modern excavations
have uncovered the town and by pouring plaster into molds left in
the solidified ash have shown the tragic final moments of some
of the inhabitants who were trapped in the ashfallashmallashfall 70

cities or towns are also buried when the ash from an erup-
tion combines with rain or with rapidly melting snow to form a
thick slurry of hot mud that flows rapidly downslope 71 these vol-
canic mudflowsmudflows are called labors the town of herculaneumHerculaneum
escaped the heavy fall of ash that destroyed pompeii but as the
ash and pumice continued to accumulate on the higher slopes of
the volcano and were then saturated by rainmin a wet slurry of mud
formed became fluid and quite suddenly swept down the sides of
the volcano one or more of these laharslacars flowed through her
culaneumlaneumcu and completely engulfed it buildings were smothered
crushed and buried sixty to seventy feet deep in the mud the
burial was complete enough that a new town resina was con-
structedstructed on top of buried herculaneumHerculaneum 7271

another example of burial by mud but with a slightly differ-
ent twist occurred in 1886 when the taraweraTarawera volcano on the
north island of new zealand erupted many towns and villages
around the volcano were buried by falling mud produced when
part of the eruption blew out through the bottom of lake rotomanotoma
hana located adjacent to the volcano the mixture of volcanic ash
water and mud that had accumulated on the bottom of the lake for
centuries fell from the sky the village of wairoa was buried in
seven feet of this mixture and the villages of moura and te ariki
disappeared along with all of their inhabitants under seventy five
feet of mud 73

A recent example of a city being buried by a volcanic mud-
flow occurred in colombia in 1985 on november 1513 of that year
a relatively small eruption occurred from the nevado del ruiz vol-
cano the ash however was hot enough to melt part of the snow
and ice cap at the top of the volcano the water from the melted
snow mixed with ash at the top of the volcano and picked up
other debris as it flowed swiftly down the mountain and into
the river valleys at about I111I1 PM the mudflowsmudflows swept over the
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defenseless city of armero killing about twentyfivetwenty five thousand
people asleep in their beds most of the inhabitants had no warn-
ing and were buried alive it was all over in just a few minutes 74

in addition to burial by falling ash and burial by laharslacars a third
method of burial is also possible around an erupting volcano this
phenomenon was not well understood until the eruption of mount
st helens in 1980 this eruption was triggered when the swollen
north side of the volcano collapsed the ensuing landslide or de-
bris avalanche traveled out across the valley at the base of the
mountain burying spirit lake then flowed up and over an inter-
vening ridge more than three hundred feet high down across the
next valley and then halfway up the next mountain leaving
deposits as much as six hundred feet thickthick7575 this debris avalanche
traveled as far as twentyfivetwenty five miles from the volcano at speeds in
excess of 150 miles per hourhour7671 since 1980 geologists have learned
that occurrences of massive landslides such as this are actually
quite commonly associated with explosive eruptions 7717

laharslacars accumulated in the drift river valley large laharslacars from the erup-
tions of redoubt volcano inm 1989 and 1990 covered the entire drift
river valley floor and extended twenty two miles to the cook inlet
photograph by T miller courtesy USGS
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returning once more to the words in 3 nephi we read that
the earth was carried up upon the city of moronihahMoronihah that in the

place of the city there became a great mountain from this descrip-
tion it seems possible that moronihahMoronihah might have been buried
by a debris avalanche similar to the one that occurred at mount
st helens an effective way to carry earth up upon a city in any
case moronihahMoronihah and the other cities buried in the earth or the ash
would have to have been quite close to the eruption probably
within fifty miles and perhaps much closer avalanches such as
these do indeed dramatically alter the local topography so that it is

not unreasonable to believe that where there had been a city nes-
tled in a valley there was after the eruption a hill or mountain
formed by the avalanche deposits it is hard to imagine a great
mountain being formed by these avalanche processes but it may
be that the author is using a bit of hyperbole here as is not uncom-
mon in accounts of any disaster it is also true that the term great
mountain may be relative what people in one area refer to as
a mountain may to others be simply a hill an alternative hypothe-
sis however is that the city was very close to the volcano and was
initially buried by an avalanche deposit then later it became a great
mountain as the volcano rebuilt itself over the buried city

wholewhoie face of land changed

this description from 53 nephi almost sounds as if after the
destruction no mountains or valleys or other topographic features
were recognizable as if the face of the entire earth had been
changed and yet a careful reading makes it obvious that the basic
geography of the book of mormon land was not changed after the
destruction and that there were cities especially around the land
of bountiful that were probably not severely damaged 7871

one of the keys to understanding these passages of scripture
is to understand the meaning of whole face of the land or face
of the whole earth what did nephi mean certainly he did not
mean literally the whole earth for we know from historical rec-
ords that no massive destruction occurred at this time in the
mediterranean region nor in asia europe or the middle east so if
we cannot interpret the whole earth as being literally the whole
earth what did the writer mean I1 think it is obvious that he meant
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drift glacier at redoubt volcano 1991 A geologist examines deep vol-
canic flow and deposits photograph by C gardner courtesy LJSGSUSGS

his whole earth or the whole land that was known and inhabited
by the book of mormon peoples here again one must not get car-
ried away into thinking that all of north and south america were
deformed because as has been shown by other authors the area
over which the book of mormon peoples roamed was most likely
only a few hundred miles long and widewide7979 it is only in this context
that the great destruction makes sense and can be supported by
scientific reasoning and hopefully at some point in the future
some concrete evidence of the disasterdisaster8080 if we insist on holding to
the claim that all of the topographic features of two great conti-
nents were formed at this time we cannot count on any support
from geology and we will probably alienate anyone with even a
rudimentary understanding of the subject

how do people who have witnessed one of these eruptions or
who have visited the area after an eruption describe what they see
this comparison I1 believe is a good measure of how nephi would
react to the same event pliny the younger describes his reaction
upon seeing the landscape after the eruption of mount vesuvius
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at last the darkness thinned and dispersed into smoke or
cloud then there was genuine daylight and the sun actually shone
out but yellowish as it is during an eclipse we were terrified to see
everything changed buried deep in ashes like snowdriftssnowdrifts 81

from accounts of the eruption of mount st helens come the
following descriptions of the devastated landscape after the eruption

within minutes the upper toutleroutle river valley below
st helens was a barren landscape of total desolation A 156 square
mile swath extending northwest from the volcano lay devastated

A billion board feet of timber were blown down animals were
buried in ash or roasted by gases and scores of persons were dead or
missing harry truman his lodge and all of spirit lake disap-
peared in a cataclysmic cauldroncauldrencauldron the once rounded mountain top
was shorter by 1300 feet and a mile deep horseshoe of hell was
gouged out of the north side 82

they call the land an alien moonscape a blighted badlands
president carter flew over it in late may and called it indescribable
dirty rivulets seem to flow uphill as they wind through the bizarre
terrain at ground zero in the hellish landscape is what is left of
mount st helens it sits like a resting monster 83

after a violent eruption the volcano and the area surround-
ing it often appear completely foreign the volcano itself may have
changed from a towering symmetrical peak to a blackened stump
stripped of foliage and unrecognizable as the mountain it used to
be local officials who went to investigate the eruption ofoftamboratamboracambora
found that the thirteen thousand foot mountain was now flattened
into a broad plateau and surrounded by a scene of utter devasta-

tion 84about84 about ninety thousand people died from the eruption and
the famine and disease that followed

volcanic landslides and mudflowsmudflows may also significantly alter
the terrain creating hills and ridges where valleys and lowlands
had previously existed the account in 53 nephi describes four
cities as having sunk and made hills and valleys in the places
thereof 3 ne 98 tsunamisTsunamis along the coast may obliterate not
only towns and villages but other familiar landmarks after a night
of terror during the eruption of krakatoa and the tsunamistsunamis that fol-

lowed the eruption one resident described the scene at last

morning came in front of us was what was once a town but there
was no destruction there was simply nothing 1185118185
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perhaps the most signifi-

cant change is due to the graygruy

blanket of ash covering every-
thing casting a ghostly pall
over the entire scene killing
most of the vegetation and
creating the feeling of a new
and alien landscape in 19911991

mount pinatuboPina tubo erupted in
the philippines the amount
of ash erupted was about the
same as during the krakatoa
eruption the ash buried clark
airbaseAirbase fifteen miles from
the volcano so deeply that the
united states government later
abandoned it it also destroyed
at least temporarily over two eruption plume from mount pina

hundred thousand acres of tubo 1991 this picture was taken
from clark airbase control towerfarmland and two dozen towns
clark airbase was buried inin ash so

and displaced 1.21212 million fili-
pinos

deep that it eventually had to be
from their homes 86 it abandoned photograph by J N

truly changed the whole face marso courtesy usgscascadesUSGS Cascades vol-
canoof thelandthe land observatory

broken and scattered rocks

nephis description of the effects the cataclysm had on the
rocks might at first glance be ascribed to a great earthquake cert-
ainly during a great quake the earth is rent and broken and rocks
may afterward be found in seams and cracks and in broken flfrag-
ments

ag

however nephi states that the rocks were found in this
manner scattered over the whole face of the land this is not typi-
cal of earthquakes where the zone of actual breakage of rock is

usually fairly narrow and confined even in the greatest earth-
quakes on the other hand an explosive volcanic eruption com-
monly produces large quantities of broken and shattered rocks
that are frequently scattered over a very wide area geologists call
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deposits of these broken fragmented rocks pyroclastic rocks pyro
is derived from greek and means fire while clastic means broken
or fragmented

the size of the fragments of rock produced by a volcanic
eruption ranges from small sand sized fragments of ash and dust to
larger lumps of pumice and other rock and even to very large
house sized blocks the largest fragments of rock generally fall

back to the earth near the eruptive source but fairly large frag-
ments may stillstiff be found some distance from the volcano during
the violent 1669 eruption of italysitalis mount etna huge boulders
some weighing as much as three hundred pounds were shot sev-
eral miles through the air 87 volcanic bombs over three feet in
diameter were thrown over three miles during the 1938 eruption
ofofasamaasamaabama in central japan 88 in zamborastamborasTamboras 1815 eruption fist sized
stones fell up to twentyfivetwenty five miles away from the eruption 89 in

impact craters from volcanic bombs 1992 the craters formed from large
rocks ejected during a volcanic eruption dot the surface of avalanches of
volcanic debris that blanket the slopes of crater peak on the mount spunspurr
volcano in alaska photograph by C neal courtesy USGS
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describing two phases of the eruption of the taal volcano in 1754

in the philippines one eyewitness describes the scattering of rocks
and boulders along with some of the other volcanic phenomena
we have already discussed

on november 15 it taal volcano vomited enormous boul-
ders more intense earthquakes than had been experienced before
tottered those houses which still stood immense waves of water in
the lake threatened the low lying villages along its shores

at 7 in the morning of november 28 occurred a new parox-
ysm during which the volcano vomited forth such masses of fire
and ejecta that in my opinion all the material ejected during so
many months if taken together would not equal the quantity
which issued at that time the columns of fire and smoke as-
cended higher than ever before increasing every moment in vol-
ume and setting fire to the whole island there not being the
smallest portion of the latter which was not covered by smoke
and glowing rocks and ashes all this was accompanied by ter-
rific lightning and thunder above and violent shocks of earth-
quakes underneath 90

the reports of the distribution of rock fragments from the
1883 eruption of krakatoa are probably typical for a moderately
large eruption aboard the ship sir robert sale located approxi-
mately forty miles from the main blast it was recorded that lumps
of pumice the size of pumpkins fell onto the deck 991 captain wat-
son on board the charles bal ten miles from the volcano gives
this account

at 230 PM we noticed some agitation about the point of
krakatoa clouds or something being propelled from the NE
point with great velocity at 330 we heard above us and about
the island a strange sound as of a mighty crackling fire or the dis-
charge of heavy artillery at one or two seconds interval at 415

we observed a repetition of the noise noted at 330 only
much more furious and alarming the matter whatever it was
being propelled with amazing velocity to the NE at five the
roaring noise continued and was increasing darkness spread over
the sky and a hail of pumicestonepumi cestone fell on us of which many
pieces were of considerable size and quite warm about six
the fallbailfann of larger stones ceased but there continued a steady
downpour of a smaller kind most blinding to the eyes and cover-
ing the deck to a depth of three to four inches very speedily
while an intense blackness covered the sky and land and sea we
sailed on our course 9291
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A large fragment of the lava dome from augustine volcano 1986 this
rock fragment was carried about three miles in a thick fast moving wall
of volcanic ash nudenuee ardente during the eruption of augustine vol-
cano photograph by M E yount courtesy USGS

the fall of stones during an eruption is one of the more selec-
tive ways in which people are injured or killed two people may
be standing together and one will be hit and killed while the other
may be spared in 1779 the volcano sakurajimaSakurajima erupted in south-
ern japan one woman caught in the eruption describes her expe-
rience trying to escape the island

1I myself held a four year old child in my arms and led
another of seven and so impeded was forsaken by the boats As I1

groped through the night a stone large as a handballhand ball struck the
baby in the neck and killed her she gave one cry and lay quite
still and all my efforts to revive her were in vain I1 prayed she
might live a thousand generations but all prayers failed and the
body became colder and colder so I1 covered her face with a cloth
and wept over my dead just then a weary old man came creeping
near and told of other people killed by falling stones others drag-
ging themselves along with broken legs and some buried alive
under sand drifts 93
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volcanic eruptions are as can be seen from the above ac-
counts very efficient at scattering broken rock fragments over a
wide area and in causing great destruction and death due to this
ejected material this scattering of ejected rock could easily ex-
plain the broken rock fragments found over the whole land after
the disaster in 3 nephi

thick darkness

one of the common themes that can be found in almost all

accounts of explosive volcanic eruptions is the darkness created
by the fall of ash this darkness may last for a few hours or a few
days and the historical descriptions mimic the terminology used
in the book of mormon in the following accounts the darkness is

referred to as thick impenetrable profound and total it is
also described as a darkness that might almost be felt some
accounts even record that fires cannot be lit or can only be started
with great difficulty the following are a representative cross sec-
tion of the numerous records that describe the darkness associated
with explosive volcanic eruptions

pliny the younger had the opportunity to witness and de-
scribe in vivid detail the eruption of mount vesuvius in AD 79 his
uncle pliny the elder was a naturalist and wanted a closer view of
the eruption he was prepared to sail across the bay of naples to
better see the eruption when he received word of the devastation
that was occurring at the mountains base the elder pliny decided
to still travel across the bay but to try to rescue people rather than
investigate the volcano although he was probably still hoping for
a better view during the rescue attempt pliny the elder was either
overcome with fumes or died of a heart attack others with him
returned to his nephew reported what had happened and de-
scribed the eruption pliny the younger later recorded his impres-
sions in two letters to the historian tacitus

elsewhere there was daylight by this time but they the elder
pliny and his companion were still in darkness blacker and denser
than any night that ever was 94

ashes were already falling not as yet very thickly I1 looked
round a dense black cloud was coming up behind us spreading over
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eruption cloud rising over the summit of augustine volcano 1986 the
cloud with tendrils of ash extending downward darkens the daytime
sky courtesy USGS

the earth like a flood we had scarcely sat down to rest when
darkness fell not the dark of a moonless or cloudy night but as if the
lamp had been put out in a closed room 9591

during the 1980 eruption of mount st helens sgtmgt larry
gamache of the yakima county sheriffs office reported that it was
just like midnight in the middle of the afternoon all the street

lightsfightshights and neon signs have turned on 9691 the darkness during the
eruption of bezymianny volcano in eastern russia is described as
so impenetrably dark that one could not see his own hand even if

brought up to the very face and the cloud of darkness described
as very thick and almost tangibly heavy 97 mount tamboracambora was
reduced in height by over four thousand feet when it erupted in
1815 and the darkness occasioned in the daytime by the ashes
in java was so profound that nothing equal to it was ever wit-
nessed in the darkest night 9891 making it impossible to see your
hand when held up close to the eye 799 there was total darkness
by day for three days within 200 miles of the volcano loo100
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the most detailed eyewitness accounts come from the erup-
tion of krakatoa the first officer on board the ship W H besse re-
corded these impressions

sunday august 26 18831885 the day commenced with strong
breezes and thick cloudy weather at 4 AM hove short at 6 AM got
under weigh wind SW at 4 PM wind hauling ahead came to
anchor the sky at this time having a threatening appearance atmo-
sphere very close and smoky at 5 PM heard a quick succession of
heavy reports sounding like the broadside of a man of war only far
louder and heavier heard these reports at intervals throughout the
night the sky was intensely dark the wind having a dulldunduliduil moaning
through the rigging also noticed a light fallfalifail of ashes the sun when
it rose next morning had the appearance of a ball of fire the air
so smoky could see but a short distance at 6 AM thinking the worst
of the eruption was over as the reports were not so frequent or
heavy as during the night got under weigh having a fair wind was
in hopes to get out clear of the straits before night let go star-
board anchor it had gradually been growing dark since 9 AM and
by the time the squall struck us it was darker than any night I1 ever
saw this was midnight at noon a heavy shower of ashes came with
the squallsqualisquail the air being so thick it was difficult to breathe also
noticed a strong smell of sulphur allaliailann hands expecting to be suffo-
cated the terrible noises from the volcano the sky filled with
forked lightning running in allaualiail directions and making the darkness
more intense than ever the howling of the wind through the rig-
ging formed one of the wildest and most awful scenes imaginable
one that will never be forgotten by anyone on board all expecting
that the last days of the earth had come 101

another witness to the krakatoa eruption recounted that
they were inclosed in a darkness that might almost be felt and
that at noon the darkness was so intense that we had to grope our
way about the decks of the ship 102101

one of the interesting features of the thick darkness de-
scribed in 3 nephi was the difficulty at least in some locations of
starting fires even with their fine dry wood this was obviously
not a general feature of the destructive event because several
cities were burned so some fire was possible although I1 have
not found many accounts of this phenomenon in historical records
of volcanic eruptions it has been reported as something that does
occasionally occur for example dozens of fires kindled by the fallfanfalifail

of hot ash around mount st helens were quickly extinguished by
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the heavy fall of ash 103113 rapidly falling ash can accumulate to
several inches thick in a few minutes even at considerable dis-
tances from the erupting volcano the ash even finds its way into
buildings and homes in tropical areas where windowpanes are
normally absent when krakatoa erupted the beyerinck family
was living in a village about fifteen miles from the island their
home was the only one still standing after the eruption mrs bey-
erinck describes their difficulty starting a fire

someone burst in shouting shut the doors shut the doors
suddenly it was pitch dark the last thing I1 saw was the ash being
pushed up through the cracks in the floorboards like a fountain

there was still deep darkness we couldnt light a fire as
matches went out immediately at last the head boy the only remain-
ing male servant managed to start a small fire 104101

in the case of the nephitesNephites we do not know how they started
fires during normal times presumably it required some skill and
patience one can only imagine the difficulty in trying to start a
fire during a heavy fall of ash

not only will the ashfallashmall extinguish fires but the gases
erupted from a volcano can have the same effect these gases are
usually heavier than normal atmospheric gases are very poor in
oxygen and commonly create acids in the atmosphere these
gases would also prevent the lighting of fires but seldom is anyone
alive to make the attempt as the gases tend to quickly suffocate or
poison those who are unfortunate enough to be caught under the
blanket 105 in 1986 an unusual release ofofcooccoCO from a volcanic lake

2

lake nyosayos in cameroon created a dense near surface cloud that
flowed down and over several villages asphyxiatingasphyxia ting 1746 people
and eighty three hundred livestock in the village of nyosayos less than
I11 percent of the villagers survived 106116log asphyxiation116asphyxiation was also a com-
mon cause of death during the 1911 eruption of the taal volcano
in the philippines 107117 one of the two survivors found in the city of
st pierre after its destruction by the eruption of mount peige

records the suffocation of several people around him

on the 8thath of may at about eight oclock of the morning I1 was
seated on the doorstepdoor step of my house which was in the southeastern
part of the city all of a sudden I1 felt a terrible wind blowing the
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earth began to tremble and the sky suddenly became dark I1 turned
to go into the house made with great difficulty the three or four
steps that separated me from my room and felt my arms and legs
burning also my body I1 dropped upon a table at this moment four
others sought refuge in my room crying and writhing with pain
although their garments showed no sign of having been touched by
flame at the end of ten minutes one of these the young delavauddelavauxDelavaud
girl aged about ten years fell dead the others left I1 then got up and
went into another room where I1 found the father delavauddelavauxDelavaud still
clothed and lying on the bed dead he was purple and inflated but
the clothing was intact I1 went out and found in the court two
corpses interlocked they were the bodies of the two young men
who had been in the garden when I1 returned to my house at the
beginning of the catastrophe crazed and almost overcome I1 threw
myself upon a bed inert and awaiting death my senses returned to
me in perhaps an hour 108

reactions of terrified people

after the destruction and death described in 53 nephi the
people cry and mourn saying 0 that we had repented before this
great and terrible day and had not killed and stoned the prophets
and cast them out 3 ne 825 these book of mormon people
having been warned by the prophets were perhaps more justified
but not unique in their reaction the violence of explosive erup-
tions with their accompanying shaking ashfallashmallashfall darkness and
other phenomena often seem to bring those trapped within the
zone of these terrifying effects to a state of humility and repen-
tance a contemplation of death and sometimes a belief that the
end of the world has arrived pliny reports people bewailed their
own fate or that of their relatives and there were some who
prayed for death in their terror of dying many besought the aid
of the gods but still more imagined there were no gods left and
that the universe was plunged into eternal darkness for evermore109evermore log109

ivan orloff an alaskan eskimo wrote to his wife the follow-
ing during the 1912 eruption ofofkatmaikatmaigatmai

we are awaiting death at any moment A mountain has burst
near here we are covered with ash in some places ten feet and six
feet deep all this began on june sixth night and day we light
lanterns we cannot see daylight we have no water the rivers are
just ashes mixed with water here are darkness and hell thunder and
noise I1 do not know whether it is day or night the earth is trem-
bling it lightens every minute it is terrible we are praying 110
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during the eruption of coseguinaCoseguina in 1835 the terror of the
inhabitants of alanchoblancho nicaragua was so great that anticipating
the final judgment was upon them three hundred of those living

of wedlock married iliiii111 deathbedout were at once repentance
however is not always effective in sicily in AD 1169 mount etna
had one of its most lethal eruptions killing fifteen thousand people
A large group had crowded into cataniascabaniasCatanias cathedral to pray for
divine intercession when the earth heaved and the buildingbudding col-
lapsed 1 killing them all 112

A true record

A question that might be asked by those who doubt the truth
of the book of mormon account is what is so remarkable about
the account of a volcanic eruption no doubt they would say
joseph smith had read an account of a volcanic eruption and

thought it would make a nice backdrop for the destruction he en-
visioned occurring at christs death I1 would answer that the ac-
count is remarkable for its detail and accuracy and that such an
account would have been impossible for an uneducated young
man to have published in 18301850 volcanoes were neither well under-
stood nor well documented in the early 1800s geology was a sci-
ence still in its infancy the first real textbook of geology was
published the same year as the book of mormon 1830 by charles
lyell in great britain 113 but his descriptions of volcanic eruptions
as well as the few other accounts available in joseph smiths day
are incomplete and do not include all the features found in the
book of mormon account features that are now known to occur
with large explosive eruptions

the eruption of tamboracambora in 1815 was probably the most
spectacular eruption in historic times and it occurred when joseph
smith was about ten years old surely book of mormon detrac-
tors would say joseph must have read or heard about this erup-
tion he could easily have modeled his 3 nephi account after
tamboracamboraTambora although it is possible that joseph read an account of
the tamboracambora eruption somewhere it is much more probable that
joseph never knew about the eruption of mount camboratamboraTambora the erup-
tion was almost completely unreported at the time it occurred and
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detailed available accounts of the eruption are still rare 114 the only
substantial accounts that survived from this time were assembled
by sir thomas stamford raffles british lieutenant governor ofjava
and published in 1817 115111 rafflessRaffless history ofjavaof tavajavataua does include a

few pages describing the eruption and some of the features of the
description are similar to the book of mormon account as are
the accounts of all volcanic eruptions of this type but again the
account does not mention some of the features of the book of mor-
mon account for example no mention is made of lightning of any
kind nor of the inability to light fires nor does raffles mention all

the types of destruction found in the book of mormon account it
was not until 1847 that a scientific expedition penetrated to the
crater and scientists were able to gain some understanding of what
had occurred 116ilg even then the information gathered was not
widely distributed

although our testimonies of the book of mormon do not or
should not depend upon physical evidences such evidences can
add greater depth understanding and faith as we read and study
the gospel ofofjesusjesus christ asks us all to study and leamlearn dacd&c 9015
and teaches us that it is impossible for a man to be saved in igno-
rance dacd&c 1316 the events in the book of mormon are more
personally meaningful and I1 feel a greater compassion and kinship
for the people of the book of mormon as I1 gain a greater under-
standing of their way of life their problems and their environment

bartbartjbarajJ kowallis is chair of the department of geology at brigham young university

NOTES

russell J blong the7 be time of darkness seattle university of washington
press 1982 697069 70

ionglongblong time of darkness 70
3biongionglong time of darkness 104
blong time of darkness 5

ionglongblong time of darkness 4
ionglongblong time of darkness 103
7blongoblongionglong time of darkness 116
ionglongblong time of darkness 15151L
along time of darkness 116
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blong time of darkness 17
john gee another note on the three days of darkness journal of book

of mormon studies 6 no 2 1997 2 some people have argued that this eruption
corresponds with the plagues and darkness in egypt described in exodus

claude vandersleyenVanders leyen une tempetetemp&etempie sous iele regnerigne damosisdamasisdAmosis revue
degyptologiedtgvtologie 19 1967 from the translation by robert K ritner in karen
polinger foster and robert K ritner texts storms and the thera eruption
journal of near eastern studies 55 no I11 1996 11 ellipses enclosed in brack-
ets indicate illegible material

13seesee for example john L sorenson an ancient american settingforsetting rorfor the
book of mormon salt lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1985 415
this book in my view is the best analysis of book of mormon geography avail-
able and provides us with a very plausible setting

other works suggesting a volcanic eruption as a possible cause of the
destruction in 3 nephi include the following

james L baer the third nephi disaster A geological view dialogue
A journal of mormon thought 19 spring 1986 129 32 the author mentions
the possibility of volcanic eruptions as the cause of the destruction but focuses
mostly on the event being caused by one or more large earthquakes earthquakes
certainly do accompany large volcanic eruptions sometimes occurring in swarms
of quakes as the eruption proceeds the reverse however is not true volcanic
eruptions do not uusually occur with large earthquakes and large earthquakes of
even the largest magnitudes do not last for more than a few minutes and certainly
not for the three hours described in 3 nephi

russellrusseli H ball an hypothesis concerning the three days of darkness
among the nephitesNephites journal of book of mormon studies 2 no 1 1993
10719107 19 ball also believes that the event can be entirely explained by an explo-
sive volcanic eruption

E L peay nephis promised land in central america vol 2 of the lands
of zarubZarahZarabzarahemlazarabemlaemlaemia A book of mormon commentary provo utah by the author
1994 16869168 69 peay suggests that a combination of hurricane volcano and great
earthquake could account for the destruction although he focuses on the vol-
canic eruption to explain most of the features

marlonmarion A nance can the days of darkness be documented FARMS

seminar october 26 1996 nance has taken the study one step further he is try-
ing to identify ash layers in oceanic sediments near mesoamericaMesoamerica to try to identify
the eruption responsible for the 3 nephi destruction

hugh W nibley since cumorah salt lake city deseret book 1988
231 38 nibley first tries to explain everything in terms of events that occur dur-
ing a great earthquake but as he proceeds also includes the idea that a volcanic
eruption may have been involved he cites several examples of the different phe-
nomena from historic accounts of large earthquakes and volcanic eruptions in
general Nibleys analysis is quite good and fairly close to my own although I1

would argue that no large earthquakes outside of those naturally occurring with
an explosive volcanic eruption are needed to explain the text in 3 nephi

david A palmer in search of cumorah new evidencesforevidences for the book of
mormon from ancient mexico bountiful utah horizon 1981 3841384584138 4411 palmer
does a very nice job of outlining the basic evidences for a volcanic eruption at the
time of the great destruction however I1 would disagree with him on the following
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points first he states that it appears that there was eruption of at least one and
probably several volcanoes 39 1I see no need for the eruption of more than one
volcano an event that would be highly unlikely in most natural settings for the
time frame given in the book of mormon secondly he states that there was
obviously a devastating earthquake and its aftershocks lasted for three days 39
the book of mormon account indicates that after three hours the shaking ceased
not three days lastly palmer says the description given in the book of mormon
suggests an abnormally large shift in the plates at the time of the crucifixion that
would have caused earthquakes and simultaneously sent magma to the surface in
several places unleashing terrible destruction 40 however according to geo-
logic understanding it is not likely that an unusually large shift in the plates
would send magma to the surface only if the magma were already near the sur-
face primed for an eruption could a large earthquake trigger a volcanic eruption
again however no large movement along the plate boundary is necessary to
explain the events of 3 nephi

sorenson ancient american setting 31823318 23 my only comments on his
analysis are that he calls on hurricanes or tropical storms as the likely cause of the
flooding of cities near the sea while I1 would suggest that it is far more likely that
this flooding was caused by tsunami he also states that nothing is surprising
about the phenomena associated with the destruction except that the scale or
magnitude was unprecedented 323 1I would agree that this is probably true
among the book of mormon peoples but the magnitude of this destruction I1

would suggest is not unique in historical times certainly the eruptions of kraka-
toa and tamboracambora are possibly of the same scale and this event would have been
dwarfed by some of the eruptions we observe to have occurred in the geologic
record such as the last three eruptions out of the yellowstone area which were
hundreds of times bigger than krakatoa and tamboracamboraTambora see robert B smith and
lawrence W braile topographic signature spacetimespace time evolution and physical
properties of the yellowstone snake river plain volcanic system the yellow-
stone hotspotHotspot in geology of wyoming ed arthur W snoke james R steidt-
mann and sheila M roberts geological survey of wyoming memoir no 5

laramie wyo pioneer printing and stationery 1993 718 figure 14 this arti-
cle mainly discusses the prehistoricpre historic eruptions around the yellowstone hotspothotspot
which were bigger than any historic eruptions the authors estimate that the
largest of the yellowstone eruptions was perhaps two thousand times as large as
the mount st helens eruption

john A tvedtnes historical parallels to the destruction at the time of
the crucifixion journal of book of mormon studies 3 no I11 1994 170 86
tvedtnes points out that natural phenomena correlate well with the 3 nephi
events but he also tries to relate this to movement of the tectonic plates and
perhaps a major earthquake as well as volcanic eruption I1 do not believe that
any major plate movement or earthquake was necessary to produce the
3 nephi events other than the earthquakes that normally occur during a vol-
canic eruption

john W welch ed Reexploring the book of mormon salt lake city
deseret book provo utah FARMS 1992 23 zenos did not mention a whirl-
wind nor specifically a shaking of the earth

smith and braile topographic signature the yellowstone hotspotHotspot
718 figure 14
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james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints
2dad ed rev and eni salt lake city deseret book 1992 18

kaari ward ed the year without a summer in great disasters dra-
matic true stories of natures awesome powers pleasantvillePleasantville N Y readers
digest 1989 10811108 11

19henryhenry stommel and elizabeth stommel the year without a summer
scientific american 240 june 1979 17680176 80 see also henry stommel and eliza-
beth stommel volcano weather newport R LI1 seven seas 1983

20wardard the year without a summer I1111liilil11

allenailenalienalienallen and leonard story of the latter day saints 18
22thomas22thomas A jaggar volcanoes declare war honolulu paradise of the

pacific 1945 129 fred M bullard volcanoes of the earth austin university of
texas press 1984 93

23george G daniels ed volcano the planet earth series alexandria va
time life books 1982 22 25

24 bullard volcanoes of the earth 93 96 bullard indicates that the central
american volcanoes are so explosive that liquid lava is rarely erupted instead
almost all 99 percent of the magma erupted out of central american volcanoes
is in the form of ash and pumice this would perhaps explain why there is no
mention in the 3 nephi account of anything that sounds like lava flows

21mM B lambert volcanoes seattle university of washington press 1978
32 lambert includes a photograph of a whirlwind produced during the 1963
surtseycurtsey volcano eruption in iceland

21staffs21staffs of the longviewLongview wash daily news and the bellevue wash
journal american volcano the eruption of mount st helens longviewLongview
wash longviewLongview publishing 1980 26

2717j G rosenbaum and richard B waitt summary of eyewitness accounts
of the may 18 eruption U S geological survey professional paper 1250 1981 62

rosenbaum and waitt eyewitness accounts 596059 60
19staffs19staffs volcano 26
30William A garesche complete story of the martinique and st vincent

horrors new york L G stahl 1902 50- 55051511 garesche had been the american
consul to martinique for several years prior to the eruption and was well ac-
quaintedquainted with many of the victims of the disaster

bullard3bullard volcanoes of the earth 125
bullard3buflard volcanoes of the earth 125

33R D M verbeek krakatauKrakatau batavia indonesia Imprimerie de 1etat16tatbetat
1885 480 8811 this account and many others reported by verbeek are also found
in a comprehensive study of krakatoa tom simkin and richard S fiske
krakatauKrakatau 1883 the volcanic eruption and its effects washington D
smithsonian institution 1983 98 99

34 charles lyell principles of geology london john murray 1830 403 5
35 daniels volcano 58
31simkin31simkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 64
31jaggar volcanoes declare war 61

lambert volcanoes 32 and sigurder thorarinsson and bernard von-
negut whirlwindswhirlwindyWhirlwinds produced by the eruption of the surtseycurtsey volcano bulletin
of the american meteorological society 45 no 8 1964 44044440 44

3913daniels3913anielsaniels volcano 157
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pilnypliny1opliny letters and Panegyricpanegyricuspanegyricumus the loeb classical library 1969 1443
4peterlpeterpeter francis volcanoes A pranePlaneplanetaryragtag perspective new york oxford

university press 1993 68
4georgievichgeorgievichGeorgievich S gorshkovgorshkowGorshkov gigantic eruption of volcano bezymianny

bulletin volcanologique series 2 20 1959 868786 87
lyell41yell principles of geology 403
simkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 102
rosenbaum4rosenbaum and waitt eyewitness accounts 63

41simkinandfiskesimkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 104
47robert W decker and barbara B decker mountains of fire the nature

of volcanoes cambridge cambridge university press 1991 39
4lambertlambertflambert volcanoes 31

19edward19edward B nuhfer richard J proctor and paul H moser the7 be citizens
guide to geologic hazards arvada colo american institute of professional
geologists 1993 58 the photograph was taken by ruska hadian of the vol-
canologicalcanological survey of indonesia

mark kemp power surge discover 9 april 1988 40 4411 this photo
was taken bybytsuyoshitsuyoshi nishinoueNishinoue on november 17 1987 it has since been used
on postcards one of which I1 purchased on a visit to japan

51 51konradkonrad B krauskopf and the committee on the alaska earthquake the
great alaska earthquake of 1964 summary and recommendations wash-
ington D C national academy of sciences 1973 xi

bruce51bruce A bolt earthquakes new york W H freeman 1988 18
53 bolt earthquakes 2211 john mimemilne earthquakes and other earth move-

ments philadelphia P blakistonsblakistoneBlakistons son 1939 15

the idea of earthquake weather was probably first proposed by aristo-
tle he put forth the theory that earthquakes were caused by winds trapped in
large subterranean caverns this idea was still being taught as late as 1755 when
john winthrop lectured at harvard on the strengths of aristotlesAristotles thesis win-
throp proposed that the weather prior to an earthquake needed to be hot and
windless because large quantities of air needed to be trapped underground dur-
ing an earthquake this air would be released in a fury of wind G lennis berlin
earthquakes and the urban environment vol I11 boca raton fla CRC 1980
13 even shakespeare borrowed the idea diseased nature oftentimes breaks
forth in strange eruptions oft the teeming earth is with a kind of colic pinchdpincha
and vexdvead by the imprisoning of unruly wind within her womb which for
enlargement striving shakes the old beldamebellame earth and topples down steeples
and moss grown towers william shakespeare henry the fourth part I1I1 quoted
in berlin earthquakes and the urban environment 13

55 raymond55raymond R dibble seismic and related phenomena at active volcanoes
in new zealand hawaii and italy phd diss victoria university wellington
N Z 1972 557 lambert volcanoes 33

51simkin51simkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 32 40
51rR D adams and raymond R dibble seismological studies of the raoul

island eruption 1964 bulletin volcanologique 29 1966 5
51stanley N williams and stephen self the october 1902 plinian eruption

of santa maria volcano guatemala journal of volcanology and geothermal
research 16 1982 335633 56
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bullard volcanoes of the earth 95
bullard volcanoes of the earth 95 96

6francisdfrancisfrancis volcanoes A Planepianeplanetarytayray perspective 68
bullardbilliard volcanoes of the earth 125

63lewislewis D leet causes of catastrophe new york whittlesey house
1948 8 satis N coleman volcanoes new and old new york john day 1946
80 81 both leet and coleman use this same account given by assistant purser
thompson but there are some minor differences between the two I1 have com-
bined parts of the accounts from both sources here

simkin and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 15
15sinsimkinddn and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 73

sinsimkinddn and fiske krakatauKrakatau 1883 117
17tomtom koenninger ed vancouver vancouver this Is it lubbock tex

CCFF boone 1980 36
68sorenson ancient american setting 222 23 sorenson places jerusalem

on lake atitlan in guatemala it may be that the other cities mentioned with
jerusalem onihahonihan and mocumhocum were also on this lake these three cities would
have probably been quite distant from the main volcanic eruption because they
are located far into the land southward and the book of mormon makes it clear
that the most wicked people and the greatest destruction were in the land north-
ward lake atitlanAtitlan however is surrounded by high volcanoes over twelve thou-
sand feet high and steep mountain slopes continue down to the lake shore see
photos in sorenson ancient american setting 177 such slopes are often un-
stable and earthquake activity induced by even a distant volcanic eruption
could certainly be sufficient to trigger landslides down into the lake causing the
lake level to rise and cover cities or towns near the shore

69 decker and decker mountains of fire 104
7017francis7017rancisrancis volcanoes A planetary perspective 63 during an excavation in

1812 several bodies were uncovered only a few inches below the upper surface
of the ash layer one of them was holding a decomposed bag that had held
360 silver coins 42 bronze pieces and 8 imperial gold medallions egon C C

corti the destruction and resurrection of pompeii and hurculaneum trans
K and R gregor smith london routledge and kegan paul 1951 171

71 lambert volcanoes 47
francis volcanoes A Planeplanetarytatrattay perspective 68

7373jaggarjaggar volcanoes declare war 32
71daviddavid K chester volcanoes and society london edward Aamoldarnoldmold

1993 292 93 kaari ward ed the wrath of nevado del ruiz in great disas-
ters 108 11

75 daniels volcano 154
76 francis volcanoes A planetary perspective 93

decker and decker mountains of fire 112
71seesee sorenson ancient american setting 31823318 23 sorenson interprets

the phrase face of the land to mean that the changes to the land were mostly
cosmetic surface changes and that the basic geography was unchanged I1 would
agree in general with this statement although near the eruption site the changes
may have been very dramatic and not necessarily simple cosmetic ones see also
nibley since Cumocumorahrab 232
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the sixteen destroyed cities mentioned by name in 3 nephi were in lands
away from bountiful for example gid and mulek mentioned in helaman 515
sixty years prior to the destruction located near the city of bountiful are not
mentioned in the lists of cities that were destroyed other cities remained even
though the damage thereof was exceedingly great 3 ne 815 some time after
the three days of darkness there were a great multitude gathered together
of the people of nephi round about the temple which was in the land bountiful
33neanene 11111iiilii1

19sorenson19sorenson ancient american setting 8238 23 palmer in search ofcumorof cumor
ah 293129 31

if a large explosive volcanic eruption did occur in mesoamericaMesoamerica at the
time of christs death then the ash may still be present and might be found in
some places A significant ash layer of approximately the right age ca AD

100200100 200 has been described in payson D sheets an ancient natural disaster
expedition 14 no I11 1971 2431243245124 3311 and in payson D sheets environmental and
cultural effects of the ilopango eruption in central america in volcanic activ-
ity and human ecology ed payson D sheets and donald K grayson new
york academic 1979 52564525 64 sheets describes how the eruption of flopilopangoflopangoango
volcano in el salvador essentially destroyed the cultures in this region and they
did not recover for almost two hundred years however if we accept the book of
mormon geography as interpreted by sorenson then this eruption may be too far
south to have caused much destruction around zarahemlaZarahemla although it is still
close enough to have caused the darkness it certainly is too far south to have
caused much destruction in the land northward where the book of mormon
describes the destruction as being the worst

palmer in search of cumorah 102 points out that an ash layer possibly
dating to about the time of christs death was also found at tres zapoteszapotekZapotes an
important archaeological site north of the isthmus of tehuantepec tres zapoteszapotek
is near to several active volcanoes el chichon a volcano located about seventy
five miles north ofofsorensonssorensonsSorensons zarahemlazarahenflaZarahemlaemia in southern mexico erupted violently in
1982 it had previously erupted around AD 800 according to chester volcanoes
and society 277 78 and undoubtedly had earlier violent eruptions

the problem is that there are so many active volcanoes in mexico and cen-
tral america and there have been many eruptions in the last few thousand years
wenkam wandered through many prominent archaeological sites in central amer-
ica and mexico and claimed to find volcanic ash almost everywhere he puts for-
ward the hypothesis that volcanic eruptions may have been a common cause of
destruction in this region robert wenkam the edge of fire san francisco
sierra club books 1987 294329 43

for our purposes in understanding this book of mormon event and using
sorensonsSorensons geography as a guide I1 would suspect the eruptive center to have
been north of the isthmus of tehuantepec in the land northward where destruc-
tion was greatest and probably along the coast where the eruption could gener-
ate a tidal wave however more geologic and geochronologicchronologicgeo information is

needed before any further speculations can be made marionmarlon nance in a talk pre-
sented at a FARMS seminar on october 25 1996 proposed the most comprehen-
sive plan for locating an ash bed associated with this eruption he proposed to
chemically fingerprint and date ash beds found in deep sea cores taken from areas
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near to mesoamericaMesoamerica this would be a fascinating project and one I1 hope he is

able to carry out
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golden memories remembering
life in a mormon village

personal accountsfromaccounts from early saints give a colorful
glimpse into everyday bomehome and community

life in frontierinfrontier mormon settlements

ronald W walker

for the past fifty years scholars have written about the mor-
mon village the archetypical mormon pioneer frontier commu-
nity As a result we know about its ideals unity cooperation
equality and religious striving we know about its physical layout
rectangular streets often laid off at the cardinal points of the com-

pass and its pattern of settlement homes and gardens on village
lots with agricultural fields and livestock nurtured several miles
away we even know that the mormon village left a distinctive
mark on the landscape unkept outbuildingsbuildingsout pervasive water ditches
and poplar trees providing shade and a sense of order but what
was daily life in the mormon village like

fortunately we can begin to answer that question too dur-
ing the 1930s the federal writers project of the works progress
administration WPA collected autobiographies sketches and
questionnaire responses from utahs surviving pioneers later the
state controlled utah writers project continued the process
because of these two successively running government projects
from 1935 to 1943 over nine hundred pioneers left personal ac-
counts of life in a mormon village through them much can be
learned of village life 2

most respondents were mormonscormonsMormons forty percent were women
an unusually high proportion for a nineteenth century data cohort
population group the majority had been children during the

pioneer era about 30 percent were born before 1850 another 30
percent in the 1850s and still another 30 percent in the 1860s still

BYU studies 37 no 3 1997 98 191
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more important most WPA respondents were drawn from the rank
and file and lived their lives in utahs new or outlying pioneer set-
tlementstlements their stories describe the fabric of everyday frontier life

like many old timers before and since the respondents
had firm opinions syria alienallenailen a longtimelong time citizen of huntington
emery county thought that the old days was pretty hard picken 1133

circlevillesCirclevilles thadius fullmer agreed utah was a hell of a country
he said it was a dry and arid place fit only for the indians 4

james ivie descended from a family of indian fighters was equally
terse about the early days cant forget them wouldnt like to
relive them 1155

yet despite fully acknowledging the difficulties of pioneer-
ing the WPA respondents were remarkably upbeat about theirthen
past ellen lee woodard an iron county resident remembered
happy days 6 and elvira lance comparing pioneer conditions

with succeeding times believed that frontier life was happier and
more contended 7 julia hills johnson concurred there is more
conveniences to day she acknowledged but the olden days were
by far the best 8

were these appraisals simply golden memories a case of
passing years and nostalgia softening reality or had pioneer life

offered something special whenvalenwalen explaining themselves many of
the pioneers spoke of human relationships early days were hard
to get along but pleasant to live because all were so kind and
friendly to one another said manti resident dorothea jorgensen 9

amy carline phillips also spoke of congeniality in early days people
helped one and another and lived like one happy family 10 in

turn james munroe redd believed that the old timers were really
more happy and contented because they were more social and
operativelycooperativelyco inclined 11

this refrain appears in anecdote after anecdote as the old pio-
neers mentioned the sharing neighborliness and cooperation that
once bound them together

helping newcomers

when the saints arrived in utah friends relatives or even self
appointed greetersgroetersgreeters might meet them at emigration square or later
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at a local railroad depot 12 mary ann richards remembered her
father frequently welcomed emigrants and invited them to his
home for dinner 13 eliza burgess briggs recalled such kindness first-
hand when she and her mother arrived in ogden they received a
basket of food and an invitation to stay in the home of a couple they
had met earlier while traveling to utah to ease what must have
been a crowded condition eliza and her mother soon found other
accommodations by trading domestic work for housing and food 14

other immigrants told of receiving produce large cans of
milk or even sections of beef on arriving in utah 15 the swiss
immigrants of 1861 were given more extended aid counseled to
settle in southern utah but without the means to do so the swiss
were transported in relay fashion by each community on the
road 16 adelaide jackson slack told another story after her father
baptized relatives in england and convinced them to emigrate he
welcomed them into his toquervilletoquervitle home we had twenty two at
the table all one winter said adelaide counting family members
and recently arrived converts we were glad to have them 111717

charles twelves and his family survivors of the ill fated mar-
tin handcart party of 1856 were first lodged at the salt lake city
tithing office then local settlers escorted the family to provo where
they were given a small log house the next spring twelvessTwelvess
father hoping to improve the familysfam ilys circumstance built an eight
by ten foot dugout that burrowed four feet in the ground the
dwelling was comfortable twelves reported although sleep was
at first difficult because of disturbing night visits by wolves 18

townspeople tried to see after the newcomers needs the
people at kanabcanab welcomed new settlers with a party 19 if the new
arrivals came too late in the season to grow their own crops the
established pioneers shared their own harvest 20 the biblical prece-
dent of gleaning the fields was sometimes followed or the imnimmi-
grant

ii

poor might be aided by giving them the less desirable parts
of a slaughtered animal the paunch head feet or liver 21

williamwitham john hill appreciated the help of ogden leader james
brown a kind neighbor and friend who brought the hill family
food and wood after they arrived in utah in the early 1850s 2211 in an-
other example of assistance in ogden joseph perry lodged the nine
member hadley family in a surplus adobe house unfortunately the
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hadleysharleys did not stay put they moved into a cabin owned by pat

jackson promising jackson one of their sons would do live in work
to help with the rent but jackson reportedly fed the boy soap
grease scraps and eventually forced the hadleysharleys to leave 2313 if the
hadleysharleysHadleys version of events is accurate not all established settlers
were saints

many newcomers were greenhornsgreenhornegreenhorns who needed help with
basic frontier routines after settling in panguitch stonemason and
english convert henry excell had one misadventure after another
during his first attempt to handle a team of oxen he drove too
close to a kiln dislodged several bricks and spookedspooned his oxen into
running home this was my first and last experience driving an
ox team he recalled henrys subsequent attempt as a fieldhandfieldhand
initially went no better he was unable to channel irrigation water
until a local settler showed him how 24

sometimes church leaders would ask a local family to help
feed a recently arrived widow and her children it was an assign-
ment that could severely tax resources my heart swells with
pride martha cragun cox wrote of her mothers treatment of one
widow family when I1 remember that the wheat cakes for the
atkins children was just as large as ours and the half pint of milk
each morning and evening was never stinted in favor of her own
little ones 12511501525 one time the cragun and atkins flour supply was
reduced to one small baking james cragun left for the fields with-
out breakfast and his wife eleanor went to gather greens the
wild bulbs and grasses that many pioneers used when no other
alternative seemed possible still the cragun family shared with the
atkins soon however the family flour sack was mysteriously
replenished apparently becoming aware of the situation neigh-
bors anonymously contributed in the families behalf

sharing supplies

the cragun experience was not unusual according to ernest
munk a central utah settler people were liberal with their
means and would divide what they had 112626 further the practice of
dividing out commodities made economic sense without stores to
sell goods or much money to buy what might be available this
practice was a means of market distribution especially if something
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wagon camp ca 1870 in this scene men camping in salt lake valley
prepare to share a meal sharing was a way of life rather than a mere
polite gesture at times a pioneers survival might depend on it charles
R savage photographer courtesy LDSLIDS church archives

extra good or unusual were available 2717 the custom equalized
society in sharing with each other every one was the same
remembered henry 0 jensen of scipio 28

whatever the reasons sharing was so common that it became
a routine of life sometimes the articles traded were as simple as a
start of yeast or coals taken from one hearth to another 299 or they
might be planting seed farm equipment or edibles like milknila but-
ter and cheese 3010 meat was a commonly shared commodity per-
haps because there was no alternative without refrigeration a
recently slaughtered animal could spoil before it was eaten 31
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besides the people may have been further motivated by knowing
that any item given would likely bring something in return

sometimes the shared item was so unusual that pioneers
remembered it years later when owen clarkdarkoark found a bear lodged
in the cliffs near cannonvilleCannonville he killed it and offered the meat to
all comers 3231 elizabeth yates of scipio secured an extravagantly ex-
pensive pound of sugar from st louis a rare pioneer delicacy
and doled it out for six months if there was anyone sick in town
she made it a point to send a taste of sugar 33 after apostle george Q
cannon sent a box of apples to the mother of ann elizabeth mel-
ville in fillmore each of the melvillesmelvilleeMelvilles neighbors received one
ann elizabeth kept her apple on the mantle shelf taking only an
occasional bite 34

the pioneers sometimes spoke of sharing items that the cur-
rent latter day saint interpretation of the word of wisdom pro-
scribes to get a fresh supply of tobacco rensselaer kirk traveled
one hundred miles to cortez colorado only to learn that the store
had just a dollars worth in its inventory worse as kirk returned
home many of his friends on the trail wanted a share upon com-
pleting his 200 mile journey kirk had no more tobacco than when
he began 3531

another incident involved tea after mrs henderson of can
nonvillebonvillenonville provided milknaiknulk to visiting miners the men appreciatively
gave her a half a package of tea rather than hoarding the difficult
to obtain commodity henderson divided it with the other five
families in the village reserving an equal portion for herself her
sacrifice she said gave her as much pleasure as anything she
had ever done 3631

during the hard times of 1854 55 when the territory seemed
close to famine the colvin farm of payson was one of the few not
ravaged by grasshoppers the colvins were therefore in a position
to give their neighbors a daily ration of cornmeal 3731 at wellsville
another grasshopper infestation they were common in pioneer
times prompted similar charity the leatham family remembering
that they nearly starved during the natural disaster that had once
afflicted them for many years maintained a large bin of flour with
an open invitation to any needy fannfafffamilyfly 38
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in st george church leader david cannon regularly traded
food to needy men in exchange for their work even when his
family could do the tasks themselves 39 mr greenwell of west
weber had the reputation of never turning away a request for
meat and at christmas he traditionally slaughtered three or four
good beef cattle and then asked the local LDS bishops to make a

distribution to the needy regardless of their religion or race 40 in
southern utah a settler approached mr shumway a local rancher
with a confession he had been hungry and had killed one of
shumwaysShumways range cattle if you get hungry again kill another
cow said shumwayshumway414111

sarah chaffin told a story of her familysfamilys charity while her
father served a church mission before leaving utah her father
gave a neighbor five dollars with the instruction to use it to help
the chaffin family through any hard times when those times ar-
rived the neighbor arranged for the chaffins to pick up twenty-
five pounds of flour and the chaffin boy was dispatched to get it
As he made his way home hard pressed neighbors asked for a
share and the boy complied an old man even followed him to the
door if I1 had a pint of gold I1 would give it to you for a pint of
flour he pleaded again the request was met which brought criti-
cism from the local block teachers if the family went hungry
they thought it would be their own fault in fact the chaffins
were forced to pick serviceberriesserviceberries to get through the season 4241

the pioneers generosity usually personal and spontaneous
was reinforced by the teachings and practices of the LDS church
provo settler george thomas peay remembered that church lead-
ers made sharing a standing order 43 another pioneer recalled
that during worship services members of the congregation regu-
larly discussed community needs and acted on them 44 one local
mormon leader regularizedregularizer charity by passing a community bas-
ket through his ward members of his congregation either placed
commodities in the basket or removed them whatever their cir-
cumstancecumstance A more common practice was for a bishop to receive
in kind tithes and fast offerings and then dispense these com-
moditiesmodities to the poor 45 and in times of special need some local
bishops levied quotas on surplus grain which then was distributed
to those in want 4616
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nursing each other

illness and disease required a special kind of giving because
most frontier communities had neither doctors nor hospitals
women provided the nurturing and some had remarkable
records of service the southern utah village tonaquintTonaquint depended
on sophronia carter who on one occasion visited the cabin of a

bedridden woman sophronia found the nearby santa clara river
was rapidly rising in order to save her friends life sophronia car-
ried the woman through waist deep raging water during her
career as a pioneer nurse sophronia helped hundreds of needy
people in sickness and suffering 47

when typhoid fever struck a family near sarah joy surragesSurrages
home in weber county she worked tirelessly first the neighbors
seven year old boy died and sarah prepared the body for burial

then the disease claimed the life of the mother when sarahs own
family became infected she struggled to save both families but lost
one of her daughters 1 I went without sleep so long that I1 finally got
so I1 hardly needed sleep she remembered after the epidemic lanranrunian its
course sarah was asked to raise her neighbors family and did so 48

these nurturing women were remarkable the sanpete nurse
midwife artemesia draper anderson reported that in one eight
month period she traveled 10331053 miles by horse and another 347547
miles by other conveyances during her career artemesia deliv-
ered more than two thousand babies her last being twins whom
she midwifed when eighty years old 4919 annie hermin cardon shaw
yet another nurse midwife practiced in weber county once while
traveling to deliver a child annie fell and injured her head she
nevertheless bound up her injury delivered the baby and returned
home later a silver plate was placed in her skull to fuse the bones
on another occasion annie was summoned to deliver a child shortly
after having given birth herself friends put annie on a featherbed
and took her by covered wagon to fill the appointment 5010

working together

another measure of the pioneers group spirit was their work
and social routines these were topics that the WPAVTA old timers
spoke about repeatedly and with great enthusiasm because to
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them pioneering meant working and playing together livy olsen
remembered that when the people settled spring city they joined
to root out brush and to plant crops everyone did the tasks for
which they were best adapted the cleared land was then
divided into five to ten acre parcels and given to individual fami-
lies the method allowed the land to be settled quickly for the
common good 51

A fairview settler told of a community work project that
became a part of local lore perhaps because it so aptly character-
ized the people and their times every able bodied man and boy
agreed to work on the city ditch canal till it would carry water
spring crops apparently could not be planted until a reliable water
source was established however as the men dug their ditch they
encountered an unyielding hardpan orville cox who from the
outset of the project had been more of an observer than a worker
finally walked away from the work gang his apparent desertion
made the men furious we didnt swear remembered one of the

because the there 1152115152crew only bishop was
the next morning however cox was back on the job with

several teams of oxen and a strange looking contraption that was
part plow and part battering ram working through the night he
had taken a fourteen foot log and attached a thumblike appendage
that carried a crowbar next along its sides he inserted oak sticks
designed for holding and positioning with the oxen pulling the
device and the men steering it coxs machine easily carved
through the hardpan four passes and the hardpan was gone later
cox explained why he had left the crew without giving an explana-
tion he was not the bishop he said and besides the men would
only have laughed at his idea his way was best just shut up and
do and when bunch of believe 115353a men see a thing working theyll

mads andersonandersonjrjr an early mt pleasant citizen remembered
the community work that he and his father completed as part of the
prevailing social contract father and son worked on roads con-
necting the various sanpete county communities and still other
roads extending into the canyons although not owning any live-
stock and therefore not gaining any direct advantage the anderson
family also built fences including the five mile lane fence which
was designed to contain the communitys cow herd these projects
were done without compensation and for public benefit 11541151105154
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another joint project was the construction of a community
fort often the first structure of a new village these multiusemultiusermultiuse build-
ings protected the new settlers from native americans while at the
same time providing a temporary school meetinghouse and home
fort living could be difficult quarters were cramped and infested
with mice bedbugs and the neighbors dogs yet settlers found
compensation for these trials while living in the fort we were
just one large family mary henrie cooper recalled mary liked the
sense of equality such a life brought 55

during the second stage of village pioneering settlers moved
from the fort to village lots this was the time for cabin building
and for the construction of a community center that would serve
as a church and school at Circleville the community center began
with each family delivering three hewed logs to the building site
and then working to raise the building to furnish the interior and
hire a teacher the circlevilleclevilleCir citizens levied a 2 percent property
tax which according to the chairman of the building committee
brought no outward complaint the settlers were a common class

of people and it was easy to get their cooperation in anything for
the betterment of the community he reported 5651

pioneering also meant other kinds of cooperation to provide
livestock with winter feed the boys and men of the village joined
to clear snow from the range in summertime they helped each
other in their respective fields and there were cabin and barn rais
ings these festive occasions which drew neighborhoods and
perhaps the entire village together typically began in the late after-
noon and continued until the work was done what if there were
a few of the gossipy items of the day considered said one of the
old timers defensively no harm was intended besides a won-
derful lot of work was done an evening dinner and dance gen-
erally concluded these labors 5717

another joint activity was militia duty every man fourteen
years or older was formally enrolled but women were also in-
volved in 1866 the villagers of virgin reacted quickly when
navajo raiders took more than fifty head of cattle old men and
boys shelled corn for horse feed the young men corralled horses
prepared saddles and cleaned guns and women and girls pre-
pared provisions by midnight the militiamen left the town and
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joining the minute men of another community reclaimed some
of their stock usually the clever navajo marauders were not so
easily thwarted 58

age often determined the kind of militia duty that was per-
formed boys carried dispatches performed guard duty and patrolled
streets and corrals elderly men maintained outposts and scouted
and older teens and young men fought 5919 whatever their roles mili-

tiamen were made to understand that militia duty was an important
civic responsibility when thomas hull of franklin idaho refused a
militia call in order to remain with his wife who had recently deliv-
ered a child church leaders found hulls behavior unacceptable
ensuing angry words led to his excommunication 60

militia drills sometimes combined pleasure with duty when
wives and children camped near the drilling grounds after the
men completed their military work the citizens might dance enjoy

early LDS church meetinghouse in provo in early utah communities
meetinghousesmeetinghouses often served as general purpose buildings becoming a
focal point for social activities courtesy BYU archives
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horse races and footracesfootracerfootraces and hold other sporting activities one
military day in provo lasted three days 61 at kanarravanarra a militia drill

continued for a week 62 still another at harmony drew three thou-
sand people who enjoyed a big parade band music horse rac-
ing and a speech delivered by elder lorenzo snow who was
dressed in military regalia 6313

the village women also worked together and enjoyed them-
selves in the process catherine larsen remembered picking wild
currants on the upper sevier river with some of her neighbors
A noon picnic briefly relieved the tedium of work but the most
happy part of the day was the wagon ride home when the berry
pickers merry songs filled the clear evening air such singing
made life worth while and turned something that was a neces-
sity into leisure time fun 64

womens work often meant making cloth hannah mcfarland
bingham remembered picking wool from her neighborhoods wire
fences and washing it hannah then invited friends to her home to
card the fabric the evening concluded with refreshments
johnny cake or a molasses cookie served with milk or water these
occasions were very happy times 16565

next the wool had to be spun this task called for another
round of parties restricted in size because few homes could hold
more than five spinning wheels 66 if a larger group was desired the
local schoolhouse or the hostessshostesses yard might be used 67 wherever
the location games songs and most importantly friendly com-
petition lightened the activity who could spin the most skeins
at noon the women stopped for dinner and in the evening for
supper when the men arrived A dance normally ended the day
those were sure good times danish convert eliza othilda chris-

tensen jorgensen recalled 68

if the ladies were not carding and spinning together they
were weaving sewing grating vegetables braiding rugs or quilt-
ing together the latter being a pioneer favorite pastime the
eight women who gathered in pernilla andersons single room
dugout in santaquinSan taquin finished a quilt in a day 69 at nephi some
of the women periodically quilted together for several weeks
then the great number of completed quilts were distributed on
the basis of productivity with the fastest worker receiving the
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most 70 one youngster never forgot the expectation of a coming
work party we will have a real good dinner today with cookies
and cake too she remembered telling her younger brother 71

the young men and women did the harder work like husk-
ing corn 72 husking parties often began at twilight when six or
eight lanterns were hung around the large piles of accumulated
corn 73 then the crowd would gather and begin the work or fun
for it was funfan 1 insisted one participant 74 A competition might be
held to determine who could do the most work 75 or perhaps the
color of the corn might be made into a game if a girl found a rare
red ear it was evidence that she would be the first of the girls to
marry if a boy found one it meant he was about to lose his girl-
friend 7671 there were variations occasionally the special red ear
gave a boy the right to kiss a girl a simple past time that
afforded a great deal of pleasure for the hard working people 77

another popular work pastime was fruit drying rachel
browns father purchased apples and then required rachel and her
friends to peel and cut them for drying 7871 eliza burdett horsepoolHorse pool
remembered that participants at her parties processed more than a

dozen bushels of peaches in a single evening while the girls cut
the fruit the boys managed the pans and placed the sliced peaches
on roof sheds to dry 79 again a hint of romance was often in the
air some parties allowed a boy and a girl to leave the wellwenweliweil lit cabin
to spread the fruit in the dark this was a real treat remembered
one pioneer because it gave a couple a rare chance at privacy on
such nocturnal adventures lots of sparking romantic flirting
was done by all 80

sometimes a single incident united villagers and encouraged
them to work together rebecca wilson told of a young man who
was suddenly called on a preaching mission but had no suit to
wear that became a busy week she recalled one sunday the
wool was on the sheepscheeps back by the next sunday it had been
clipped cleansed corded spun woven and made into a splendid
suit and was on the back of the missionary as he delivered his
farewell address in the little church house and then he left on
his religious pilgrimage to the nations of the earth to carry the
gospel light to those who sat in darkness 81
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the settlers at mayfield sanpete county joined to defeat an

incursion of cattlemen although the local anderson family had
already taken up the strategic land at the mouth of a local
canyon they had not proved their homestead rights by building
a cabin on the site and living there hoping to exploit this over-
sight the cattlemen began to construct a cabin and warned the vil-

lagers that the uplands were no longer available for use within a

day the local settlers began and finished a cabin and a mormon
family slept in it that night the andersons retained the land
because the town gave their support 118282

courting and visiting

even courting was done in groups young men and women
didnt go in couples but everybody went together and they had lots

of fun singing and laughing remembered martha horspool
hellewell 8313 the important thing was to be a part of a crowd a
group of like minded friends who readily associated with each other

laura smith hadfield recalled her crowds activity in the small
southern idaho town of elba the young people assembled at a

moments notice

we would go outside and look over the country and see whose house
had a light in it we burned coal oil lamps in those days and then we
would ride over there and spend the evening if the house was dark
we knew the folks were not home it was nothing for nearly all of
us to arrive at the same place in an evening without any previous
arrangements it took nearly the whole community to make a good
crowd sometimes we would have to stay all night on account of the
blizzards I1 have known them to stay for two or three days 84

social visiting was a part of the pioneer way 85 on sundays
and during the winter season when fieldwork eased parents might
load their families into a wagon drive to a neighbors home and
spend the day 86 during such visits the women brought their knit-
ting for outwittingoutfittingoutfitting a family with clothes required constant effort 87

visiting also allowed neighbors to catch up on the news
which sometimes meant group reading of national newspapers
and magazines 88 henrietta wilson recalled the big brush fires built
near her home that furnished reading light during the civil war 8919

in fact some neighborhoods organized reading clubs that shared
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the cost of pony express war extras while she was reading to
such a group martha cragun cox remembered that neighborjohnneighbor john
dalton questioned her pronunciation of the word chicago that
word is she car ger little girl dalton said tapping his cane on the
floor but martha unable to see daltonsdalfonsDaltons pronunciation in the word
continued with her own way 90

celebrating together

the celebrations of the pioneers also manifested a commu-
nity spirit even a persons birthday might be observed like one
big family said olive cheney aldous olives mother shaped
molasses dough into figurines fried them in lard and apparently
distributed them to villagers 91 one birthday that was widely
observed was brigham youngs this celebration was remembered
as very important and commonly commemorated perhaps
with an extended family picnic to a local canyon 92

president youngs scheduled tours of the territory were
another cause for community celebration everyone looked for-
ward to them insisted several of the pioneers with long hours
spent in preparation 9391 in southern utah the women wove mate-
rial for new dresses and then searched the countryside for roots
from which to extract suitable dyes their desire had been ful-
filled if they marched in their new clothes perhaps shoeless in a
local parade honoring the visiting church dignitary 9491

an impressive ten buggies might constitute president youngs
entourage the church leader himself riding in a white top
drawn by a span of splendid horses As the procession entered a
village children sometimes scattered welcoming flowers hand-
shakes followed 1 I will never forget how soft and nice his hand
was said diantha olsen newton obviously expecting a palm
hardened by pioneer toil 9591 and during his tours brigham young
offered advice down to the slightest detail in sanpete county the
president told settlers not to root out the sagebrush that lined
the road apparently he believed that these plants possessed some
kind of salubrious quality 9691 at huntsville he encouraged the saints
by promising their crops and fruit would prosper despite a short
growing season 9791 the tours usually included community singing
speeches and hearty meals
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some pioneers celebrated may day by erecting a traditional
maypole and decorating it with red blue and white stripes made
from discarded garments 98 As the pioneering era drew to a close
thanksgiving was also observed 99 however pioneer holidays
were generally restricted to four christmas new years day inde-
pendencependence day and pioneer day

the pioneers infrequently spoke of christmas trees and christ-
mas caroling rather they recalled putting up stockings exchang-
ing a simple gift or eating an apple a molasses cookie or a
plain tasting cake 100 many christmas customs involved neighbors
A serenadingserenading fife and drum band might tour the neighborhood in
an ox drawn wagon 101 or village children might pass from house
to house chanting christmas gift christmas gift usually enough
to win them a small reward on one such occasion a woman dis-
pensed a yard of calico which an enterprising girl could make into

102an apron
the most important social christmas activity was an evening

dance sometimes these parties continued without interruption
until dawn sometimes they recessed for several hours in the late
evening so that supper parties could be held in nearby homes one
woman served as many as fifty couples during one of these inter-
missions 103 whatever the arrangement the christmas evening
dance began the winter social season which then continued at
least until new year when another major dance was held during
these final days of december there might be a flurry of dancing
candy pulls singing and amateur dramatics 10404

the mormonscormonsMormons two summer holidays independence day july 4

and the much more actively celebrated pioneer day july 24 were
closely bunched together and therefore observed in much the
same manner for many women and children july was a time for
new clothes pernilla anderson received a new summer dress each
year 101105 jane sprunt warner garner sewed special suits for her
three boys and then colored them with a greenish yellow dye
extracted from rabbit brush 106 diantha olsen newtonsnewmonsNewtons mother
prepared calico dresses for her girls with straw hats and blue
ribbon streamers serving as assessoriesassessories 107

preparations might also include a new speakers platform for
the meetinghouse or new log benches martha canfield remembered
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the scrubbing everything was made clean and tidy 108 for the
upcoming events some villages erected outdoor bowerieswoweriesboweries
shaded areas made by placing cottonwood branches with their
green leaves still intact over a raised network of poles 109 other
holiday preparations included the selection of men to serve on the
planning committee and most importantly a community mar-
shall an independence day or pioneer day marshallmarshalmarshai1 was a man of
local distinction often voluble and good humored who directed
the hour by hour program of events

the holiday was often announced by the local fife and drum
band which began its serenadingserenading at daybreak and continued until
midmorning A pioneer band was important to villagers the life

of all entertainentertainmentsrnentsrients explained one pioneer attracting people
from miles around to hear them play 110iloiio10 but if a band were unavail-
able the day might be heralded by gunfire which continued dur-
ing the summer holidays until dusk there were other expedients
in 1852 after some of the provo boys bragged about having the
honor of waking the populace a rival group hid the cannon and
woke the village by banging on an anvil luI1

following the early morning noise communities celebrated
independence day with a flag raising around a liberty pole fol-

lowed by patriotic speeches pioneer day had its own speeches
but instead of extolling national values pioneer day orators praised
the mormon pioneers who were also commemorated with parad-
ing wagons handcartshandcarts and sometimes mounted native americans
the children of the village usually joined the march which gener-
ated among them great excitement olive cheney aldous a native
of uintah in weber country remembered her anticipation

my sister and I1 were to march in the parade and we went barefooted
because we didnt have shoes mother had made me a sunbonnet out
of an old summer coat of fathers and it was allailaliann starched so nice I1 felt
so dressed up As we traveled to the village I1 said now pa make
the oxen trot like horses he replied oxen were not made to trot
like horses but just to draw I1 was so afraid that we would be late for
the parade the martial band led and we marched all around town I1112lizI1 I1

in addition to speeches and parades the WPA old timers
remembered footracesfootracerfoo traces horse races greased pig chases greased
pole climbing baseball skits and parodies several decades after
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the event hannah hanson huntsman still recarecallednnedfled charles lam-
berts satire of the song love among the roses which lambert
renamed love among big noses said huntsmansHuntsmans interviewer
judging from the excessive laughter which she indulged in while

telling it the parody must have been an extravaganza of an out-
standing nature 1113113

another frequent activity was a sham battle between the
pioneers and native americans which generally concluded on a

happy note when the two groups of actors made peace in reality
the original settlers and natives fought few pitched battles and still

fewer that deserved commemoration one such pioneer and native
pageant proved tragic rehearsing an independence day program
in provo in 1879 albert park was killed when a fellow actor shot
him with a supposedly harmless wad of tissue 11411

A pioneer day celebration in ogden narrowly avoided a much
greater tragedy organizers invited two thousand children to watch
a cannon firing and hoping for the loudest possible noise put wet
grass and sand into the guns barrel instead of the usual blank
charge when the cannon exploded it showered debris over the
area including a twenty five pound piece that crashed through
the roof of a nearby tailors shop but neither there nor among the
densely packed children were there injuries it was sure a miracle
but not one of those children were hurt said a local citizen 115

independence day and pioneer day celebrations also fea-
tured afternoon dinners sometimes served on long tables under
the temporary bowerieswoweriesboweries 116 during the later pioneer period a
favorite menu was barbecued lamb followed by molasses cake
sometimes a jug of beer or a barrel of wine was present for those
who cared to indulge 11711173117 intoxicants may have been responsible
for the killing of a native american during a celebration staged by
the panguitch citizens purportedly wishing to scare the indian
by shooting through the indians hat a settler fired too low the
man was sent to prison for the shooting 118

dancing

independence day and pioneer day usually ended with a

dance no doubt the single most important social activity of the
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pioneers perhaps the reason that they so universally enjoyed danc-
ing was because it reflected their ideals there was no class dis-
tinction recalled one pioneer everyone had an equal good time
and part ilg1199 indeed dancing allowed all members of the society to
join together whatever their status or age 120 most communities
even accepted infants at their dances and by the time children
reached the age of four or five they were seasoned performers 121

in the winter season dances might start after a lecture or dra-
matic production at the local schoolhouse which perhaps led
some settlers to give dancing the unusual name of spellingspenningspenningfling

school 1221122 on the other hand large summer dances were usually
held outside on a piece of flat ground perhaps under a bowery to
prepare for a dance the soilsod was packed and then swept 125121123 smaller
dances summer or winter were held in any home large enough to
accommodate a single quadrille of four dancers 124121

in most rural areas admission to a dance was paid with com-
moditiesmodities wheat corn squash potatoes or even chickens might
do 125 nancy higgins a southern utah settler remembered that a

barefoot suitor called at her home with a pumpkin under one arm
he looked quite differently from what the young men of today

do 126 the lack of shoes added to the rustic atmosphere at some
rural dances nine out ofoftenten dancers went barefoot 127

the dances included reels quadrilles schottisches polkas
mazurkasmazurkas and an occasional waltz other dances were identified
as the trolli hopsie and the danish slide off 128121 round dances
in which couples paired off were restricted especially in utahs
early times for music most communities depended on either the
fiddle or accordion but variations included the guitar flute and
small organ any of which might be played with an accompanying
fiddle 129 some communities boasted a small orchestra like san
pete countyscountesCountys westenshowwestenskowWestenshow orchestra which had two violins
two bass fiddles and a second bass 130150 however smaller dancing
parties were sometimes required to make do on these occa-
sions settlers used a comb covered with paper or they whistled
sang or clapped sometimes they provided rhythm with a device
called the bones a percussion instrument formed from pairs of
thin strips of bone or wood held between the fingers 131 musicians
and the floorwalker also known as the caller or prompter
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were paid from the commodities gathered at the door or perhaps
with a load of wood

clearly dancing was an important activity that the pioneers
took seriously many community dances gave prizes to the best
dancers on the floor and despite pioneer scarcity some settlers
used their hard earned means to attend a dancing school every
one wanted to be a good dancer explained edwin R lamb 132 and
later when the old timers looked back on their early days dancing
brought pleasant memories in the candle light we would dance
and swing making the light flicker in the breeze caused from the
swishing of our skirtsskins 1 reminisced one former enthusiast 133

indeed dancing was one of the reasons that the pioneers without
the means of modern luxuries nevertheless had a good time
and enjoyed themselvesthem selves more than most folks seem to do today
that at least was the judgment of weber county resident mary
ann geertsen 13415434

conclusion

how unique were the mormon social and group values many

of the activities the mormonscormons relished their charities work and
party bees neighborly visits community holidays and their unre-
lenting round of dances had counterparts throughout america
especially in rural and frontier areas perhaps the characteristics that
set mormon communities apart were the degree to which these acts
were practiced and the religious content that filled the mormonscormonsMormons
daily frontier life the mormon village system was designed to facili-

tate group life while mormonism itself as a new religious move-
ment infused its converts with a sense of mission that made
pioneering virtually a sacrament these two factors made what hap-
pened in the LDS intermountainintel mountain west unusual if not unique

we should not be surprised therefore if the old timers
looked back on their experiences with satisfaction pioneering had
been a struggle but mormon group life gave their lives meaning
and warmth this is doubtless the reason why so many of the pio-
neers were emphatic about having had good times despite hard
times they believed that they had helped each other borne each
others burdens and lived a life that was broader than individual
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wants and material accumulation indeed their recollections speak
of a society full of social bonds that our own troubled generation
can look back on with gratitude and envy

ronald W walker is senior research historian at the joseph fielding smith insti-
tute for church history and professor of history brigham young university he is
indebted to his research assistant joseph richardson who completed prelimi-
nary research and prepared an early draft this article also appears in nearly
everything imaginable the everyday life of utahs mormon pioneers provo
utah keylinksKeylinks forthcoming
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ariaydiayrdayria alienallenailen b 186318631 personal history 33 pioneer biographies about
half of the WPA pioneer materials were autobiographies and sketches the rest
were responses to the WPA questionnaire the WPA materials are found in sev-
eral repositories including the collection entitled WPA biographical sketches
at the utah state historical society salt lake city utah hereafter cited as bio-
graphical sketches A microfilm collection of this material is available under the
title of utah pioneer biographies hereafter cited as pioneer biographies at
the family history library of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city since these collections have overlapping but different content I1 have
used both while researching and writing this paper citations from the biograph-
ical sketches include page numbers whereas the pioneer biographies collection
citations provide microfilm reel and page number when quoting responses to
the WPA questionnaire available in both collections I1 listed the appropriate
question number as in question 74 finally in order to give a rough idea of the
chronological experience of the pioneers I1 have provided birth dates in brackets
birth dates are taken mainly from the WPA registers and are unverified

thadiusradiusgadiusmadius fullmer b 1853118531855 questionnaire question 74
5jamesjamestajamesT ivie b 185011850 personal history 3 biographical sketches
ellen lee woodard b 186711867 questionnaire question 74

elvira M wing lance b 186518651 questionnaire question 74
julia hills eagerjohnsoneager johnson b 185511855 questionnaire question 67
dorothea jorgensen b 1856 personal history 164 pioneer biographies

loamyamy carline davis phillips b 185118511 personal history 233 pioneer biog-
raphiesraphies

james munroe redd b 186318631 personal history 4 biographical sketches
12nancy elizabeth bethers smith b 1837 personal history 2 biographi-

cal sketches
13marymary ann parker richards b 183918391 personal history 4 biographical

sketches
14 eliza burgess briggs b 185911859 personal history 6611 pioneer biographies
rose berry west b 1862 personal history 121 2 biographical sketches

rose berry west b 1862 personal history 292911 pioneer biographies
john staheli b 185711857 personal history 272 pioneer biographies

edward R frei b 184511845 personal history 10101loi1 2 pioneer biographies
7adelaide jackson slack b 186811868 personal history 254 pioneer biogra-

phies
charles twelves no b date personal history 1 2 biographical sketches

garzearze adams ab1bb 186511865 questionnaire question 53
hilda miller olsen b 187511875 questionnaire question 24 hilda miller

olsen b 1875 personal history 121 2 biographical sketches
21 mons peterson b 186118611 questionnaire question 20

williamilliamilliamjohnjohn hill 1838 personal history 4 biographical sketches
lorenzo hadley b 185111851 personal history 1278127 8 pioneer biographies

ahenryhenry2henry excell b 1858 questionnaire question 34
15martha15martha cragun cox 185211852 personal history 151615 16 biographical sketches
demesternest2emest munk ab1bb 1858 personal history 202 pioneer biographies
27ephraim young moore b 187911879 questionnaire question 24

henry28henry 0ojensenjensenajensenOJensen b 187111871 personal history 151511 pioneer biographies
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19pollypollyannann elinerellnerelinertaylortaylor ab1bb 185611856 questionnaire question 24
31seedseedjordanSeed jordan H brady b 1863186311865 questionnaire question 24 farm equip-

ment pernilla anderson b 185011850 questionnaire questions 262726 27 and dairy
products isaac H grace b 185711857 questionnaire question 24

malonamaiona may moore b 187518751 questionnaire question 2424jerushajerusha baxter
maughan b 185911859 questionnaire question 18 charles south b 183518351 quest-
ionnairetionnaire question 24

owen W clarkdarkoark ab1bb 186011860 personal history 7711 pioneer biographies
willis33wiffis eugene robison b 1854 questionnaire question 20

3annaannann elizabeth melville bishop b 185611856 questionnaire question 67
35 35rensselaerrensselaer lee kirk b 185911859 questionnaire question 34
36william36william jasper henderson b 186311863 questionnaire question 24

lydia37lydia ann colvin taylor b 185118511 questionnaire questions 15 24 and 74
mary38mary evans williams Leatleathamharn b 185111851 personal history 184 pioneer

biographies
david39david H cannon jr b 1860 questionnaire question 24
john jack greenwell b 1868 personal history 115 pioneer biographies
richard franklin Shurnshumwayway b 186811868 personal history 252 pioneer

biographies
sarah M chaffin b 181511815 personal history 3 biographical sketches

43george43george thomas peay b 1861 questionnaire question 24
44peterpeter peterson b 1860 and celestia M terry peterson b 186011860 per-

sonal history 233 pioneer biographies
august sorenson mackelprang b 185185111 questionnaire question 24 fast

offerings required village members to fast the first thursday of each month and
donate the uneaten food to the local storehouse

william16williarn olson b 1853118531855 questionnaire question 24 livy olsen b 185611856
personal history 226 pioneer biographies soren peter sorensen b 185411854
questionnaire question 24

41sophronia41sophronia carter b 184111841 personal history 2 biographical sketches
samahsarahjoySarah joy bennington surrage ab1bb 185411854 personal history 272 pioneer

biographies
49artemesia draper anderson b 185711857 personal history 35635 6 pioneer

biographies also see our pioneer heritage comp kate B carter 20 vols salt
lake city daughters of utah pioneers 195819771958 1977 6549

annleannie herminheralin cardon shaw b 1861 related these incidents about her
mother in personal history 4 5 biographical sketches

olsen personal history 2213
ephrasia51ephrasiaaphrasiaEphrasia cox day ab1bb 1854 personal history 1 2 biographical sketches

the incident is published in carter our pioneer heritage 9580 8811

53dayday personal history 121 2 see carter our pioneer heritage 958081958089580 8811

mads andersonjranderson jr b 186311863 personal history 32332 3 pioneer biographies
55marymary henrie cooper b 1866 questionnaire question 74
fullmer5ifullmer questionnaire question 34

57ezekeil57ezekeil johnson no b date and julia hills no b date personal history
3311 biographical sketches the document is actually a series of ancestral sketches
and memoirs written by mary julia johnson wilson who was bomborn in johnsons
fort enoch utah november 13 1862
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51jamesjamesjepsonjrjepson jr b 185411854 personal history 1535153 5 pioneer biographies
59jamesjames H jennings b 185311853 personal history 156 pioneer biographies

60OMThomasomas hull 111IIIlii b 1837 personal history 1 biographical sketches
61 moses leon burdick b 186118611 questionnaire question 53
61 cannon questionnaire question 53
63moroni63moroni spillsbury no b date personal history 272 pioneer biographies

catherine C larsen b 1856 personal history 183 pioneer biographies
hannah6hannahshannah mcfarland bingham b 1863186311865 questionnaire question 34b

6666dianthadiantha olsen newton b 186918691 personal history 3 biographical
sketches

martha canfield no b date personal history 3 biographical sketches
eliza othilda christensen jorgensen b 185811858 personal history 162 pio-

neer biographies the judgment was shared by many pioneer women we
enjoyed being together said alvaretta faroquineFaroquine robinson we would
spin just for the fun of it alvaretta faroquineFaroquine robinson b 185411854 question-
naire question 34

pemillademillaPemilla anderson ab1bb 185011850 questionnaire question 34
10grace10grace questionnaire question 34

naomi read reed cowan b 185711857 personal history 4 biographical
sketches

71thomas71thomas C groneman b 186011860 questionnaire question 34
73 hanah johnson b 1870 personal history 162162 pioneer biographies

annie peterson jensen b 1875 personal history 152 pioneer biographies
74jensen74jensen personal history 152
75bingham questionnaire question 34b
76annieannleannie peterson jensen b 187511875 questionnaire question 34

grace questionnaire question 34
rachel A brown b 1876 personal history 62 pioneer biographies

79eiizaellzaeilzaeliza burdett horsepoolHorsepool b 1857 personal history 454 5 biographical
sketches

8ohannahhannahbohannah hanson huntsman b 186511865 questionnaire question 34
81 mary julia johnson wilson b 186211862 personal history 32 biographical

sketches
taklla81takiiatakala amanda anderson mattson luke ab1bb 186618661 personal history 3

biographical sketches
13martha horspool hellewell b 1860 personal history question 34

laura smith hadfield b 1858 personal history 6 biographical sketches
15 olive cheneycheneyaldousaldous b 185111851 personal history 5 biographical sketches

A Y duke b 1860 questionnaire question 22
moore questionnaire question 34 see also duke questionnaire ques-

tion 22
annie george miles b 185911859 questionnaire question 34
fanny young clyde wall b 1860 questionnaire question 44

19henniettahenriettagenrietta wilson b 185111851 personal history 301 pioneer biographies
see also lydia ann taylor questionnaire question 44

9coxmcoxcox personal history 17 18
91 aldous personal history 565 6
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91lucinda91lucinda alvira pace redd b 186411864 questionnaire question 53 nancy
elizabeth darrow higgins b 186518651 questionnaire question 53

931israel931sraelsrael nielson b 1848 personal history 217 pioneer biographies
olsen personal history I111I1 12 also see ann eliza pehrson b 1853118531855 question-
naire question 53 and andrew oman b 1866 questionnaire question 53 for
background of youngs tours see gordon irvingliving encouraging the saints
brigham youngs annual tours of the mormon settlements utah historical
quarterly 45 summer 1977 23323351253512555151

94 maggie cragun no b date personal history 73 pioneer biographies
newton personal history 3 4

newton personal history 3 4
97matilda97matildamatlida olson sprague b 185411854 personal history 5 biographical sketches
john henry ward lister b 186118611 questionnaire question 74 see also

malinda rhoads morgan b 1863186311865 questionnaire question 53 and isaiah cox
b 185911859 questionnaire question 53

aiicealice99aiice ann langston dalton b 186518651 personal history 3 biographical
sketches chrystine carlile giles b 184811848 questionnaire question 53 julia ann
wright petty b 1847 personal history 233 pioneer biographies joseph E

taylor b 1860 personal history 285 pioneer biographies
110marymarsmary jane perkins wilson b 187011870 personal history 304 pioneer

biographies walter slack ab1bb 186811868 personal history 254 pioneer biographies
aldous101aidous personal history 6

102shaw personal history 5566
113jotmjohn H earl b 1855 and ada arville burk earl ab1bb 1857 personal his-

tory 94 pioneer biographies
104 phillips personal history 233
105105andersonanderson questionnaire question 53
06janejane sprunt warner garner b 1863186311865 personal history 5 biographical

sketches
107 newton personal history 2 3

canfield personal history 2
109log 109marindamarinda alienallenailen ingles b 1857 personal history 5 biographical

sketches robert nelson watts b 1849 questionnaire question 53 madora
browning weaver b 185611856 questionnaire question 53

110iioilojennings110jennings personal history 155
cyrus sanford b 181311813 personal history 253 pioneer biographies
aldous personal history 6

113 113huntsmanhuntsman questionnaire question 53
114 groneman questionnaire question 34 joseph park b 1852 question-

naire question 34 mary ann bolitho b 1856 personal history 52 pioneer
biographies some sources place the incident several years earlier

1515taylortaylor personal history 287 8
116ilgweaver questionnaire question 53
117canfield personal history 2 james herman tegan b 1858 question-

naire question 53
david james shakespear b 1861 questionnaire question 34

19edwin19edwin R lamb b 1831183111851 personal history 2 biographical sketches
120110anderson110anderson questionnaire question 22
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hadfield personal history 6
122122jenningsjennings personal history 152
12 12gamergarnerGamer personal history 4
124121 polly berthena huntington b 184911849 questionnaire question 22
12 12gamergamer personal history 4
126116higgins questionnaire question 22

henderson questionnaire question 22
lamb personal history 2 henderson questionnaire question 22 peter-

son and peterson personal history 232 taylor questionnaire question 74
129nielson129nielson personal history 214 peterson and peterson personal history

232 elisha wilbur b 184711847 questionnaire question 4 taylor questionnaire
question 74

mary louise wintch b 185811858 personal history 302 pioneer biographies
13 13hendersonhenderson questionnaire question 22 surrage personal history 273

alma lutz b 184111841 personal history 185 pioneer biographies hadley per-
sonal history 1212

13lamb13 lamb personal history 2 robert green b 186011860 questionnaire ques-
tion 22

ogarnerolarnerOGgamerarner personal history 4
134 marymaryannann geertsen b 185411854 questionnaire question 22



short study

without the law
doctrine and covenants 7672 and 1377 become clearer mithwith an
understanding of two new testament greek expressions that ddif-
ferentiateferentiate between not havingbaving the covenant law and lawless

paul Y hoskisson

most LDS commentaries on behold these are they who died
without law dacd&c 7672 assume the verse refers to those who
died without having the chance to hear the law understood thus
this verse in the context of doctrine and covenants 7671807671 80
would seem to say that the people who never had the chance in
mortality to hear the gospel will inherit the terrestrial king-
dom this reading would seem to contradict doctrine and cove-
nants 1377 which explicitly states that all who have died
without a knowledge of this gospel who would have received it
if they had been permitted to tarry shall be heirs of the celestial
kingdom of god 1 doctrine and covenants commentaries must
then explain why 7672 cannot be understood to mean that those
who die without law receive the terrestrial kingdom 2 perhaps a
different understanding of without law in that verse would
remove the seeming inconsistency between doctrine and cove-
nants 7672 and 1377 the following brief study will demonstrate
this point

in addition to doctrine and covenants 7672 law is the ob-
ject of without in six other passages in latter day saint scriptures
four of these passages occur in the new testament these four will
prove pivotal in the discussion the fifth passage moroni 822
will prove to conform to new testament usage the sixth passage
2 chronicles 153 will not factor into the discussion because the
content and the unusual construction in hebrew do not con-
tribute to the present investigation

the four passages that occur in the new testament can be
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divided into two categories according to whether the phrase in
the king james version is without law romans 212 and I11 cor-
inthiansinthians 921921 or without the law romans 78978 9 and 321325211 ital-
ics added 3 in english the difference between without law and
11 without the law is not readily apparent which is one reason
why doctrine and covenants 7672 can easily be misunderstood
on the other hand these two phrases in the king james version
are translations from the greek text and in the greek text these
two phrases cannot be confused without law in romans 212
and I11 corinthians 921 is translated from a single greek word
dvogoqavoi0avoid and means without law lawless impious 4 that is out-
side law without the law in romans 78 9 and the similar
phrase in romans 321 is translated from the greek words
xcoptqcoakogpucopk fogouvopoivogou xoptqcipucopu meaning separately asunder apart by one-
selfself155 and other law ordinance 166vovoiicxgo meaning among things
11 especially of the mosaic law and can almost come to mean
jewish religion together coptcopi

1

aqtq vov6pougomgoupom means not having
received or been subject to the law or rule of religion including
principles and ordinances

when these greek distinctions are read into the english text
it becomes readily apparent that the phrases express different theo-
logical concepts for example romans 212 would read for as
many as have sinned without law avodvo&voavouoxgo that is having placed
themselves outside of law shall also perish without law outside of
law and as many as have sinned withlinwirthlinwiwiththlinin the law shall be judged
by the law in like manner I11 corinthians 920 21 would state

and unto the jews I1 became as a jew that I1 might gain the jews to
them that are under the law as under the law that I1 might gain them
that are under the law to them that are without law outside of
law as without law outside of law being not without law not
outside of law to god but under the law to christ that I1 might gain
them that are without law outside of lawllawlawi 8

on the other hand romans 77977 9 would read I11 I had not
known sin but by the law for I1 had not known lust except the
law had said thou shalt not covet but sin taking occasion by
the commandment wrought in me all manner of concupiscence
for without the law aopcoplaxopcoplq1

ig vov6iodpoogoopougo o in other words because I1 did
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not have the law sin was dead for I1 was alive without the
law once for I1 was alive before the law was given to me but
when the commandment came sin revived and I1 died similarly
romans 321521 would read but now the righteousness of god
without the law ie when the law had not yet been given is mani-
fested being witnessed by the law and the prophets 9

these four new testament examples strongly suggest that
the very similar king james version phrases without law and
without the law express very different theological concepts
those without law seems to denote those who have chosen

to reject law and live outside of it the phrase without the law
would appear to refer to those who do not have a law or ordinance
given to them

the only passage in the book of mormon where law is
the object of without moroni 822 also seems to conform to the
usage just demonstrated for the king james version there the phrase
they that are without the law is defined within the verse itself as

meaning those that have no law thus while this verse was not
translated from a greek original it clearly appears to be consistent
in both meaning and form with the english usage established in
the king james version of the new testament

with this understanding of the difference between without
law and without the law a fresh look at doctrine and covenants
7672 is in order behold these are they who died without law
then would not appear to refer to those who died not knowing
the law rather the verse probably refers to those who died out-
side law that is died having rejected the law of the gospel with its
various rules and covenants this reading contrary to the under-
standing most commentaries give to the passage does not create a
conflict with doctrine and covenants 1377 within the context of
doctrine and covenants 7671807671 80 verse 72 would then refer to
the good and honorable people of this earth who livefivehive lives free of
gross sin but who in this life reject the gospel of jesus christ and
choose to live outside the laws and ordinances thereof 10

paul Y hoskisson is associate dean of religious education and associate profes-
sor of ancient scripture at brigham young university
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NOTES

see mosiah 311 for this same doctrine john W welch of the BYU law
school was kind enough to draw my attention to this book of mormon reference

2foriforor example it seems clear that these categories are not absolutely defin-
itive for instance all those who die without law will not end up in the terrestrial
kingdom those who would have received the gospel had they heard it are heirs
of the celestial kingdom larry E dahl the vision of the glories dacd&c 76 in

tuethe doctrine and covenants vol 1 studies in scripture ed robert L millet and
kent PPJjacksonackson sandy utah randallrandaurandan book 1984 290 see also hyrum M smith
and janne M sjodahl eds the7 be doctrine and covenants revised edition salt
lake city deseret book 1965 461 roy W doxey selector and arranger theeuerue
latter day prophets and the doctrine and covenants vol 2 salt lake city
deseret book 1964 488 and sidney B sperry doctrine and covenants com-
pendium salt lake city bookcraft 1960 351 52

31nn addition to verse 21 the concept of without the law is discussed
throughout romans 31931319 31 see particularly verse 28

A lexicon abridged from liddell and scotts greek english lexicon
oxford clarandonclarendonClarandon 1963 65 romans 212 uses the adverbial form dvoncdvoncoi&v6twgoi

while I11 corinthians 921 uses the adjectival form &vopoavouxavocxavo cx

aa5aA lexicon abridged 794
aa6aA lexicon abridged 467
william F arndt and F wilbur gingrich A greek english lexicon of the

new testament and other early christian literature chicago university of
chicago press 1974 544 italics in the original see also gerhard kittel ed theol-
ogical dictionary of the new testament G W bromiley trans and ed grand
rapids eerdmans 1967 vol 4 1038

the new english bible with considerable liberty translates to jews I1

became like a jew to win jews as they are subject to the law of moses I1 put
myself under that law to win them although I1 am not myself subject to it to win
gentiles who are outside the law I1 made myself like one of them although I1 am

not in truth outside gods law being under the law of christ 1 I1 cor 92021920 21

the new english bible oxford and cambridge oxford university press and
cambridge university press 1970 217

ginin verse 28 the same concept is expressed therefore we conclude that a

man is justified by faith without separately from the deeds of the law
in the context of doctrine and covenants 7672 the word law does not

mean any law just as the greek for law voivolvoiocvagov6gooc can mean the mosaic law and can
almost come to mean jewish religion see footnote 8 so likewise law in this
verse means the law of the gospel or more simply the gospel



the prognostication ofasa wild
upstate new york newspapers in october 1823 carried a state-
ment by a visionary soul who believed that god would soon

open the wuywaymuypayforwayforforhorbor a restoration of ofprimitiveprimitive christianity

elden JjwatsonawatsonJWwatsonatson

asa wild was almost a dozen years older than joseph smith
and it is probable the two never met like joseph wild was born
in vermont in 1794 at west fairlee about twenty miles northeast
ofjosephs birthplace ofofsharonsharon most of what we know about asa
wild comes from a pamplpamphletflet he published in 1824 entitled A

short sketch of the religious experience and spiritual travels of
asa wild of amsterdam N YI

wild recalls in the pamphlet that as a child his parents taught
him basic tenets of calvinism common in early nineteenth century
upper new england among these tenets was the dreadful doc-
trine that the prayers and tears of the penitent sinner would not
render it any more probable that god would convert his soul 2 for
many years he resisted the faith of his parents practicing almost
every species of vice until at age twenty two he experienced a
desire for forgiveness of his sins and looked back to calvinism to
satisfy his religious yearnings 3 he affiliated with the calvinists and
became more and more assimilated to their theorists before
discovering that he was surrounded with professors of religion
who were only wolves in sheepscheeps clothing having a form of godli-
ness but denying the power thereof 4

the power denied by the professors of religion however
came more easily to wild sometimes I1 felt such a degree of
the presence and power of god he recounted that it caused me
involuntarily to break forth in exclamations of praise thanksgiving
and exhortation 3151155 charismatic expressions of this kind were dis-
missed by the calvinists as the height of enthusiasm false zeal
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even phrenzyphrenzy insanity and madness itself at best the delusions
temptations and machinations of satan and they culminated in

wilds expulsion from the church 6 of this time he sadly recalled
that those who were formerly my best friends took the most
active part and became my warmest opposersopposers 3171177

parting from the calvinists wild joined with the methodist
episcopalsEpiscopals whom he found had much clearer and more scriptural
views than some in his former faith but in the end wild was
not completely satisfied with the methodists either they too
emitedlimitUmiumitedteded the operations of the spirit and the attainments of the
christian in such an unreasonable and unscriptural manner that
wild was led from a sense of duty and the love of the truth to
protest in these respects against them 1781188 skirting along the mar-
gins of methodism and longing for pure religion wild wandered
for two or three years in a dreary maze of unbelief anxiety and
painful disquietude of mind 9

wilds discomfort remained until march 1823 when the
lord was pleased to reveal himself to me as he never had before
in his 1824 pamphlet wild describes the revelation as one where
1 I saw all my former mistakes my false conclusions and fatal mis-
carriages and learned that one principal reason for this evil was
the commandments and doctrines of men 10 in 1823 wild sub-
mitted a detailed account of his experience to a local newspaper
the mohawk herald published in amsterdam new york about
150 miles east of palmyra the lord in his boundless goodness
was pleased to communicate the following revelation the story
begins having in the first place presented me with a very glorious
vision the account then rehearses what wild heard the great
jehovah reveal

wilds timing was remarkable his account published in the
herald was dated october 1 1823 just ten days after the appear-
ance of the angel moroni to the prophet joseph smith 11 within
three weeks the account found its way to palmyra and was in-
serted on page four of the october 22 1823 edition of the wayne
sentinel under the title of prognostication E B grandin and
pomeroy tucker published the sentinel every wednesday at a

printing office located on the corner of main and church streets in
palmyra a half mile west and two miles south of the smith family
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farm 12 according to a local contemporary orasmus turner once
a week he joseph smith jr would stroll into the office of the old
palmyra register for his fathers paper 13 but how early joseph jr
began this practice or how long it continued is not known the
register was first printed in 1817 and after several name changes
was bought in 1823 by grandin and tucker who ran the paper
under the name wayne sentinel 11

we will probably never know whether joseph himself read
the account of wilds vision in the sentinel A local clergyman had
persecuted joseph for proclaiming his first vision but it is not
clear whether his reputation as a visionary had spread to members
of the general public who in 1823 might have drawn his attention
to the wild account if joseph was aware of the account coming
so soon after his own visions wilds experience might well have
made a serious impression on his young mind just days before
moroni had spoken of young visionary men repeatedly quoting to
joseph the prophecy ofjoel

and it shallshaushalishail come to pass afterward that I1 willwiliwiil pour out my
spirit upon allAailali flesh and your sons and your daughters shallshalishail proph-
esy your old men shall dream dreams your young men shall see
visions and also upon the servants and upon the handmaidshandmaids in those
days wiilwill I1 pour out my spirit 15

from moroni joseph learned that joels prophecy was not
yet fulfilled but was soon to be 16 assuming that joseph at age 17

became aware of wilds vision soon after moronis appearance the
account could have been to him a confirmation that he should trust
the divine messenger joseph could take heart that he was not alone
in his visionary experiences as it appeared that the lord was pour-
ing out his spirit upon all flesh this perception might have en-
couragedcouraged him to assert that he had seen a vision in spite of his
initial apprehensions about sharing his experiences and the perse-
cution that he had reason to believe would follow 17

reprinted below is asa wilds prognostication as published in
the wayne sentinel the document reflects subjects of concern
that were familiar to people of that day including those early con-
verts to the church who had experienced the fervor of the second
great awakening these topics of common concern included a be-
lief in the widespread apostasy of organized christianity a longing
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for spiritual gifts and a restoration of primitive christianity in its full-
ness an expectation that the lords second coming was imminent
bringing with it the destruction of the wicked and the commence-
ment of the millennium and an understanding that revelation 146
was soon to be fulfilled 18

visionariesVision aries like asa wild and many early latter day saints
belonged to a class of people who found their spiritual needs
largely unfulfilled by contemporary formal religion As richard
bushman has argued one can imagine a warm reception for the
mormon message among people who believed that the heavens
were not sealed 19 although nothing more is known about asa
wild visionariesvisionaries such as solomon chamberlin who believed that
god led him to the church found institutional completion to
spiritual longings and recognized joseph smith as the prophet
called by god to usher in his church in the dispensation of the ful
ness of times 20

elden J watson is a microelectronicsmicro electronics engineer with L 3 communications in salt
lake city

NOTES

asa wild A short sketch of the religious experience and spiritual trav-
els of asa wild of amsterdam N Y written by himself by divine command
and the most infallible inspiration D wells amsterdam new york 1824

waldiidwfldlidild short sketch of the religious experience 4

iidlidild short sketch of the religious experience 4 5

wild short sketch of the religious experience 10 12 13 see also wild
short sketch of the religious experience 85 2 timothy 35 joseph smith his-
tory 1119ilg19

wild5wild short sketch of the religious experience 18

wildiidlidild short sketch of the religious experience 2 18

wild short sketch of the religious experience 18

wild short sketch of the religious experience 44 according to wild
though the methodists understand tolerably well the first principles of the
gospel they are not experienced and therefore cannot be correct and success-
ful teachers of christianity wild short sketch of the religious experience 44
italics in original

iidlidild short sketch of the religious experience 43
wild short sketch of the religious experience 43
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the first of the angel moronis four sequential visits to the prophet joseph
smith began after joseph retired for bed on the evening of september 21 1823
and continued until the morning of the following day joseph smith his-
tory 1291294747

milton V backman joseph smiths first vision the first vision in its
historical context 2dad ed rev and eni salt lake city bookcraft 1980 363736 37
4147

30erasmusrasmus turner history of the pioneer settlement of phelps &

gorhamsGorhams purchase and morrisreservemorris reserve rochester william ailingalling 1852 214
backman joseph smiths first vision 47 in 1818 the albany argus

reported that the ninety six daily semiweeklysemi weekly and weekly newspapers pub-
lished in new york state averaged five hundred copies per edition news-
papers pawerapawjrapalmyra register7eae ser5eraer january 14 1818

joel 228 32 for instances where moroni quoted joel see joseph
smith history 141 45 46 49

joseph smith history 141411
17on josephs apprehension see lucy mack smith history of joseph

smith ed preston nibley salt lake city bookcraft 1979 79 forjosephsfor josephs own
recollections of persecutions that followed his affirmation of early visions see
joseph smith history 121 27 58 joseph recalled moroni saying that my name
should be had for good and evil among all nations kindreds and tongues
joseph smith history 133

see richard L bushman joseph smith and the beginnings of mor-
monism urbana university of illinois 1984 especially 179184179 184 grant under-
wood the millenarian world of early mormonism urbana university of
illinois press 1993 especially 204120 41 127 31 revelation 146 appears on the
masthead of alexander campbells millennial harbinger

9richard9richardarichard L bushman the visionary world of joseph smith BBYUYU stud-
ies 37 no 1099798109971 1997981997 98 196

for more on solomon chamberlin see larry C porter solomon cham
berlins missing pamphlet dreams visonsbisons and angelic ministrantsMini strants BBYUYU stud-
ies 37 no 2 1997 98 113
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prognostication
from the mobackmohawkmobawk herald

we publish the following in compliance with the solicitation
of the author he is a respectable inhabitant of this town the con-
stant exercise of his mind on religious topics has it is thought by
many of his friends affected the sanity of his mind on every other
subject he appears entirely rational ed herald

remarkable VISION and revelation as seen and received
by asa wild of amsterdam N Y

having a number of months enjoyed an unusual degree of the
light ofgods countenance and having been much favored of the lord
in many respects and after having enjoyed the sweetest and most
soul ravishing communionscommunions with him the lord in his boundless
goodness was pleased to communicate the following revelation
having in the first place presented me with a very glorious vision
in which I1 saw the same things

in the first place I1 observe that my mind had been brought
into the most profound stillness silence and awe realizing in a

remarkable manner the majesty presence and glory of that being
before whom all nations are as the drop of the bucket it seemed as
if my mind though active in its very nature had lost allaualiail its activity
and was struck motionless as wellweliweilwenn as into nothing before the
awfiilawftd and glorious majesty of the great jehovah he then spake to
the following purport and in such a mannor as I1 could not
describe if I1 should attempt he told me that the millennium
state of the world is about to take place that in seven years liter-
ally there would scarce a sinner be found on earth that the earth
itself as wellweliweilwenn as the souls and bodies of its inhabitants should be
redeemed as before the fall and become as the garden of eden
he told me that allaliailann the most dreadful and terrible judgments spo-
ken of in the blessed scriptures were to be executed within that
time that more than two thirds of the inhabitants of the world
would be destroyed by these judgments some of which are the fol-
lowing wars massacres famine pestilence earthquakes civil

pofiticalpofipoliticpoliticalticala 1 and ecclesiastical commotions and above all various
and dreadful judgments executed immediately by god through
the instrumentality of the ministers of the millenmillennialn iallai dispensation
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which is to exceed in glory every other dispensation a short de-
scription of which may be seen in the last chapter of isaiah and in
other places he also told me that every denomination of profess-
ing christians had become extremely corrupt many of which had
never had any true faith at all but are guided only by depraved rea-
son refusing the teaching of that spirit which inditedincited the scrip-
tures and which alone can teach us the true meaning of the same
even as the diamond alone can cut its fellow he told me further
that he had raised up and was now raising up that class of per-
sons signified by the angel mentioned by the revelator xiv 6 7
which flew in the midst of heaven having the everlasting gospel to
preach that these persons are of an inferior class and small learn-
ing that they will be rejected by every denomination as a body
but soon god will open their way by miracles judgments &cac
that they will have higher authority greater power superior inspi-
ration and a greater degree of holiness than was ever experienced
before inasmuch as this is by far the most glorious dispensation
of divine grace and glory furthermore he said that all the different
denominations of professing christians constituted the new testa-
ment babylon and that he should deal with them according to
what is written of IT in the book of revelation that he is about
to call out all his sincere children who are mourning in zion from
the oppression and tyranny of this mother of harlots and that the
severest judgments will be inflicted on thefalsethehe faisefalsejaise mandalienandalienandfallendalienananddallenfallendaelenfailenfairen profes-
sors of religion which will immediately commence in amsterdam
and has already commenced in different parts of the world and
even in this country and though their operations at first are grad-
ual and under cover yet it will soon be generally seen that it is the
immediate execution of divine vengeance upon an ungodly world

much more the lord revealed but forbids my relating it in this
way but this I1 have written and published by the express and
immediate command of god the truth and reality of which I1 know
with the most absolute certainty though I1 have ever been the most
backward to believe things of this nature having been brought up
in the calvinistic system and having had a thorough understanding
of the same and was fully established in the belief of it for several
years after I1 experienced the love of god in my heart but finding
the calvinists did not understand the glorious depths of holiness
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and conformity to the divine character in heart and practice which
I1 saw was our privilege and duty I1 joined the methodist episcopal
church which I1 found had much clearer and more scriptural views
on these and some other points than the calvinists though I1 soon
saw that they as a body were very corrupt having departed much
from their prinprimitivefictivefitive purity and holiness I1 also saw that their first
founders did not travel into allAailali that was their privilege and that
vastly greater depths of holiness might have been experienced
even by them yet I1 thank god for what light I1 have received
through their instrumentality but know that much greater and
more glorious light is about to burst upon the world

amsterdam october 1823
N B printers of newspapers and periodical publications are

requested to insert the above
I1 further observe that I1 shall soon publish in a cheap pam-

phlet my religious experience and travel in the divine life with a
more milmii account of the truths above written and many other
things connected with them

ASA WILD

amsterdam october 1
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SUSAN EASTON BLACK and LARRY C PORTER eds the lion of
the lord essays on the life and service ofofbrighambrigham young salt
lake city deseret book 1995 xii 462 ppap index notes 199519.951995

reviewed by thomas G alexander lemuel hardison redd jr professor of west-
ern american history at brigham young university

in any collection of essays many readers will undoubtedly
find some more useful than others in determining the usefulness
of most essays I1 generally ask myself what new interpretive in-
sights they offer ordinarily I1 am less interested in essays that re-
view or add detail to wellweliweilwenn known topics or interpretations than in
those that offer new insights especially new interpretive insights
moreover I1 find particularly useful those that provide a corrective
to the conventional wisdom

using that criteria I1 found four essays in this cocollectionflection most
worthwhile jill mulvay derrsberrs brigham young and the awakening
of mormon women in the 1870s 312 5737 william G hartleyshartlessHart leys
brigham young and priesthood work at the general and local

levels 338 70 david J whittakersWhit takers brigham young and the
missionary enterprise 8510685 106 and gail geo holmess A proph-
et who followed fulfilled and magnified brigham young in iowa
and nebraska 128 53

although derrsberrs essay appeared in an earlier version in BYU

studies in 1978 it is significant because it challenges the conven-
tional wisdom on the role of women in nineteenth century mor-
mon society the essay reconciles the apparent contradictions
between the nineteenth century system of relegating women to
second class status american societyssocie tys tendency to view mormon
polygamy as degrading to women and brigham youngs encour-
agement of women to acquire marketable skills in the essay derr
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argues rightly I1 believe that although brigham young was no
modern feminist he had considerable respect for women and their
intellect and skills unlike many nineteenth century men he re-
fused to relegate them solely to the roles of running households
caring for husbands and nurturing children

hartleyshartlessHartleys essay builds on his previous work particularly his
essay on the 1877 priesthood reorganization this essay covers the
full range of organizational activities at the general church stake
and ward levels during brigham youngs presidency it offers a

needed corrective to the lens of pervasive presentismpresentistpresent ism through
which many members tend to view earlier church organization
and practice he shows for instance that the seeds of currently
accepted stake and ward organization and functions date from rel-
atively late in president youngs administration the general prac-
tice of ordaining young men to successive offices in the aaronic
priesthood did not begin until after brighamsBrighams death men were fre-
quently called to move from one settlement to another to serve as
bishops or stake presidents and during the early years of president
youngs administration half of the apostles lived outside salt lake
city and many served as stake presidents

walitVAlitwhittakertaker explores the ten missions that brigham served
prior to the death ofjoseph smith in june 1844 and then examines
missionary work during his service as church president brigham
viewed missionary work as a tool to facilitate the gathering of the
saints to the great basin most significantly the missionary force
during brigham youngs presidency was very small averaging
fewer than 80 missionaries in the field per year even in the peak
year of 1869 only 222 missionaries served although missionaries
served then for much longer than the present eighteen months to
two years an average of approximately 00.101oiol 1 percent of the church
membership served on missions at any one time currently nearly
0.60606og percent of church members are serving in the mission field

whittaker considers the significance of missionary labor as an
aspect of the gathering and of the larger pattern of emigration to
and colonization of the american west he does not however
consider the significance of missionary work for our understand-
ing of the role of women in utah society As most readers know
the conventional wisdom has it that because of the large number
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of men serving on missions women had to take a more active role
in supporting families than is now necessary since however an
average of only about eighty men served at any time in the mission
field the emphasis noted by derr on educating women for pro-
fessionsfessions takes on a decidedly different meaning instead of stem-
ming from the necessity of work to support families in the absence
of missionary husbands brigham youngs admonitions for women
to train for and participate in the marketplace derived from his per-
ception of their role in building the kingdom

holmess essay ought to dispel the widespread impression
that still persists but ought to have been laid to rest in 1987 with
the publication of richard bennetts mormonscormons at the missouri
1846185211846- 75521 that mormon pioneers concentrated only at winter
quarters nebraska and council bluffs kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville iowa holmes
offers a short but valuable discussion of the geographic range of
mormon settlements on both sides of the missouri together with
the location of various other native american and euro american
communities and business enterprises

because many of the readers of BYU studies may not be as
familiar with the literature as many scholars most will find the other
essays in this volume useful and informative as well to help such
readers the following survey comments on the remaining essays

larry C porters whitinghamwiiftinghamwhittinghamwhitingham vermont birthplace of brig-
ham young prophet colonizer statesman 1 19 is most valu-
able in adding detail to our information on the family of john
young brigham youngs father the essay outlines the various resi-
dences of the family and locates the probable sites of family homes
in whitinghamwhittinghamWhitingham through the use of local records and histories oral
history interviews and other documents

ronald K esplinsesplingEsplins conversion and transformation brigham
youngs new york roots and the search for bible religion
205320 53 considers brigham youngs early lifefifeilfefivehive and upbringing the

familysfamilys religious environment his local reputation and profes-
sions his conversion to mormonism and his early missionary and
other church activities until the death of his first wife miriam
works in 1832 the essays most important contribution is to
relate brighamsBrighams early life and conversion to the biblical culture of
new england and new york
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esplinsesplingEsp lins brigham young and the transformation of the
first quorum of the twelve 54 84 discusses the organization of

the quorum of the twelve thomas marshsmarahs presidency and disaf-
fectionfec tion brigham youngs call as president of the quorum and the
central role of the mission to great britain in the emergence of
the twelve as a leading quorum in the church drawing on his wide
ranging research on brigham young esplin helps us understand the
important role that brigham played in transforming the twelve from
a local council to one of the leading quorums of the church

milton V backmanbackmanjrjr s the keys are right here succession
in the presidency 107 27 retellsrebells the story of the early role of the
twelve their succession to the church leadership after the death
of joseph smith and the eventual reorganization of the first presi-
dency in 1847 the essay provides an excellent overview of the
role of the twelve in responding to the vicissitudes of church lead-
ership following the martyrdom ofjoseph smith

susan easton blacks the mormon battalion religious author-
ity clashed with military leadership 154 71 offers additional
insight into the conflicts between the mormonscormons and some of the
army officers drawing on her larger and extremely valuable bio-
graphical studies black presents additional biographical infor-
mation on the various characters in the conflict the essay also
emphasizes brigham youngs role as religious leader behind the
mormon battalion

dale FE Beechers colonizer of the west 172 208 provides
an outline of the settlement process used by the latter day saints
one of beechersechersbecchersBe most valuable contributions is a twenty eight
page listing of colonies founded by latter day saints between 1846
and 1930 beecher however undoubtedly claims too much influ-
ence for the mormonscormonsMormons contrary to his assertions congress did not
ratify the mormon land system rather mormonscormons had to purchase
or homestead land under federal laws just as other settlers more-
over there is little evidence that the mormonscormons actually influenced
the development of the national forest system in addition as wal-
ter prescott webb robert dunbar donald pisani and others have
shown irrigation institutions similar to those in utah also devel-
oped in other western territories and states

richard L jensenshensensJensens brigham young and the gathering to
zion 209 26 offers an overview of the migration of latter day
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saints as they sought to build zion it is especially valuable as a dis-
cussion of the role of the perpetual emigrating fund

richard 0 cowans brigham young builder of temples
22743227 43 discusses youngs work in constructing and operating

temples beginning with the kirtland temple brigham young had
some association with all the temples constructed in the nine-
teenth century although the manti and logan temples were not
completed until after his death he even worked on the initial plan-
ning of the two edifices

paul H petersons brigham young and the mormon reforma-
tion 244 61 builds on his doctoral dissertation and on research
by gustive larson howard searle michael orme gene sessions
and this reviewer to provide a concise overview of the reformation
of 1856 57 the reformation was undoubtedly one of the most sig-
nificantnificant events of the 1850s peterson points out that although
jedediah grantgruntgiantglant is generally credited with starting the reformation
brigham young actually envisioned the movement

john J stewartsstewards the railroad builder 262 90 reviews
brigham youngs role in the planning and construction of rail-
roads contrary to the arguments of a number of anti mormonscormons
brigham favored the construction of the transcontinental railroad
he also promoted and facilitated the building of branch lines
throughout northern and central utah

leonard J arringtonsArring tons brigham young and the great basin
economy 291 311 draws on a lifetime of research and writing
to provide a concise overview of the mormon role in building an
economic system in the intermountain west young expected to
refashion the earth to make it like the garden of eden 291
arringtonsArring tons essay recounts the methods used in an attempt to
achieve that objective

john W welch and john wm maddoxsmaddows reflections on the
teachings of brigham young 371 441 offers a valuable and com-
prehensive fifty three page index to 734 brigham young sermons
the authors adopt a view that contrasts with those of john A

widtsoeWidtsoe eugene E campbell and hugh W nibley on the central
themes of brigham youngs discourses they recognize that widt
soe nibley and campbell offer idiosyncratic readings of brighamsBrighams
talks moreover aware of the limitation of any effort of selection
they have in an effort to identify the strongest reflexes in his
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typical teaching 383 attempted to classify the main themes in
each speech twenty eight topics such as god 42 joseph smith
32 knowledge 31 plural marriage 21 and adam and eve
16 appear in fifteen or more speeches twenty seven further top-

ics such as prayer 13 women 12 resurrection 12 and free-
dom 9 appear between nine and thirteen times with another
forty three between five and eight times

the pitfalls in the path of any such effort become evident
however when we review some of their selections the category
his other common themes 5 to 8 entries excludes brigham

youngs adam god theory 385 nevertheless the subject index
of discourses of brigham young under adam lists at least eight
examples 390 that fit in that category though the listfisthist minimizes
this number by subdividing the entries what this seems to mean is

that brigham spoke more frequently on adam god than he did on
several subjects including the bible 5 death 5 and family 5

none of which are subdivided in the list 385 in this connection
the authors seem a bit too hard on gene campbell when they
argue that his selection consists of obscure points that receive
little or no emphasis today or details that tend to be more sensa-
tional than substantial 378 from my admittedly biased point of
view it seems obvious that if we are to understand people in times
past however difficult it may be we ought to try to avoid the
imposition of a presentist emphasis today 378 interpretation
on their works latter day saints reject the adam god theory today
as heresy but as campbell understood brigham young considered
it significant

in summary I1 would recommend this collection especially
for the essays by derr hartley whittakerVAottakerdttaker and holmes the other
essays are interesting and informative and many readers will un-
doubtedly find them useful as well

NOTE

richard E bennett mormonscormons at the mlsMismikmissourimissowlsowl 1846 1852 and should
we die norman university of oklahoma press 1987



NOEL B REYNOLDS ed book of mormon authorship revisited
the evidenceforevidence for ancient origins provo utah foundation for an-
cient research and mormon studies 1997 574 ppap index 199519.951995

reviewed by dow R wilson general manager of general electric plastics struc-
tured products division in bergen op zoom the netherlands

book ofmormonof mormon authorship revisited is a sequel to book of
mormon authorship new light on ancient origins published in
1982 by BYUs religious studies center and also edited by noel
reynolds in light of the growing body of significant insights into
the antiquity of the book of mormon this volume refreshes up-
dates and extends the discussion begun sixteen years ago con-
tributorstributors present sixteen essays from a broad range of perspectives
to address directly those questions that relate to book of mormon
origins and authorship in the contributors view one cannot prove
scientifically that ancient prophets wrote the book of mormon
one can however definitively refute false claims as well as give
evidence in support of the divine theory revisited does an out-
standing job of presenting insightful and interesting evidence to
support the book of mormon as an ancient text the analysis below
will highlight some of the noteworthy points in the four sections
of the anthology

part one the nineteenth century origin of the book of
mormon focuses on the historical background the witnesses
and the translation process the underlying theme is that in their
haste to show that the book of mormon is a product of early
nineteenth century culture critics gloss over the historical details
the issue is matching do purported theories about the origin
of the book match the nineteenth century historical evidence
richard bushman uses primary sources to lay out the historical
context that any theory on book of mormon origins must address
his essay points out the matter of factnessfastness of the translation process
and the consistency of the source material to the details royal
skousensSkousens analysis of the original manuscript strengthens bush
mans evidence skousen shows how the original manuscript indi-
cates that the work was written from a translation and dictation
process these essays along with richard andersons update of
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the accounts of the eyewitnesses to the golden plates form a solid
case that the scenario that best matches the historical details is the
explanation given by joseph smith

the articles in part two the logical structure of the author-
ship debate discuss the nature of the authorship debate and
address the most fundamental assumptions and arguments of crit-
ics from the time of the appearance of the book of mormon to the
present day louis midgleysMidgleys whowiiowilo really wrote the book of mor-
mon is one of the best researched and certainly the most pas-
sionate without being defensive work in the entire collection he
traces the evolution of alternative explanations to the authorship
question connecting early alternatives posed by alexander camp-
bell philastusphilistusPhilastus hurlbut and E D howe with the more recent
theories of fawn brodie david wright and anthony hutchinson
midgleysMidgleys analysis suggests that there has been a gradual shift over
time in the critical response regarding book of mormon author-
ship while his claim that this shift resulted from well researched
data driven works produced by faithful latter day saints is not nec-
essarilyessa rily established by the evidence he gives for the history of the
debate there is not a better analysis in or out of the church

part three letting the text speak for itself is the beef of
the book it includes works on wordprintingwordprinting statistical analysis
of texts designed to contrast authorship chiasmus demograph-
ics and textual content up to this point revisited focuses on
answering the critics in a stroke for stroke battle here the level of
the debate is seriously augmented as the contributors switch from
defense to offense iflf for example the critics are going to claim
that the book of mormon is a product of a dissociative or manic
depressive joseph smith they are going to have to bring statistical
control studies to the party as has john hilton in his woodprintwordprintword print
analysis of book of mormon authors can a manic depressive effect
a woodprintwordprintwordprint different from his own can a religious genius differ-
entiate his wordprintwoodprintwordprint consistently across different authors and var-
ious forms of writing in his text whilewildle hiltonsholtonsHiltons essay does not
contain some of the results of his more recent studies it neverthe-
less remains unanswered by any reasonable scholastic effort

also in this section john welch extends his impressive string
of successes on the contribution of chiasmus to the book of mormon
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welch steps back to evaluate the so what of the occurrence of
chiasmus in the book of mormon this is a brilliant essay that goes
beyond the analysis of form and function he has entertained so well
in previous publications welch shows that form not only adds to
the meaning of a text but that it serves many purposes such as in
comparing different authors reflecting different cultural and soci-
etal influences indicating israelite characteristics present and
scrutinizing the nature of translation welch demonstrates the far
ranging impact that the evidence of chiasmus should have in denn-
ing

defin-
ing the nature of the text perhaps in the view of some critics the
mere presence of chiasmus in the book of mormon might be a
fluke of some psychological anomaly but as welch shows the evi-
dence of chiasmus goes far beyond a discussion of form for the
usage of this structural tool in the book of mormon brings to light
many fascinating across author analyses that are consistent with
what the book says about itself certainly the frequent presence of
chiasmus in the book of mormon creates a problem for critics
rather than dismissing chiasmus out of hand already very diffi-
cult or simply attributing it to the genius of joseph smith critics
will now have to generate a case demonstrating how joseph could
have created such high quality chiasmus that preserve across
author cultural and poetical differences as well as poignant histori-
cal consistencies welchs contribution strengthens significantly the
already strong evidence of chiasmus in the book of mormon

part four locating the book of mormon geographically and
culturally concludes the book with three essays addressing the
geographical and cultural location of the book of mormon in my
view the most interesting of these is by book of mormon geogra-
phy expert john sorenson in the longest and most difficult article
in the book sorenson explores the book of mormon as an ancient
mesoamericanMesoamerican text while difficult this article is perhaps also the
most rewarding sorenson explores sixty different ways in which
the book of mormon corresponds with life and culture in meso
america any one of these points on its own may seem insig-
nificantnificant proof textingteeting in reverse but together they make a
resoundingly complete database a sort of yellow pages of evi-
dence for the mesoamericanMesoamerican antiquity of the book of mormon the
reader who has the patience to plow through these passages will
be well rewarded
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who is the reader for this anthology As a collection of the
arguments relative to the origins of the book of mormon this is an
outstanding resource for those who have been observing or partici-
pating in the battle academic or amateur for these the book will
serve as a superb study tool a fascinating straight through read or
outstanding material for desultory essay at a time reading that
is more and more common in our time constrained world As a

weakness revisited perhaps assumes a level of familiarity with the
critical arguments on book of mormon authorship that may be
frustrating to newcomers

for those who have read the earlier work revisited is an
excellent complement the contributions concerning the recov-
ery of the book of mormon bushman the original manuscript
skousen the critical theories on who wrote the book of mormon
midgley direct responses to typical book of mormon authorship

issues daniel peterson nephite demographics james smith
and the comparative study of the zosimus text and accounts from
the tree of life vision by lehi and nephi john welch are signifi-

cant and worth the purchase price by themselves other articles
are significantly updated from the 1982 book or earlier publica-
tions elsewhere usually they do not replace what was written pre-
viously but expand it meaningfully

the most impressive achievement of revisited is how well it

works as a collection As an armchair historian I1 am frequently dis-
mayed at the narrowness of some critical approaches to the book
of mormon or mormon history it is disappointing when a critic
takes a particular limited approach be it textual critical histori-
cal psychological or otherwise to book of mormon origins and
makes sweeping all encompassing conclusions as a result such
critics fall far short of what samuel johnson a great english critic
said was essential for the critical eye that the critic must be able
to focus on the whole as well as on the parts

the accomplishment of revisited is that it addresses the parts
and the whole extremely well the contributions are wellwenweliweil re-
searched in primary source data using scholarly critical tools
these studies have been peer reviewed in several cases by schol-
ars outside the mormon community perhaps most satisfying is the
intellectual honesty in all the essays that recognizes the limitations
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of the various approaches As such the contributors address the
part and generalize to the whole only so far as appropriate given
this rigor the collection puts forth a critical defense as wellweliweil as a

documented offense for the divine ancient origins of the book of
mormon these tight presentations create a view of the whole that
critics must deal with part by part and in totality from now on

NOTE

see samuel johnson the history ofofrasselasrasselas prince of abyssiniaofabyssinia quoted
in walter jackson bate ed criticism the7 be major texts eni ed new york har-
court brace jovanovich 1970 2067206 7 see also R D stock ed samuelsohnsamueljohnsamuel john-
sons lirLitliteraryeray criticism regents critics series lincoln university of nebraska
press 1974 141514 15



JOHN L SORENSON mormon culture four decades of essays
on mormon society and personality salt lake city new sage
books 1997 16.001600

reviewed by david P crandall assistant professor of anthropology at brigham
young university

mormon culture is an assortment of essays on institutional-
ized and processual features of deseret mormon life topics range
from the interplay of mormon folk and mormon elite to dis-
sent disagreement and error in mormon thought and from mor
mons as cultural americans to a beginning study of mormon
personality the essays are written for lay audiences and are com-
mendablymendably clear and straightforward in many ways this is a book
of hors doeuvresdoeuvres analytical teaserstessers each essay introducing a
topic and direction of analysis but never fully completing its pro-
gram many of the essays are deliberately advocatory in tone
demonstrating the usefulness of anthropological analysis while
the described processes and quandaries of deseret mormon lifefifeilfe
are not unique to cultural mormonism but part and parcel of the
difficulties of social and personal life everywhere in the world it
seems that some of these problems may be exacerbated in the
modern rocky mountain west in reviewing this book I1 will look
at the essays I1 found most thought provoking rather than attempt-
ing a critical summary of each one

in mormon folk and mormon elite sorenson explores two
strands of mormon culture by juxtaposing mormon elite the
ethos of the financially secure and the somewhat isolated hierar-
chy of church leadership with mormon folk the average faithful
latter day saints who live in varying economic circumstances
endure sporadic uncertainty and move in a world far less insulated
than the world of the elites by citing conflicting attitudes toward
the repeal of prohibition the fine arts versus blue collar entertain-
ments birth control working mothers and polygamy sorenson
demonstrates the existence of two slightly different world views
largely emanating from the material conditions of life world
views that create a certain amount of drift between leaders and fol-
lowers such drifts have little or nothing to do with the core tenets
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of latter day saint faith but instead with issues of practicality and
american political and social life those moving in higher circles
are portrayed as detached from some of the instabilities of life and
therefore better able to pursue the ideal while most of the folk

believe in the ideal yet must confront it from very real often inse-

cure circumstances the result is that elite and folk views influ-

ence each other through an uneasy process of accommodation
and more often than not it is the hardlinehandlinehardline ideal elite positions of
mormon orthopraxy that soften over time

in consider their origin an essay on family history soren-
son delves into a pervasive dishonesty in mormon indeed ameri-
can culture the difficulty of being candid about ourselves and our
ancestors in writing personal and family histories sorenson de-
cries the approach to history typified in mass produced christmas
letters and instead advocates personal and family histories that are

honest and forthright histories that avoid selective memory or
the construction of historical persons simply too good to have
ever existed

two central questions issue from this discussion why are we
dishonest in the first place and what is the value of a candid fam-

ily history the first question is answered in part by received and
shared attitudes of the ideal that govern our conceptions of what
a proper family history ought to be we best venerate the deceased
by removing the blemishes from their lives and by so doing we
avoid potential embarrassment in the unfortunate practice of com-
parison a competition of sorts in which we vie for the most faith-
ful and exemplary ancestors

in contrast sorenson believes the true value of family history
liesfiesileshies in portraying ourselves and our ancestors candidly giving

them flesh and blood reality as people enduring the same kinds
of trials and temptations we all face in this way parallel worlds are

created worlds that though different in time and space stillstiffstinn share
much of the common experience of human beings one could ask

whether the stories of alma the younger or saul of tarsus would
be as powerful if the unflattering details of their lives had been
deleted perhaps beyond the call for greater candor in the writing
of family histories this essay demonstrates how powerful a force
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intellectual dishonesty sometimes is in our own thinking and re-
creation of the past

being wrong in mormon thought is a discussion of degrees
of error based on a sliding definition of wrong wrong means any-
thing from innocently forwarded errant opinions rooted in igno-
rance to genuine misunderstanding and from honest differences of
opinion to willful rebellion against established orthodoxy this
essay is mistitledrnistitledmismlstitled as sorenson seeks to define wrong by the conse-
quences of being wrong in relation to church discipline and cor-
rection rather than the process of determining intellectual error
within lay discussions of latter day saint doctrine though he hints
about the difficulty of knowing for certain beyond the obvious set
of core doctrinal beliefs precisely what latter day saint doctrine
is sorenson avoids exploring this very important issue perhaps
he is justifiably prudent in doing so but being wrong intellectu-
ally ought to be defined against being intellectually right

the social processes of establishing accepted orthodoxy cer-
tainly occur on an ongoing basis within the church because of the
belief and practice of continuing revelation equally obvious is that
these processes sometimes occur at the expense of a history of op-
posing views witness sorensonsSorensons opening paragraph about elder
mcconkiesMcConkies dismissal of his former statements on the exclusion of
certain groups of men from the priesthood this example alone
illustrates how a peripheral belief can be turned on its head but
what is the process that allows people to part with a sometimes
cherished belief truth and accept a new one especially if the
old belief was justified by statements of general authorities and
beyond the consistent central doctrines of the restored gospel
how is rightnesstightness or wrongness determined in peripheral areas
especially when first presidency statements and scripture seem to
offer no obvious specific answers such difficulties arise in any
institution in which human beings participate and accusations of
being wrong are often hurled during a confrontation of oppos-

ing views on a subject that allows for multiple interpretations
these issues are raised by the articles content though unfortu-
nately they are not directly addressed yet for all that is jettisonedjettisoned
and all that remains silent this piece draws attention to important
features of truth and belief
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in his two final essays on mormon personality sorenson
presses home the difficulties of being mormon and living in the
world of submission to the will of god in contrast to american
style rugged individualism of the interplay between the institu-
tional and the personal the social environment and the self while
he proposes no fresh insights into the predicament he describes
simply by noting this view of the way things are he demonstrates
the extreme complexity of the human condition and in the dese-
ret mormon context a predicament that he feels leads to superfi-
cialityciality conformity divided lives and syncretism

As the titles of these two essays suggest sorenson is seeking
to elucidate common features of deseret mormon personalities
and their putative origins but these essays hint at much deeper
issues of how world views are formed and perpetuated the vari-
ous sources of their genesis the way human beings cobble to-
gether their religion their political views their aesthetics and so
on into one totalizingtotalizing conceptual schema of the world and finally
what effect this process has on the formation of personality and
personal identity there is no answer here only a recognition that
matters are not as simple as they may first appear

sorensonsSorensons essays thus constitute a mere introduction of how
deseret mormonism might be explored anthropologically his
work duly recognizes that the cultural and social processes of
deseret mormonism are hardly unique but rather a variant of gen-
eral human social processes and though I1 find his essays incom-
plete as they stand they are nonetheless useful in what they do
provide the beginnings of an anthropology of mormonism
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reviewed by eric A eliason assistant professor of english at brigham young
university

in smiths debut novel his prettyboypretty boy park ranger protago-
nist tartan jones flees the double trouble of pressure to wed and
rumors that his unattached state reflects an interest in an alter-
nate lifestyle to escape his lifelong utah home tartan accepts an

obscure assignment elsewhere in the southwest with wry humor
and empatheticpatheticem condescension toward the local yokels our hero
chronicles his struggles in love and culture shock in the twisted
little town of longfellow this communitys most volatile problem
is sectarian strife between mormonscormons and baptists who vie for
demographic dominance while rejoicing in each scale tipping ar-
rival or departure that benefits their camp however the novels
mormonscormons also spend plenty of time squabbling among themselves

the baptists presumably do as well but we see little of them
despite the books title

this novel is very funny this reader sustained a smirk
throughout most of the book chuckled about every three pages

and out and out busted up every twenty pages or so smiths style

is engaging and clear A sample of his prose explains why two of
the books characters do not get along

it all stemmed from the time orvil had appeared on wheel of
fortune orvil got on the show but didnt win a single dollar he
kept spinning bankrupt and when he finally got a chance to win
some money he mistakenly guessed

fungertungerdungerwunger sandwich instead of finger sandwich it was a

dumb mistake especially considering that every letter had been up
on the board except the two Is but orvil had never heard of a finger
sandwich and thought the concept to be quite disgusting when the
puzzle was finally solved by the next contestant bruce made a big
deal about orvilsorvies stupid guess

funger sandwich what the heck is a funger sandwich

orvil made up some lie about the native americans having a

ceremonial treat called the funger but admitted the truth after bruce
began searching through books at the library orvil did end up with
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a box of tyson potpiespoppies and a really nice hairbrush as consolation
prizes but it just wasnt the same as say ten thousand dollars

ever since then however orvil and bruce had been bitter
enemies 78 79

this story is typical of hundreds in the book BBBQ does have
a sustained plot but it is often if only momentarily lost behind a
plethora of unrelated anecdotal sequins smith fashions character
personalities and plot lines to service this wonderful anecdotal
humor this strategy makes the humorous asides the level on
which the novel is most successful one way to read this book is as
a collection of short short stories

while this books primary objective is light humor smith
tackles some fairly high literary fare toward the end of the book
he unravels a disturbingly dark ironic situation in which a pretty
despicable antagonist performs a grizzly and unwittingly atoning
work that brings about a bells ofofsaintsuintsaint marymarysmarts style faux miraculous
community healing event sorry to be so cryptic but I1 dont want
to be a plot spoiler

this probing of the deep dark places of the human condition
seems joltinglyjokingly incongruous with the lightness of the books earlier
untroubled comedic depiction of violence and dysfunctionaldysfunctional rela-
tionshipstionships in fact some readers may be disturbed by the surprising
amount of death and violence in this work of faithful mormon fic-

tion especially since it is depicted and then laughed off in such a
cartoonishcartoonistcartoonish manner other readers because it is cartoonishcartoonistcartoonish might
not even notice it

BBBQ also buzzes with amorous energy as tartan and his
new girlfriend charity fall in love with a brilliance unprece-
dented in mormon fiction and without even alluding to a single
anatomical feature below the chin smith captures the body
wrenching god given attraction from a male point of view any-
way that draws couples into eternal family producing temple
marriages in the LDS world view this power is distinguishable
from the sinful lasciviousness which leads people to sexual rela-
tionshipstionships without commitment and offspring without supportive
two parent families
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this distinction difficult for outsiders to see and thus good grist
for the mill of LDS fictiveactive treatments has yet to be fully explored
though smith makes some good first steps blurring this distinction is

common in work such as that of levi S peterson whose wigged out
rural mormonscormons seem to have influenced some characterizations in
BBBQ one of petersons characters the monumentally ill tempered
socially inept and physically misshapen rendella kranpitz from the
short story the christianizing of cobumcoburncoaum heights is reincarnated
in BBBQ as the troublesome mary longfellow smith is no levi peter-
son clone however while peterson explores deep sexual and theo-
logical dysfunction among people on the fringes of mormon religion
and culture smith examines dysfunction mostly in interpersonal
skills among committed latter day saints

A major deficiency in BBBQ is the lightness with which the
book treats the kind of nuts and bolts contextualization required to
make a story read like it is taking place in believable peoples lives

for example the main character is a forest ranger yet his creator
does not make the world of this occupation particularly relevant to
the story or compelling to the reader perhaps smith can be
allowed this liberty since the book is not about rangeringringeringrangering how-
ever while the title clearly promises meaningful treatment of the
very important issue of ldsevangelical relations this book offers
no theological or cultural information about baptists other than
the fact they have pastors instead of bishops

smiths evasion of theological and cultural content detracts
from his books power to be the cautionary tale about the evils of
prejudice that it strives to be despite these criticisms smiths
debut novel succeeds on the strength of its humor As joseph field-
ing mcconkie says on the dust jacket the kid has talent with
BBBQ smith has established himself among the best mormon
humorists writing today

NOTE

levi S peterson the christianizing of coburn heights in the canyons
of grace stories midvale utah orion books 1992 79- 1079101101loi1



brief notices

view of the hebrews edited by before him and makes no
charles D patejrtatejrtate jr BYU religious claim to be writing scripture
studies center 1996 lay readers who wish to investi-

gate repeated claims that the book
for almost a century critics of of mormon borrows from view of

the authenticity of the book of mor-
mon

the hebrews will find this volume
have claimed that view of the valuable for those unfamiliar with

hebrews first published by ethan the ongoing dialogue a cursory in-
troductionsmith in 1823 ad2d ed 1825 tro reviews literature that

served as inspiration for scripture compares view of the hebrews to
ethan smith pastor of the con-
gregational

or distinguishes it from the book
gregat ional church in poultney of mormon other readers will
vermont argued that the native want an analysis of the text itself
americans were scattered israelites which is not offered here serious
who would soon be restored into scholars will probably continue to
the gospel fold charles tate has refer to smiths original editions
introduced and edited the entire since the 1996 volume does not
text of the 1825 edition in an effort include original pagination and
to invite our readers to decide for does not provide discussion of the
themselves xix concerning the differences between the 1823 and
alleged connection between smiths 1825 editions
treatise and the book of mormon jed L woodworth

view of the hebrews reads very
much like a gospel tract smith
quotes dozens of scriptures in an the ten commandmentsforcommandments forto show that in the latterattempt today edited byjohnby john G scott
days israel would be restored in bookcraft 1997
fulfillment of gods covenant
promises and sets out to prove that seeing the ten commandments
native americans are these cove-
nant

as eternal principles that have
people 1 I shall attempt to never been annulled this collec-

tionembody the evidence obtained focuses primarprimarilyfly on recent
says smith to show that the statements by church leaders rele-

vantnatives of america the descen-
dants

are or adaptable to these ten
of the ten tribes of israel topics of course these judeofudeo

58 smith quotes liberally from christian fundamentals about
authors who had drawn this con-

clusion

which thousands of books have

249
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been written over the centuries four standard works particularly
can be taken to mean or include from the old testament others will
many other points or precepts wish for more analysis of what the

here these institutes 5 are quoted scriptures might mean and
applied to such important and how the exodus theme surfaces
diverse subjects as revelation false repeatedly in salvation history
materialism jewelry automobiles jed L woodworth
selfseif esteem vain repetitions filing
tax returns prayer profanity eter-
nal families war anger hunting

the primitive church in the mod-
emabortion euthanasia honesty pride

world edited by richard T
and neighborly love moses would

hughes university of illinoisprobably be pleasantly surprised to press 1995see how far removed from sinai
modem circumstances have be-
come the primitive church in the

and yet how relevant his
modern world is a welcome com-
panion

ancient words can still be made
P on volume to the americanjohn W welch quest for the primitive church
an important anthology published
by richard T hughes in 1988 the

the exodus story ancient and first volume brought together fif-
teenmodernmodem parallels by richard remarkable essays on a theme

neitzel holzapfel bookcraft 1997 that had too often been neglected
by scholars of american religion

this short book finds in the new the search within american prot-
estantismtestament the doctrine and cove-

nants
for a restoration of the

and personal experience ancient gospel while not neces-
sarilyparallels to the old testament exo-

dus
agreeing on what the restora-

tionstory in the hexateuch this might consist of the various
effort aimed at the lay LDS reader protestant movements were nearly
is more an attempt to liken all all characterized by elements of
scriptures unto us 1 I1 ne 1923 restorationism or primitivism for
than a scholarly exegesis written LDS readers the 1988 volume
for university colleagues 4 provided a valuable historical set-

tingholzapfel thus acknowledges the for the emergence of their
work of other LDS scholars who own religion which emphasizes
have written on exodus patterns the restoration of ancient truths
but makes no overt attempt to dia-
logue

and authority
with them this new anthology explores

instead holzapfel brings con-
siderable

the subject of how primitivism
siderable expertise to his writing applies in modem times it con-

tainsby utilizing historical cultural and ten noteworthy essays by dis-
tinguishedgeographical details not generally scholars of american

known many readers will enjoy religion as well as an important in-
troductionthe prodigious array of scriptural troduction by hughes As hughes

quotations drawn here from all explains restorationist believers
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tend to define their most funda-
mental

nineteenth century however the
values and commitments by temporal and the spiritual had be-

comethe ancient norms of the christian separate largely because of
faith however perceived and only the pressures brought against the
then if at all by the norms of church by the political campaigns
modernity or modernization in against plural marriage and utahs
other words genuine primitivists quest for statehood
judge the modem world by the alexander discusses the gradual
standards of the ancient faith not modification of various beliefs and
the other way around xiii practices that resulted in the fact

some of the essays raise interest-
ing

that directions from church lead-
ersquestions about whether on temporal affairs no longer

churches that began as restora-
tionist

carried the same spiritual connota-
tionsmovements have moved as in earlier years neverthe-
lessaway from that tradition because he shows that the church was

of the various influences of mod-
ernism

still able to perceive itself as the
to what degree did or restoration of ancient christianity

does accommodation to moder-
nity

modernization had not changed
undermine basic primitivism that 187 though alexander does

this dilemma however is largely not specifically comment on the
circumvented in LDS theology principle of continuing revelation
which understands that continuing LDS readers will understand that
revelation originally stood at the this is the process that has always
core of true primitive christianity led and still leads to needful adap-

tationwhich was founded on prophetic in the rapidly changing mod-
em

mod-
ernapostolic leadership world

LDS readers will want to take alienallenailenjames B
note of the essay by thomas G

alexander mormon primitivism
and modernization 167 96 draw-
ing from his extensive study of late A womanscomans view helen mar
nineteenth century mormonism whitneytwhitneyswbitneysWhitneys reminiscences of early
particularly the administration of church history edited bybyjenijeni
president wilford woodruff alex-
ander

broberg holzapfel and richard
focuses on the changing rela-

tionship
neitzel holzapfel BYU religious

tion ship between the temporal studies center 1997
and spiritual spheres during that
period in his view the temporal helen mar kimball smith whit-

neyand the spiritual were fused so inti-
mately

1828 96 witnessed early
in the early days of the LDS mormon history from its center

church that there was no incon-
gruity

she was a daughter of heber C and
between them thus various vilate kimball and she became a

economic programs seemingly plural wife of joseph smsmithith after
temporal in nature were seen as the prophets death she married
merely one aspect of an all encomenbom horace K whitney with whom
passing faith by the end of the she raised a large family in utah
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near the end of her life helen by a number of photographs in-
viteswrote her reminiscences of life the reader into the book

among the early latter day saints mark ashurst mcgee
she relayed her experiences of
the momentous the missouri per
secutions the very beginnings of

ohetheobe rhetoric of church andpolygamy the exodus from nau-
voo state A critical analysis of reli-

gion
and the sojourn at winter clausejurisprudenceclause jurisprudence byquarters she also wrote much of

frederick mark gedicks dukedaily living family life friend-
ships university press 1995dancing and sabbath day
observance her narrative provides this book written by a BYU lawa womanscomans view of the ordinary professor is sure to command theand the extraordinary in early mor-
mon attention of those with an inter-

esthistory
in first amendment religious

reminiscing from the distance issues legal history or legal and
of four decades makes for memory political philosophy especially
problems but helen mar whitneyswhitneytWhitneys regarding church and state
narrative benefits from her us the author sees a major crisis in
of letters and diaries of her father religion clause jurisprudence the
and others also the retrospective supreme courts doctrine of
position from which she wrote church and state is grounded in
allowed for reflection andmature two distinct and conflicting dis-

coursesenabled her to see life lessons in the first is religious com
her past experiences for example munitarianism which dominated
she wrote the experience had at supreme court decisions until the
winter quarters taught me that it middle of the twentieth century
was only through obedience and communitarianismCommunitarianism is generally
great humiliation more especially respectful accommodating and
through fasting and prayer that we supportive of traditional judeofudeo
could obtain any great manifesta-
tions

christian values the second dis-
coursefrom on high or the power is secular individualism

to enable us to overcome the which developed in the 1950s
adversary 462 63 now the prevailing doctrine of the

helens reminiscences were court secular individualism takes a
published serially in the womanscomans more critical stance toward reli-

gionexponent from 1880 to 1886 the relegating it to the role of a
holzapfelsHolzap fels provide us the service purely private institution toward
of pulling together into one book which government is to remain
all the scattered installments from strictly neutral
this practically inaccessible peri-
odical

gedicks argues that the courts
in appendixes the editors shift from the principles of reli-

giousalso provide whitneyswhitneytWhitneys autobiogra-
phy

communitarianismcommunitarianism to those
and her obituary written by of secular individualism is prob-

lematicher friend emmeline B wells an because it has been partial
introductory essay accompanied and incomplete while the court
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is committed to principles of secu-
lar individualism it has repeatedly
endorsed government actions that
violate those principles actions
that would be far more justifiable
under the discourse of religious
communitarianismcommunitarianism back cover
because communitarianismcommunitarianism and
secular individualism are funda-
mentally irreconcilable the court
has forced itself to diminish the
religious characteristics of prac-
tices it actually sanctions for this
reason the supreme courts reli-
gion clause doctrine has become
inconsistent convoluted ineffec-
tive and as a result disrespectedrespecteddisrespecterdis

the solution does not lieheile in
attempting to fix what is broken
the current court doctrine lacks
both popular support and internal
consistency and is therefore be-
yond repair the answer that gedicks
proposes is to develop an entirely
new discourse that would first
attract popular support and sec-

ond protect a meaningful measure
of religious freedom back cover
gedicks does not articulate pre-
cisely what this new discourse
should be that would require
another book

this work succeeds brilliantly in
doing what it set out to accom-
plish the reader is left fully aware
of how the supreme court got
itself into its current predicament
regarding church and state

matthew R connelly



side canyons

cold winds drive late september
down gutters of lower 26th
across her busy intersections
and over trash of this littered park
where I1 watch flocks of pigeons feed
they drop in pairs and threes
from high cornice ledges
of tired office buildings
that line this urban gorge
disputing with starlings and
sparrows the meager repast left
by last nights bag ladies sorting
out supermarket loot retrieved
from dumpstersdumpsters questioned cornucopia

and now this gust sudden
among limbs and lobes of ancient alders
overhead loosens a flutter of rust
across the fracus a tilt
of other seasons that leaves me
sensing amid this tawdry mix
of wings a quiet stir
as falls other birds return
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magpies and stellars jays raucous
against impending chill
that drives them in from pinonpinnon flats
and drying creekbedscreekbeds
raptorsraptores riding migratory thermal drafts
down the length of mountain ranges
circling momentarily above our livesfivesilves
as if they catch some stench of death
crows that with cold claim town
again refugees from smog laced streets
in search of skies more open of sun
still fluid through bitter air

A distant call of killdeerkilideerkilIkiildeerdecr down
naked edges of the world and sheer
brick walls ofofjofaJ C penneys
begin to dream redrock cliffs
and canyon parapets sidewalks stream
with golden cottonwood and quail
that scramble over wash smoothed stone
and out among sage to hide

E leon chidester

note this poem was winner of the college of humanities 1998
eisteddfod poetry crown competition the theme was city canyons
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edited by laurie
teichert eastwood
published by BYU
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242 ppap
foreword by dawn
pheysey biographi-
cal introduction
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extensive index
hardbound
net subscriber
price 479647.9611796117.96

to see minerva teichertsreichertsTeicherts art is to want to know her better
how could minerva paint hundreds of canvases and still raise

five children wash all the glass bottles for the familysfamilys dairy raise
chickens and a large garden can and sew and still serve her com-
munity A letter in this volume hints at the answer hurry she
writes thats my second name I1 hardly go by any other

in other letters in this collection minerva shares a wealth of
wisdom about combining family responsibilities personal dreams
and life in a rural community while she chats about the weeks
news with her daughter we gain a greater understanding and appre-
ciation for the woman who was driven to paint the mormon story

what were her opinions about her art written primarily
from 1942 to 1969 these letters tell us about her manti temple
murals for example minerva wrote there is just this I1 may die if
I1 do it but as dad says id have died if I1 hadnt like her paint-
ings her letters are bold and powerful leaving a legacy of histori-
cal information and inspiration
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